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Abstract
This thesis describes the synthesis, spectroscopic and crystallographic
characterisation, and magnetism of a series of polynu dear Cu(lI ) complexes of
the Itgand 1,4.-bis{3'-methyf-2'-p yridyf )aminophthalazin e (PAP3 Me), and a series
of Ni{lI) and Mn(1I) complexe s of the ligand

1 ,4-bis{{6-methylpyridi ne-2~

carboxaldiimino)amino)phthalazine (PHPGMe), with particu lar interest in

1-1t~1 , 1

azide bridged systems. In addit ion, a series of Extended Huckel molecular orbital
ca lcula tion s investigating the variation of magnetic behaviour with changes in the
geome try of the biruclear centre in the phthalazine I

~~ 1, 1

azi de bridg ed Cu{II)

b inudear system was also underta ken.
Part A is an introduction, cons isting of three chapters . Chapter 1 pro vides
an introducti on to the study of po lynu clear metal complexes . The role of the se
complexes as a bridge between the physics of molecu lar magne tism and the
biochemi stry of metalloenzy mes is emphasised, and the theory of magnetism
introd uced . Chapter 2 develops the theory of molecular magn etism of binu clear
metal comple xes, including quan titati ve expressions for magnetic exchange ,
factors influencing the magnitude and sign of eXchang e interadions, and
computational models (Extended HUCke!) of these interactions. Chapter 3 is an
overview of the magnetic propert ies of binuclear and po lynuclear comple xes
linked via azide or thiocyanate bridges.
Part B consists of experimental results. and conta ins two chapters .
Chapter 4 describes the synthesis of complexes based on a

C~PAP3Me

core, in

which the binuclear Cu(lI) centres are bridged by phthalazine and azide or
phthalazi ne and some other exogenous bridge . The X-ray diffraction structures
of four Cu(ll) complexes , along with infrared , UV I Vis and variable temperature
magneti sm studies of these four, and five othe r complexes , are presented . In
particu lar, it is found that the variable temperature magnetic data of the

~-1 , 1

azide bridged complexes cannot be fitted to the Bleaney-Bowers equatio n,
wherea s the data for the non-azid e complexe s can. Several other attempts 10
understand the anomalous magnetism of the azide systems suggests that using
a variable temperature -2J besl models the observed behaviour. A variable
temperature X-ray diffractio n study was undertaken in an attempt to ratio nalis e
this behaviour in terms of changing bridge geomet ry, but the results indicate that
this is not the case. Extended HUcke! molecu la r orbital calculations were also
carried out and showed that magnetic coupling in phthalazine I

~- 1 ,1

azide

bridged Cu(lI) systems is a function of not only the ~-1 , 1 azide bridge angle , but
of other geometric distortions of the azide b ridge . Chapter 5 present s the
synthesi s, preliminary X-ray diffraction studie s, spectroscopic studies, and
magnetism of Ni(ll ) and Mn(ll ) complexes of th e ligand PHP6Me, plus either
azide or thiocyanate. Due to a lack of firm struc tural data, the results are
inconclusi ve, and attempts to establish unequivocally an anliferromagnetic realm
for ~- 1 , 1 azide bridged Ni(lI ) and Mn(lI) complexes proved unsuccessful.
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Line

5.3

.
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V ariab le Tem per ature Magnetic Susce ptib ilty Data for (NiJ(PHPGMe-H)
(N:J,(CH,OH ), ) (13) with the Ginsberg Eq uation Least Sq uares Best Fit
~

5.4

. ... 1G

V ariable Tem pe rature Magnetic Susce pti bllty Data fo r [N i, (PHP6Me)CI
(N C S),(H,O)(C H.C H,OH)IN~(PH P6Me ) C I( NCSX H ,O)jC I.

(14) with !he

G insbe rg Equation l east Squares Best Fit Une
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Variab le Temp er ature Magnet ic Susce ptibilty Data for (Mn, (PHPGMe-H )

(N,),(H,O ),,J ( 13 ) with the Mn(ll) Binuclear Equation (2 .17) Least Squar es
Best Fit Line
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Lis t of Abbreviations and Symbols
APHP

1,4-bis((pyrid-2-)1acetaldiimino )amino )phthalazine

o

ax ia l zero fie ld sp litt ing parame ter

deo xyHc

deoxyhemocya ni n

EHM Q

Extended HUckel molecular orb ital
e lectromagnetic unit

EXAFS

extended X-ray ab sorption fine stru cture

H

magnetic fiel d

Lande splitting fador

He

hemocyanin

Hdd

orb ital energ y fo r a "d" orb ital

Hpp

orb ital ener gy for a "p" orb ital

Hss

orbi tal energy for a "5" orbita l

H

Hamiltonian
exchange int egral

s

interdimer exchange integral
two e lectron Coulom b integ ral
Boltzm an con stan t
two electron exchange integ ral
the number of d istinct pairs of molecula r orbit als

M

molar magnetisation

xix

MO

molecular orbita l

N

Avagadro's number

Na

temperature independen t paramagn etism (TI P)

oxyHc

oxyhemocyan in

PAP3Me

1,4-bis(3'-met hyl+Z..pyridyl )aminophthalazine

PAPR

1,4-bis{R-melh yl-Z-pyridyl )aminophlhalazine (R = 3 - 6)

PHP6Me

1,4-bis(6-methylpy ridine-2<arbo xald iimino)amino)phlha lazine

R

residua l factor
local spin quantum numbe r

S

dimer spin quan tum number

Tc

Curie temp erature

TN

Neel temperature

Z

dimer lattice coordination number
bridge angl e

0.

0

ang le of accidental orthogonality
electronic Bohr magneton
magnetic susce ptibili ty

X.

gram magnetic susceptibility

Xu

molar magneti c susceptib ility

A

energy differ ence betwee n symmetric and antisymmetric MO's
molar extinction coeffi cient

xx

~

energy of molecu lar Ofbital i

¢I

molecu lar orbita l

IJ..,.

effective magnetic moment

11"

microscope magnetisation
Curie-Weiss or

We i s s~ ike

correction

fraction of param agne tic impuri ty

'I'

Heitler-L ondon (two-electron) wavefunction
atomic orbita l expo nent

xxi

Part A. Introduction
Chapter 1. General Introduction
1.1 Preamble
The study of the interactions between melal centres in pofynuclear
comp lexes has been, and cont inues to be, of great intere st. Perhap s the most
important reason to( this is that the phenomenon of interaction betwee n metal

centres

occupies a place where severa l scient ifIC discipl ines overlap . In

particular, it is a bridge between the two extremes of the physics of molecular
magnetism and the role of polynuclear centres in biologica l processes. The
following sect ion s will illu stra te th is concept with regard to the transition metals
of interest in this study. with a diSOJssion of some biologicall y relevan t binuclear
meta lloprotein s, and a brief examination of the nature and theory of magn etic
beha viour .

1.2 Binuclear Complexes as Models for Biological Systems
1.2.1 Type III Copper Enzymes: Hemocyanin and Tyrosinase
Hemocyanins are a cl as s of copper based dioxygen carriers found in a

wide range of molluscs and arttv opods. The active site of hemocyanin (He) has
long attracted the attention of chemists due to its rather unique spectral and
phys ical propertie s.' It is a Type III copper centre ; that is, it is ESR silent in the
Cu(Il ) oxygenated form, and also shows

very strong antiferromagnetie coupling

(·2J

~

550 em<I). In add ition, rather than the weak d-<t transilion bands usua lly

found in the electroni c spectra of Cu(lI} compound s, oxyHc shows two strong
band s at 580rYn (e = HX)() M"'cm -1) and 345nm (e = 20000 M"'an-I ) . EXAFS
stud ie s ha ve shown a Cu-Cu separa tion of -3.6

A, and

the resona nce Raman

spectrum shows that the dioxygen is symmetricall y coor dinated as the peroxide .

TIle exact structure of the copper active site remained a mystery for some
time . but the strong antiferroma gnetic coup ling was indicative of super exchange
via an exogenous brid ge. Based on this fad and the experimental data, it wa s
proposed that the two CU(II) ce ntres were bridged by a u-t .z-peroxide in either a
trans or cis configurat ion (Fig.1.1). However, bo th a lrans. 1.2 model complex

prepared by Kartin et at' and computationa l models of the 05-1 ,2 configuration
studi ed by Solomon et al.J pro ved to be poor spe ctro scopic models for oxy Hc .

Cu<, /

o

o

<, Cu

tran s ~· 1, 2

cis J!- 1,2

El9.:..1J. Proposed Structural Models for the Hemocyanin Ac tive
Site.
More rece ntly, however, Kitajima et at · reported the slrudure of a IJ-Tl1:TlZ
pero xide bridged Cu(lI) complex which exhibited spectroscopic and magnetic
properties nearty identical with tho se of oxyHc (Fi g.1.2(a) ).

Indisputable proof for which model best d esaibes the b in udear centre in
hemocyanin had, however, to come from a cryst al structur e of the protein itself.

Two re ports of the structure of d90xyHc from P. interruplv s' and L

poIyphemu~

show essentially the same binuclear centre: each Cu(l) centre is coo rdinated to

three histidine residues in appro ximately trigo na l geometry, and no bridging
ligand is observed.

It was a strudu:re of the oxygena ted L poIyphemu~"

hemocyanin which fina lly showed that dioxyg en is inde ed bou nd as the J,l911z:11l
pe roxi de (Fig .1.2(b » . The coord inat ion sphere around each Cu(lI) is completed
by two strong ly bou nd h istid ines (2.D-2.1A) and one wea kly bound axial histidine

(2.4·2 .5 A) to give approximately squa re pyramid al geometry .

-6.:\ ---°6- 3
Cu

Cu

N"""'"

-

--- \-N

( NN. hydrotn s(3,5-<lii sopropyl"-pyrazo lyl )b orate
N

lal

His173__

............ 0 - - .

His328

--0--

CU
HiS177--1

I

I....-Hi s364

Cu

- -His324

His204

(bl
Fig . 1.2 (aJ Kitajima's ~-11 I: 'lJ Mode l Complex (b ) Structure of the
Hemocyanin Ac ti ve Site in L. Po lyphemus.

Tyros inase is another Type III copper enzyme which cat alyses the
Clf1ho...hydroxylation of phenol s to catecncte in a variety of plants. bacteria and

animals. The structure of the active site in tyrosinase is not known, but it is
spectroscopically very similar to that of hemocyanin.' It is therefore generally
believed that the structure of tyrosinase in the oxygenated form is similar to that

01 oxyHc.

1.2.2 Binuclear Enzymes of Other Transition Metals : Urease and Arg ina se
Wh ile hemocyanin has perhaps been the most extensively studi ed, many
other first row transition metals also form binuclear metalloenzymes. These are

found in many roles, from oxygen transport enzymes to hydrolases to catalases .
Art extensive review is beyond the scope of this diSOJssion, but a brief
examination of two illustrative systems is presented.
Urease is an enzyme found in certain plants, fungi and bacteria which
catalyses the hydrolysis of urea to ammonium carbamate. It is found to contain

two Ni(lI) centres per protein subunit which prove to be ESR undetectable,
suggesting an antiferromagnetically coupled system

Variable temperatlxe

magnet ism studies do indeed show the binud ear centre to be weakly
antiferromagn eticall y coupled (-2J = 13 en"), and it is also found tha t up to 20%
of the Ni(lI) centr es show no exchange interaction, a phenomenon which is pH

dependent ' O The visible spectrum of j ackbean urease shows ligand field bands

(a)

(b'

Fig. 1,3 Binuclear Metalloenzymes of First Row Transition
Metals . (a) L aerogenes Urease (bl Rat Uver Arginase.
similar to those of 5 or 6 coordinate Ni(II),lOwhile the EXAFS spectrum suggests

that these are N or 0 donors . with no 5 ligands.n

The aystal structure at 2.2A resolution of K. aerogenes urease 11
(Fig .1.3(a) ) shows two distinct Ni(lI) centres, separated by about 3.5A Ni1 is
coordinated to three ligands and a fourth site is partially occu pied by H 20 , so the

geometry is best described as pseudotetrahedral. Ni2 is coordinated by five
ligands in a distorted trigonal bipyrimidal or square pyramidal geometry. The

observed coupling appears to occur through the carbamate bridge of the
modified tysine residue

In contra st 10 nickel, for which urease is the only kno<Nn binucl ear
metalloenzyme , binuclear and

higher nuclearity manganese d us ters are

prevalent in biological systems. mainly as redox enzymes 13 and hydr olases.14

One notable characteristic of manganese in non-redox biological systems.
however, is the low" metal ion specifICity . That is to say. Mn(II) can be easily

interchanged with other divalent metals (especi ally Mg(ll) and Zn(1l) ) in many
systems . As a result , even in cases in which a ayslal structure is known , it is

often diffICUlt to teU whid1 metal is found in the na tive metalloenzyme. One of the
few shown concl usively to contain mangane se in the native enzyme is arginas e.

It is involved in the terminal step of the urea cycle , in which It catalyses the
hydrolyses of the guan idine moiety of L-arg in in e to give urea and Lomithine.
Rat liver arginase is found as a trimer , with a tc tat of six Mn( 1l) ions. The low
temperature ESR spectrum is quite comple x, but shows a "Mn hyperfine splitting
of -45G, 15 which

is about half that expe ct ed for isolated Mn(lI ) and is

chara cteri stic for cou pled Mn(1I) systems . In addition, the temperature dependa nt

ESR spectnJm of the borate inhibited enzym e shows an antiferromagne tically
coupled sys tem with -2J

= 4 err' .

If

Little else w as known about the manganese

act ive site . however, unt il the recen t publi cati on of a crystal struct ure of rat liver
arg inase at 2.1A reso lution" (Fig.1.3(B» . It shows two differe nt Mo(I!) centres
Mn1 is of squa re pyr amidal geometry, 'Nhile Mn2 is surrounded by a distorted
octahedral array of ligands . and the Mn-Mn separation is 3.3 A There are three
bridg es (2 aspart ic acid residues and a H20 ) wh ich are symmetrically arranged
between the two metal centres. With Uvea bridges, there are ample exd1ange
pathwa ys for the observed magnetic couplin g .

1.3 PrIn ciples of Magnetochemistryll."

It is a generally known fact that all substances are influenced by the
presence of an external magnet ic field . The behaviour of a given substance in a
magnetic field is usually expre ssed in terms of its gram or molar susceptibility,
(Y

x,.

x.,. respective ly. and can take one of two general form s. When 1 is negative,

the substance is said to be diamagnetic and is repelled by the magnetic fJeld.
This is a property of spin paired electrons, such that all sub stances have a
diamagnet ic component. When X is positive, the substance is attracted into the
field , and it is said to be paramagnetic. Thi s is a property of unpaired electrons,
and is usuall y associated with metal ions and organic free ra dical s.
Even though diamagnetis m is ubiquitous, it is a relatively weak and
uninteresting force in comparison to paramagnetism. VVhile in both cases X is
independent of field strength , only paramagnets sh ow

a dependence on

temperature . This relationship was first quantified around the tum of the century
by Curie who found that a number of paramagnetic substa nces showed an
inverse relationship between X and T
X= C / T

(1.1)

where C is the Curie constant. This relationship was later mod ified by Cnnes and
Perrier, who found that

many paramagnetic substan ces better fitted the

relationship
X=C/(T+ 9)

(1.2)

T (K)

T (K)

Rg. 1.4 Variable Tempertature Behav ioraf Simple Paramagnetic
(1). An tiferromagnelic (2). and Ferromagnetic (3)
Materials (a) X YST(b) xT vs T.
where

e

is the Curie-W eiss consta nt, generally taken to 8CCOUlt for minor

interactions between individual paramagnetic centres .
In addition to simple parama gnetic behavio ur, many systems exhibit

magn etic

coup ling

between

paramagnetic

centre s.

These magnetically

conce ntr ated systems can either exh ibit ferroma gne ti sm or antiferromagnetism.

The varia ble temperature behav iour of the various types of paramagnetism is
shown schematically in Fig. l.4. Ferromagnetic substances demonstrate normal
paramagn etic behaviour down to lhe Curi e tempera ture (Td. Below TC ' parallel
coupling of spins occurs , so that X is greater than for a simple paramagnet
Con verse ly, antiferromagnetic substances behave as norma l paramagnets down
to the Neel temperature (TN)' below which antiparallel coupling of spins occurs
and X is less than expect ed for a simple paramagnet Although the transition
from simple paramagnetic behaviour to magne tically concentrated behaviour is

sharp in Fig.1.4(a), in practice this is not always the case and the transition may

oc:a.x over a temperature range . For this reason, magnetic data are often plotted
as X.,. vs T as shown in Fig.1.4(b), which enables a definitiv e distinction
between the various types of magnetic behaviour .

Chapter 2. MagneUsm of Binuclear Metal Complexes
2.1 The Van Vleck Equation'l.,2II
Although the magnetic behaviour of chemical compo und s can assume a
number of differen t forms. it is possible to understand and unify mag ne tic
beha viour on the basis of a sing le relation ship. This was first desaibed by Van

vtee::k"

in 1932 , who derived an equ ation which when solved for the appropria te

Hamiltonian and eigenvec tor ba sis set, allows accurate prediction of the
suscepti bility of a given chemical compound .
The intera ction of a subs tance with a magn etic fie ld is genera lly described

by its magnetisatioo . In classica l terms, this can be represented as
M=

where

E is the energy

and

~

(2 . 1)

H is the magnetic field. In quant um mechanica l terms ,

the relationsh ip becomes
(2.2)

By sunvning

~

according the Saltzman distribution law, we then get the

macro scopic or bul k molar magnetis ation as

M = Nl:.,(-:~:'~:'~""l)

(2 .3)

Eq. (2.3) is perhaps the fu'ldamental express ion in molecular magne tism. s ince it
is both general and does not invo lve any approximations . However, it is diffi cu lt
to apply because in order to calculate the derivat ives, the Ell va lues as a fun ction

of the field strength must be known . The equatio n derived by Van Vleck is based
on

two appro ximations:
10

1) The energi es can be expressed as a series of the form
(2.4)
such that (2 .2) now becomes
(2.5)
2) Tha t kT » E/" IH + e.CZlH' •••, such that

exp(-E"Ikn = exp(-E." /kTj(1 • E,,"'Hlkn

(2.6)

If we also assume that in zero field the magnetisation disappears (ie:
spontaneous magnetis ation occu rs), (2.3) then become s
M

=N~n(al:~:::~~;k~-~/k7)

(2.7)

or expressed in terms of the molar magnetic susceptib ili ty

x".. = M:.,.(E'-,.,j2/kT-2Ef!>)eXfJ(-EfJ,kT)
l:,.exp<-Ef'lkn
Equat ion (2 .8) is the Van Vl eck formula. To

nowsol ve

(2.81

for x"... we need only know

the E.(Irl, E,.(1I, and E.('2l quantit ies. E,,(ll)are the zero field eigen....alues of the spin
Hamiltonian used to sol....e the equation, while E.11l and E,,('2l the Iir st- and
second -ord er Zeeman energ ies. respecti vely. The first-order Zee man effect
arise s from symmetrica l splitting of an energy level due to orientation of ions with
and aga inst the applied fiel d, and is proportional to the field H. The second
order-effeet is proportional to H2 and is the result of mixing between the ground
state and some excited state . When the energy sepa ration of the se states is
»kT (as it genera lly is in first rrYoN transition metals) popu lation of the upper slate

11

does not occur and the contr ibution to the magnetisation is temperature
ind ependent, and is thJs knoYIn as tempe rature independent paramagnetism
(TIP ).

2.2 Qu anti tati ve ex pressions fo r Molecu lar Magnetism
2.2. 1 In troduc ti on
The magnet ic exchange between two metal centres in a binuclear
comp le x can be repr esented by the iso trop ic Heisenberg -Dirac-Van Vleck
Ham ilton ian which is generally expressed as
(2.9)
whe re s, and

S:J are the local spin quan tu m numbers and J is the exchang e

int egral between the two centres . This Hamilt on ian is valid prov ided that two
criteria are mel First, that the loca l states ha ve no first ceder angUlar momentum,
and second that the dominant interaction is the intradimer exchange .
'llthen considering

interadions between metal ions, the good spin

rumbers are those of the dimer rather than of the isolated metar ion. For a
homobinuclea r system, these new spin quantum numbers are

S = 25. 2s -1, · · ·

(2.10 )

S = S, + s:

(2.11)

Since

the Ham iltonian (2.9) can also be written a s

12

(2.12)
the eigenvalues of which are

E(S )

=.J (S(S +I))

(2. 13)

The se are the zero fie ld energies, E/' . of inter est in the Van Vleck equation .

The procedure for clus ters con taining more than two metal centres is
essent ially the same as that for a dimer. Howe ver, as the numbe r of centres
increa ses, so doe s the complexity of the deriva tion . For example . for a
tetranuclear sys te m," the appropriate Hamilton ian is

H = - 2J 1251SZ

- 2JUs lS~

- 2 J ,.5 15. - 2J us Zs) - 2JZ.S2 S~ - 2J::wsJs..

(2.14)

assuming that all exchange pathways are significant and un iqu e . It should be
obvious that the de rivat ion of the energy levels and solut ion of the Van Vleck
equation likewi se becomes very compl icated very quickly as the number of

centres ina-eases.

2.2.2 Magnetic Exchange in Cu(lI) and Mn(Il) Sys tems"

Magnetic exchange in Cu(lI) systems has been extensively investigated,
partly because of the relevance to bioinorganic systems . but largely due to the

conceptual simplicity of the s = % system. For two interacting s = % ions, the
appropri ate spin quantum numbers, according to (2.10), are

8=1 and 8=0 .

Furthe rmore, the ener gy eige nva lue s (2.13) are -2J and 0, respect ively, for the
two new spin states . The energy diagram, includi ng first-order Zee man splitting ,

13

~H

5= 1~O

-2J !

-gIlH

5 =0-A g. 2.1 Relative Energ ies of Spin States In a s . VI Binuc lea r
Syst em .
for this situa tion i s shown sch ematically in Fig.2. 1. This particuta r case ill ustrates
an ant iferromagnebc syst em, with the singl et sta te lower in energy than the

triplet. In a ferromagnetic system. the diagram is simply inverted such that the
trip let is

now lower

in en erg y and the energy d iffe rence becomes 2J.

The solution of (2 .8) for the 5

=~

system yie lds the Bleaney-Bowers D

equat ion for the magne tic susceptibi lity per metar centr e

Ng'P' ( 3+621'
1 )

x..="kf'"""

(2.15)

+ Na

where x = (JIkT), and the other symbols have their u sual meaning. In pract ice,

the equation generally used is a modified version of (2 .15), of the form

x.. = [ :~~: (~b) ]c1 -P) +(N::~2) p
Equation (2 .16) takes into acco unt

+ Na

(2.16)

two factors u sually obs erved in experi mental

magnetic data. Firstly. it includes a term , P. which is the fraction of uncoupled or
paramagnetic impurity . This is assumed to obe y the Curie law and, for the sake

of simplicity, hav e the same molecular we ight per metal as the dimer . Secondly ,

14

it includes a w elss-nke correction. 9, which accounts for weak intermolecular
in teractions.

Another system whim is we ll behaved magnetically is high sp in Mn(1I). lt
is a

r!'

ion with a single elect ron in each d om ital. Since it con tai ns no paired

el ectron s. it doe s not have an orbi tal contri bution 10 magnetism. As a result. it
can be treated similar1yto Cu{lI ). Since each Mn{II) centre has a spi n of s = 512.
the energy level diagram is more complicated, but the new spin quantum

numbers and the energy eige nvalues are ca lculated by the sa me proce dure from
(2 .10) and (2.13) respectively. as shown in Tab le 2.1.
Table 2.1 Energy Eigenvalues and Firat-Order Zeeman
Mult iplic it ies for the Spin State s of a Mn(lI) Binuclear
System.

Spin ,S

Energy

Zeeman Multiplicity

5

30J
20J
12J

11
9
7

6J

5

2J
0

3
1

4
3
2
1
0
Lik ewise. an expre ssion for

x.. per metal

centre can be deri ved from the Van

Vl eck equation and the isotrop ic spin Hamilton ian (2.9)

Ng2P2(

x... =[ k(T-8 )

55+3Oe' lk +14e l &l'+Se2U+628x ) ]
11+ge ' 0a'+7e ' &l'+5eUr+3e28x+eJllz
(1-p) +

( 35Ng2p2)
--:r2kT p + Na
(2. 17 )

15

where the equa tion has again been modified to indude a paramagnetic impurity

frad ion and a We iss-like 9 correcti on.

2.2.3 Magnetic Exchange in Ni(lI) Systems20Ul
In contra st to Cu(lI) and Mn(Il ), deriving a relationship to adeq uate ly

de saibe the magnate exchang e in a Ni(lI) dimer requi res consideration of
factors beyond the intradi mer exch ange. In particul ar, the most dominant featur e

of Ni(tI) magn etoche mistry is the zero field splitting (ZFS) of the )~ ground state.
Ths arise s from the coupling of the ground state with some excted state(s)

which results in a splitting of its Zeeman co mponen ts (Fig. 2.2). It is a
consequ ence of the electro static field of the ligand s rather than the application of
an externa l fie ld, hence the name zero field splitting .
Since ZFS is often of the same order of magn itude as the intradimer
exchang e, it mu st be taken into account when examining Ni(lI) dimers. The
appropriate Hamil tonian then becomes
(2.18)
where 0 is the zero fie ld splitting and

s~

and

~

the z compon enl of the ion

spins . tf an externa l field, H, is applied along the

x. y, or z axis, then the

Hamiltonian become s
(2. 19)

16

D + ll.'~'H.'/~

6
. o.'13'H,,21O
applied
field H.

EIsL.1.:1 Ni(lI) With
where i

6

'A,

•

•

axi al
distortion

cubic
field

axial
distortion

O + g.13H,
D -g JlH.

0
applied
field H,

Ax ia l Distort ion and Ext em al Ap plied Field .

=x or y or z. \Nhen the externa l fiel d is aligned with the z axis , the n the

energie s ca n be calcul ated exa ct ly from fir st orde r pe rt urbation theory as

e. = Eo..• g~H <lf'a.. ' 5,1 'l'1JI>

(2.20)

Whe n the external field is aligned along either the x or y axis, the first order
perturbation energies are zero, and the appropriate energies must be calculated
from second order perturbation theory. The resulting energy eigenvalues (see
Appendi x A) and the Ham ilton ian (2 .19) yie ld, on solv ing the Van Vleck equa tion ,
expressions for the x, y, and z com po nents of the ma gne tic susceptibility
2Ng~p2

x.. =--.rF,(J,D,T)

(2.21)

and

z, = x., = 2Ng"lp'IB F,(J, D.T) +

~ FJ(J.D,n + ~ F. (J ,D,T)l

(2.22)

whe re C 1 • C, . and ! are coe fficient s in J and D. and F.(J,D,n are tempera ture
dependent functions in J and D, all of wh ich are give n in Appendix A Since , in
practice, most magnetic susceptibility measur ements are done on powdered
samp les, it is the averaged susceptibility,

17

x.... •wh ich is of interest

(2.230)

2

Ng 11:il 1
2
6~
6~
x... = """3k(rF,{J,D,n
+ 'TFz{J.o .n + mF)(J,D.T) +-m F4(J ,O.n I + Na.

(2.23b)
Note tha t equation (2.23b ) also indude s a TIP term. As was seen in the CUCU)

and Mn{lI) equations, an intermolecular coupling term is often also ind uded in

the express ion for Ni(lI). This can be done by simply includ ing a Wei ss-like
corr ection term, but fOf Ni(lI) it can be calculated relatively eas ily by add ing
another term to the Hamilto nian (2.19) to accou nt for this .

Proceeding as abov e . the solution to the Van Vleck eq uation becomes

x..., =N~?2 [T-",;:::~(;D.T)

+

1-4~.i/::J1.T) J + Na

(2.25)

where P (J,D,T) is defined in Appe nd ix A.

2.3 Structure and Magnetism: Factors Influencing the Magnitude and Sign
of the isotropic Exchange
One of the goals in the study of molecul ar magnetism is to understand
wha t geome tric and struct ....al factors are respon sib le for the obs erved magnetic
beha vi OU" of an excha nge coup led system. It then become s poss ible to design

systems with specifi c and desired magnet ic properties . As such . it is imperative
to und erstand that ma gnetic exchange in a given system occu rs be tween the

18

lA"Ipaired electron s of the paramagnetic cent res. Therefore, any attribut e wh ich
affects the abi lity of the electro ns to comm unicate or interact with one anothe r
will in tu'n affect the magnitude and sign of the magnetic eXchange.
Electronegativity is a mea sure of the ability of an element to attract or
po larise etecrrcns towards itself. By manipulating the electronegativity of the
ligands in a comp lex, it is thus po ssible to also manipulate the mag netic
coup ling. An illustrative examp le of the effect of non-bri dgi ng ligands is found in

the

pair

of

isoslnJetural

[C ~( PTP )C I J{CH1C H20 H )11

complex es

and

[Cu2(PTP)Br.!' (PTP = 3,6-bis(2'-pyr idyllhio) pyridazine ). The halides in each
complex are ligands, two termina l and
equat orial

bridges. Both

are

two forming non-magne tic axial I

antif erromag neticaJly cou pled Uvough

the

pyrid azine bridge. The bromo compound, howev er. is more strongly coupled (-2J

= 243 ern") than the chloro compound (-2J

= 131

ern"), a consequence of

chlorine 's higher electronegativity, wh ich pulls more electron density away from

the magnet ic bridg e than does bromin e. A similar , yet oppos ite effect OCOJrs for
iso stnJctura l complexes in which the electronegativity of the bridge itself is

varied . For example , Kahn et al.21 reported

a series of binuclear Cu(lI)

comp lexes with oxalate. oxamide , and dithiooxamide bri dges (Fig.2.3) in which

the coup ling cecreaeed as the electronegativi ty of the br idg ing ligand increased
(ie : O<N<S). Th is Is due to the increa sing ability of the bridge to ''hold up" or
resi st electron spin exchange .
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x=y=o -2J = 384.5 en'
X=O, Y=N -2J = 58lem -'
X=S, Y=N ·2J = 594 err'

f!9:....YEle ctr onegativlty of
Series of

Bridg ing U ga nd VS• •2J for

CUjC~Yz)L,

a

Compl exes.

A more fundamental factor than electronega tivity is the coordination
geometry about the metal ions and the geometry of the bridge (s) responsible for

the exchange. Essentially, these are both spe cific cases of the influence of
orb ita l overlap on magnetic exchange. Consider, for example, the magne tic
orbitals of an iso lated CuClI) ion. The ~ CU(II ) ion ha s only one unpa ired
electr on, and he nce only one magnetic orbital. For square planar, squa re
pyram idal and octah edral geometries, the magnetic orbital is d/.,z , whi le for
trigonal bipyra midal it is d/ . The interaction of the magnetic orbitals of two CuCU)
ions via a bridge will often result in antiferromag netic coupling . However, if the
overlap occurs via a magnetic orbital on one ion and a non-magnetic orbit al on
another. it is said to be an orthogonal interact ion and it can lead at most to
ferromagnetic coupli ng .
Another, and more critical factor, when consid ering the geometry and
subsequent orbital ove rlap of the metal ions w ith the bridge(s) propaga ting the

magnetic exchange is acciden tal orthogonal ity . In gene ral. orthogonality is be st
20

de scribed as a discont inuity in the exchange pathway which pre vents direct
in teraction of the unpa ired spins via ocbila l ov erlap. Orthogonality as described
concerning the metal ion magnetic orbitals only is krlO'M'Ia s strict orthogona lity.

It arises when the two magnetic orbitals transform as diff erent irreducible
representations of the same molecu lar symme try group . Acci dental orthogonality
resu lts when the effective cvedap between magnet ic ocbita ls is zero , which can
occur only for very specifi c values of the slrudural parameter s.
The classic ma gnetostrudural corr elation wh ich illus trates the concep t of
accidental orthogonality and the influence of bridge geometry on magnetic
coup ling was reported by Hatfield and Hod gson lO in the mid 1970's. This
involved a series of planar hydroxo-bridged Cu(ll) dimers of the type shown in

Fig.2.4 . Compa ring the bri dge ang le.

a. of

twelve stnJdurally characterised

comp lexes. they found that as the angle varied from 95.6° to 104 .1°, the coupling
con stant 2J varied from +172

err' to -509 an-I

in a linear fas hio n. accordin g to

equation (2.26 ).

2J = 74.53 a (CrTf1deg ·') - 7270 em"

Ag . 2.4 General Stru cture of the Hydroxy-Bridged Dimers
Studied by Hatfield and Hodgson.
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(2.26 )

This parallels the variation of the orbital overlap with bridge angle. At - 180",
overlap and antiferromagnet ic coupling are theoretica lly at a maximum, wh ile at
..go" there exists accidental orthogonality and exchange is ferromag netic.

Equ ation (2.26) also predicts tha t for a bridg e angle of a.=97'so, the observed
cou pling shou ld be zero . Expe rimen tally, it is also noted that above this ang le,
antiferromag ne tic coup ling is obse rved , while below

97 .5-, ferromagnetic

cou pling is obse rved.

2.4 A TheoretJcal Mod el for Magne tic Exch ang e
Whe n discuss ing the magnetic be haviour of a g iven complex, it is
common pract ice to refer to it as being 'antiferromagne tic' or 'ferromagnetic', as

the case may be . In practice , howe ver, no complex is simp ly one

Of

the other ,

and the ob serve d coupling is a sum total of all th e ferromagnetic and
ant iferromagnetic terms.

J

=J, ...J.....

(2.27 )

On the basis of Extended Hucke l calo..llat ions, Hay, Th ibeault and Hcrrma rr"
derived a semi quantita tive model to describe the origin of the J, and J"" terms
in a binuclear system. For the gen eral cr case , the two contri but ions are

J, =~ ;~A j~B ~

(2.28)

(2.29)
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where m is the number of distinct pairs of orbitals from which localised orbitals
can be form ec , J.... J. ... and

t<; are two electro n integrals, and &aand &11.' are the

energ ies of the relevant molecular orbitals . Wh ile at first glance this mode l may
appear da unting, it become s much easier to use by making the appro ximation
that the two electron integrals are relative ly insensitive to stru ctural or
substituent changes in a fam ily of complexes . Thi s leads to a number of useful
Inference s. First, since the ferroma gnetic contri bution arises solely from the two
electron exchange integra ls

~.

it will be con stant for a given family of

comple xes . Similarly, the Coul omb integrals J. .. and J • .bI will also be co nstant.
such that it is the orbital ene rgy term (~ - ~ .;; which is respon sible for the
variation of magne tic coupli ng in a given family of structuralty related comp lexes.
Ifv'hile thi s approximation is useful. it also illustrates the limitations of the model.
Firstly. ferr omagnetism ca n on ly be examined indirectly as a fun ction of the
antiferromagnetic term. Secondly. since the two electron integra ls are treated as

unknown constants . different families of comple xes cannot be compa red .
Even considering these limitations, the model has been used to deduce
magnetos tfu etural correlati ons in a number of dominantly antiferromagnetic
systems . As with so many aspects of magnetism. Cu(II) systems have been
studied most extensively. For a Cu(lI) dimer. the expression for the observed
coupling as derived from (2.27), (2.28). and (2.29) is

2J = 21<..-

c;:-:.;:
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(2.30)

So,

8S the energy difference £1 - ~ (or A) increases , the coupling will become

more strong ty antiferromagnetic, and conv ersely more weakl y antiferromagnetic
as A decr eases. 'lVhen the two orbitals are degenerate , (2.30) becomes

2J = 21<",

(2.31)

so that the observed coupling is the total inher ent ferromagnetism of the system.

This is the case of acc idental orthogo nality described earlier. Note that a
dominan tly ferromagnetic interaction also occu rs when the an tiferromagnetic
term is less than 21<...
T o illustrate the utility and val idity of this model, let us retum nCNIto the
dihydroxy-blidged

Cu(lI }

dimer

syslem.

Thi s

was

origina lly

examined

theoretically by Hoffman et al.J1 and later by Kahn .lZ Consider first the two singly
occepled molecular orbitals (SOMO's) of the dime r. Assu ming D2lo syrrmetry, the

two orbitals transform as b 1, and bz." as shown in Fig.2.5. The energy variation
(t;,1, •

tt\2Y is therefore

a function of the ove rla p betwe en the meta l d orbilal and

o

N~
~
cu~ 0

N~

ss-

•o
b2u

E!s:..1:! Singly Oc cup ied MO' s f or
System.
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Fig. 2.6 Vari ati on tn t he Energy of b i g and b 2sl MO's Wi th

Changing Brid ge Angle , c,10
the oxygen p orb ital. The overlap between the metal and ligand orbitals should
be equal for b l , and bz., at a = 90'", and the t'NO molecula r orbital s deg enera te
and orthogonal. In practice. the angle of acciden tal orthogo na lity,
greater than 90" due to some oxygen 25 orb ita l contribution to

a..

is sligh tly

b". (Fig .2.6 ). As

the bridge angle becomes either larger or smaller than «0' the energy term 6,1.
and subsequen tly the antiferromagnetic term, increases . As noted prev ious ly.

Hatfield and Hodgson found tha t at a = 97.5'", the effective coupl ing shou ld be
zero , due to equal antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic terms in (2.30) . Above
this angle. antiferromagnetic coupl ing dom inated . In theory , a similar situation

occurs for some angle a<a.". such that below a certain angle the coupling should
switch from ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic. Experimentally. below a. = 97.5·
all complexes are found to be ferromagne tically coupled . At lower bridge angles ,
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where antiferrom agnetic cou pling is expected. the metal-metal sepa ration gets
very small and direct metal-meta l interactions begi n to appear.

The ana lysis is simi lar for the general rr case . The antiferromagnetic term
is then , as shown in (2.29 ), the sum of the contri butions of the of the pairs of
closely related molecular orbitals (ie : those derived largely from the same metal
d ortHtals). For example, for the Ni{U) high spin case." equat ions (2.28) and
(2.29) yield
1

i Clt l -E:2 )2

i< 3-E:.. >2
1t

2J :l2'(K.. + K... + K". + Kw) - J..-J.c - ---;;;;:J;;;"
Here,

It ,

(2.32)

and ~ are the energies of the molecu lar orbita ls derived from the XZ..y

metal orbital s, and ~ and

It .

are the energies of the z2. derived molecular orbit als.

So, the antiferromagnetic term is due to the sepa rate contributio ns of difference
between the pa irs of orbita ls 4»/4») and 4»/4»•. The same procedure can be used
for other binucl ear metal systems . with compara ble results. It is important to
note , however, that the contributions of the orbita l pairs need not be equal.
Consider for example the case in whidl a Ni(lI} dimer has a bridge in the "t:'I
plane . TIle greatest contribution to the antiferromagnetic coupl ing then comes
from the XZ-'i term as opposed to the

r

term , since the

marg inally overlap with the orbitals of the bridging ligands.
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zZ

orbit als will only

2.5 Orbital Complemetarlty and Countercomplementarity
The semiquantitative model desaibed in the previous section can also be

used to help und erstand the magnetic coupli ng in a system with two or more
diss imilar magn et ic bri dges. If a binuclea r metal centre is br idg ed by two or more
differ ent magneti c bri dges, orbi tal complemen tarity and cou ntercomplementality
hel p govern the magni tude of the coupling co nstant This is ill ustrat ed in Fig.2.7.
using model bin uclear squa re planar Cu{lI ) systems bridg ed by J.&.z- 1.1 azide I
pyri dazine and ~-1 , 1 azide I carboxyl ate.:DAs already noted , the magnitude and
sign of the coup ling constant is a funct ion of the energy difference betwe en the
symmetric and antisymmetric molecular orb itals . In the binu dea r Cu(lI ) mode l
bri dged by a sing le 1J,:-1,1 az ide, the azide antisymmetric molecu lar orbital 4»AS is
higher in energy than

the syrrvnetric 4»s. Th is is true also for the pyridazin e

bri dg e. However , in the case of carboxy late , ¢los is higher in energy than ¢J AS • SO,
in the

J.1z. 1,1 azi de I carboxyla te bridged sy stem, the two bridges work to

coun teract each other, and the resultant observed coup ling is much less than it
woul d

be

fo r

either

bridg e

countercomplem entarity. For the

alone .

~-1 , 1

This

is

known

as

orbital

azide I pyridazin e bridged system, the

opposite is tru e. The observed coupling is much greater than that for a dimer
singly bridged by either one of the ligands , and the two bridg es are said to be
comp lementary .
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Chapter 3. Azide and thiocyanate Bridged Metal Complexes
3.1 Magnetic Exchange Via Azide and Thiocyanate Bridges
The azide grou p is known to bond to metal centres in a number of ways :
as a term inal ligand via a single nitrogen , as a J.1:2-1 ,1 or

nitrogen . and as a

~-1 , 3

~-1 .1

bridge via a sing le

bridge via the two peripheral nitrogen atoms. The

1l,-1.1 bridging mode is quite rare, occurring most notably in a series of
tetranuelear OJbane-like comp lexes of Ni(II »)oI and Pt(II).JS Teminat azide. and
J.1:2-1 .1 and ~- t ,3 bridging ligand s are mud'l more prevalent, and can often occur

simu ltaneously in the same comp lex. In binuclear complexe s. the combinat ion of

termina l ligand and a single bridg ing mode is quite common. while the
combination of

~-1. 1

and 1J..z-1,3 br idge s (someti mes with term ina l ligand s as

well) is found much less frequentl y.~ although a number of chain systems
containing altemat ing lJ..z-l ,l and Jl:2-1,3 bridges are known. - Even more
infr eque nt is the situation in wh ich a single azide ligand acts as both a

~- 1 . 1

and

~- 1 , 3 bridge simultaneous ly .<05

Paralleling the vari ety of bond ing modes is the variety of magne tic
beha viour obse rved for azide bridged comp lexe s. Complexes containing J.Lz-1,3
bridges are noted for propagating antiferrom agn etic exchange, qu ite strong in
many ca ses . In fact, symmetrically dibridg ed plana r Cu(ll ) I I-LJ- 1,3 azide dimers
(Ftg . 3.1(a), & = 0)

are 50 strongly coupled that they are effectively

diamagnetic...... Similar behaviour is also observed in dimers of other meta ls.
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For example, strong antiferromagne tic coupl ing is ob served for both Ni(ll)iIOand
Mn( 1I)- planar 11t-1,3 bridged dimers, with the coupling becoming weaker as the
dihedral angle, 6, increases. This correla tion is reflected in Extended Heckel
molecular orbital cal cul ations· ,ll which predict maximum coupl ing at &

a gradual deaea se

=0, then

to a minimum at 6 = ~. In fact. in the Ni(lI) case." 6 = so-

is the angle of accidenta l orthogonality , such that ferromagnetic exchange
should be observed, although

no structures have yet bee n report ed with an

angle in this area.
Antiferrom agn etic exchange is also observed for metal dimers bridged by

a single ~-1 , 3 az ide (Fig.3.1(b » . In the Cu(lI) case, the coupling is agai n strong,
but generally not as intense as that observed in the dibri dged case .... A similar
situatoo is observed again for Ni(lI ) and Mn(II). Extend ed HOCkel molecular
orbital calOJlations indicate maximum an tiferromagneli c cou pling at 13 = 110'"
(Mn)12 and 13 = 1OSo (Ni),IJ decreasing to a minimum co upli ng at 13
Mn(lI) and acci denta l orthogonal ity at

p=

x-,

---!!~:~-(bl

(al

.f:!9.,,21t-l,-1,3 Azide Bridges. (a) Symmetrical Dibridged
(b) Sing le Bridge.
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= ' 60'" for

164° for Ni(II ). Again, however,

no

experimental confirmation of ferromagnetic coup ling in the Ni(lI} case is knoYm..

The coupling in both cases is also dependent on the M-N-N I N-N-M torsion
ang le , t", with a maximum at t

=0-

(ie : plana r), and a gradual decre ase as t

inaeases. This is in good agreement with the di brid ged case, since varying the
dihedral angl e 0 is essentia lly

a combina tio n of vary ing the angles p an d

t.

Th e previous discussion assum es, of cours e . that the azide is br idging

between two magnetically act ive orbitals. 'Nh ile this is not relevant for Ni(lI ) and
Mn( 1I), a number of Cu(lI} I JJ.z-1 .3 bridged dimers are known 3ll ·.. which conta in a

square pyramidal or octahedral array of ligands with axial I equat orial bridges .

The coup ling in these cases is effect ively zero, although some weak interaction
is occasio nally observed . A similar condit ion is observed when br idging occurs
via tINO axia l contacts."'~
Metal dimers containing 1Jt-1,1 azide bridges show an eve n
rema rka ble dependence of magnetic behaviour on br idge geometry. Early
stud ies of Cu(lI ) dimer s bridged by two 1Jt·1.1 azides revealed ferromagnetic
coupling.·'.5U7 This ferromagnetism was justified by invoki ng an accidental
orthogonality argument, similar to that used to explain the observed magnetic
beha viour in the structu rally related

dihydroxy dime rs .»-32 The

angle of

accid ental orthogonality was calculated by Extend ed Hecke l meth ods to be
-103° (Fig .3 .2). somewhat larger tha n in the dih ydroxy bridged series, a
consequence of the less electronegative nitrogen bridge. 32•• 7 The model was also
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consistent with the expe rimental data , since the observed bridg e angles fe ll

arot.nd 103"' (l OC.S- - 105.4SC'), where ferro magnetic behaviOU" is expected .
Howe ver, a separate study" proposed that all ~-1 .1 bridged Cu{II) dimers
should exhibit ferromagnetism, regardless of the bridge angle. It was argued that
since the splitting (6) between the two SOMa 's was quit e small co mpared to the
di h yd roxy bridged case , the antiferromagnetic contr ibution would always be
insignificant, and the observed exchange 'MOuld be ferromagnetic due to spin
J>O'arisat ion (Fig.3 .3) . Th is stales that in the free azide ion, the twc electron s in
the

'It.

HOMO are localised at the extreme end s of the ion, one wi th a spin and

one with ~ spin When the azide is bridging be tween tYo'O melal ions, these

electrons would be part ially deloca lized toward s the two metal

fI!L..ll Vari at ion In Energy

d.z• /

orbitals.

of b l l and b 211 MO's and Ac c id en tal
Orthogonali ty for IJz"1,1 Azi d e and Dih ydro xy Bridged
Complex es. :Q
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<al
~

(b)

Spin Polarization in Azide Bridged Complexes.
(a) ... -1.1 Bridge (b) ... . 1.3 Bridge.

Therefore. the spi n of the UMpaired electron(s} on the metals al ign themselves , at

greater than 50% probability, with spin opposite to that of the azide electron (s} .
This would resu lt in all iJ.J- 1.1 azide complexe s being ferromagnet ic. and all
iJ.J-1 ,3 azide complexes being antiferro magne tic.

The cont ention over the mechan ism co ntrolling spin excha nge stemmed

from both the pa uci ty of structures avai lable and on the lack of control ov er the
iJ.J-1.1 brid ge angles in the report ed complexes. Th e term in a l, N-donor ch elate

ligand s imposed no geome tric con straint on the azide bridge angle, and
inevit ably the angl es fell around the angle of accident al orthogonality. Recent
stud ie s.

51" however. of J.I,- 1,1 bridged systems inco rpora ting

N. diazine pri mary

ligands which allowed systematic control of the azide bridge angle from 98.3" •
124 .1°, has est ablished a thu s far elusive antiferromagnetic realm for the J.1z.1 ,1
azide system , with coup ling of -2J > 900
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en"

for an angle of 124 .1-, and a line ar

correlation of azide bridge angle with the magnitude of the coupling cons tant
(Fig . 3.4) . The observed crosso ver is -108°, somewhat larger than the 103 0

predicted. this being due to orb ital complementarity of the diazine and azide
bridges , In addition. a recent repo rt of a polaris ed neutron diffrad ion study on
[C~(t-bll py)~( ~- 1 ,1 -N ')2J( C IO~hllO revealed spin density calculatio ns that are not

cons istent with the electron dens ity as predicted by spin pola risation theory .
A similar problem has plagued the study of lJ.,-l,l

azde bridged

complexe s of other first row transition metals. The early trend observed for
Cu( II), that

~-1 ,3

bridges propagate antiferromag netic exchange while 1J.,-1 ,1

bridges propagate ferromagnetic exchange, is gene ral for other metals . The
most extensively studied systems after Cu(lI ) have been Ni(lI) and Mn(lI ), but

-200

-BOO

-".0

2J

=-41.94« (cm" deg-I)
+ 4440 em"

-' 200

,L,-~1O-0-'~05--11-0-~11'--'-20 --'25
Cu-NrCuAngle

Fi g, 3.4 Plot of 2J (cm'l ) v s Cu .N•-c« Bridge Ang le (oJ For
Binu clear Cu(lI) Comple xes Con ta in ing On e JIz-1,1 Azide
Brid ge and a Second Diazin e Bridge, Along with the
Equa tion of th e B es t Fit U ne. AM
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Table 3.1 Repre se ntative Binuclear and 10 Cha in Ni{lI) and
Mn{lI) C omplexes Conta inin g ~·1.1 AzId e Brid ges.

rccmptex

M-N,.M Angle(') J{cm"')
101.3( 3)
20 .1

INi(terpy )(N, ),1<H,0).
[Ni(pe pc; XN,J,b

Ref.

61

102.2(2)
101.0(2)
104.0(1)

36 .3

62

46 .7

63

30 .7

64

[Ni(2324et)(N,)b(p F.b

65.8(1) 87 .0(1)
85 .0(1 )
104.6(3)

34 .3

65

[Ni(en MN 3)b(CI0 4h

104.3(2 )

20 .9

66

[Ni(en) (N')'l

14 .8

66

17.6

66

INi(MeJ 12 IN,)(N, )I,(CIO.),(H.O),

103(1) 95 .2(9)
103(2) 101(1)
105.0(8)
101.4 (1)
103.8(3 )

43 .9

67

[Ni(232-te t)(N,JI,(CIO.),

104.9(2 )

33 .8

67

(Ni(Medpt)(N,l!,
(N i,(ll ),(N,J ,J(CIOJ

[Ni(ln)(N,J,l

(N~(l2)( N,J,J

66.2

17.2

68

[Ni,(terp y),(N, ), (H, O »)(CIO.)(H,O)

103

13.6

69

(Mn(terpy)(N, ),1<H,°b

104 .6 (1)

2.4 3

70

terpy= 2,2':6'2"'-terpyndule
pepci = N"-(2-pyridin- 2-y lethyl)pyridine- 2..carbaldimine
Medpt = methyl(bi s(3-aminopropyl))amine
L1 1,4,7-lrimelhyl-1,4 ,7-triazacyclononane
232 -tet' = N,N'-bis(2 ·a minoethyl)-1 ,3-propan ediamine
en = ethylenediam ine
tn = 1.:H:fiaminopropane
MeJ 12]N J = 2.4, 4-trimethy1-1,5,9-triaza cyd ododec -1-e ne
12 = bis(N,N'-dime thyl- 1,4.7..friazacydononane)calix{4]arene

=
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only a relatively narrow range of 1-lt-1 ,1 bridge angles ha ve been report ed (Ta ble
3.1) for mudl the same reason as the early Cu{lI) complexes ; there is

no mean s

in these cxxnplexes of controlling the bridg e angle, the value being left to

dlance. As a res ult, all known Ni{lI) and Mn( II) complexe s bridged solely by
1J,-1,1 azide are ferromagnetica l1y coupled, and this observed magnet ism has
been variously ascribed to either acci dental orthogonality CK spin polarisation. A

report of an altemating 1J,.1,1/IJ,: -1,3 Ni{ll) main with a very small JJz-1,1 azide
ang le (84.2j,41however , showed that the magnet ic data could be fined sens ibly
only if the coupling through the J.t,-1,1 br idge is assumed to be anliferromagnetic,
an observat ion

wh ich would appear to

lend support to the acci dental

orthogonality model .
A much wide r range of J.l:z" ,1 brid ge angles has been exami ned
theoretically by Extended Hucke l mol ecular orbit al calcul ations . A rece nt study»

of a Mn(1I) I J1:z-1,1 azide model comple x examined the effect of bridge bond
symmetry and

bridge angle on the anti ferromag netic componen t of the

exchange . It wa s fou nd that the I.1,l, and hence the antiferro magnetic component

of the coupli ng, decreased essentially linearly with incr easing bond asymmetry,
and that it also decrea sed as the bridge ang le deaeased over the range 110"' -

BCr. However, examining the magnetic orb ital most directly interacting with the
azide bridge (d.,) a situation of accidental orthogona lity is observed at 105°,
which implies the presence of an antiferromagnetic rea lm at bridge angl es
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sufficiently above or below 105°. The observed ferromagnetism for the only
isolated Mn(lI) I

~-1 ,1

azide dimer reported is reasonable by this argument,

since it shows a bond angle of 104.6(1)°, right at the angle of accidental
orthogonality. A previous study" by the same authors on a Ni(lI) I ~.1 ,1 azide
model system suggested a maximum antiferromagnetic coupling at 85°,
decreasing to a minimum at 115°. No details of the model were reported ,
however, so it is uncertain if both magnetic orbitals were examined or just the
most directly relevant orbital, as in the Mn(lI) study.
Both Ni(lI) and Mn(lI ) also form a number of thiocyanate bridged
complexes. In contrast to azide complexes of these metals,

~(N )-l , 1 thiocyanate

bridged systems are quite rare , and the magnetic exchange through these
bridges is not well understood . In general, however, magnetic exchange through
the

~(N)-l , 1

thiocyanate bridge is quite weak. Just one complex of Ni(lI)

containing only ~( N)- l , 1 thiocyanate bridges is known," but no magnetic data
are reported. There are several Ni(lI) complexes, however,
~(N)-l,l

thiocyanates

with

other

[Ni3(NCSMdetrH)J(H 20 )2 (detrH =
~(N)-1,l

thiocyanate and

ferromagnetism.

Since

the

bridges.

The

3 ,5~ie th yl -1 ,2 ,4-triazole)

triazole diazine
diazine

bridges,

moiety

is

which contain

trinuclear

complex"

contains both

and exhibits weak

known

to

propagate

antiferromagnetic exchange, the ferromagnetism would appear to be a function
of

the

~( N )- l , l

thiocyana te

bridge.
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The

tetranuclear

complex"

~ Repr esen ta tiv e Binucl ear and 10 Chain N i(lI) and

Mn(U) Co m plex es Con ta in ing J.Lz(N,SH ,3 Th iocyanate
Brid ge s.

[Ni(en),( NCS)h l,

~. n
167

~n
100

4.5

25

(Ni(tren)(NCSI],(BPh.),

167

100

2.4

rr

(Ni(te<py)(NCS),h

159( 2)

101l.0(8)

4.9

78

[catena-(N CS)(Ni(en )lU PF . )..

171.5(3)

100.8(2)

0.2

79

[Ni(Medpt)(NCShL

161 .5(6)

100.5(1)

1.12

80

(Ni,(Me,en ),(NCS )J

142.4 (3)
165.2(3)
167.9(4)
165.6( 4)

105.8(1)
100.7(1)

6.3

81

99.4(2)
93.1(2)

4.3

81

(Mn(lt en)(NCS)h(B PhJ,

161.2(4)

;

-lJ.2

82

(Mn(SCN ),(CH,CH,O H), L

169.0(1)

103.6(1)

-1.3

83

Complex'

[Ni,(Me 1enMNCSllz(PF.),

t
:t

J (cm"') Ref,

=

Me 1en 1,2-diamino- 2-methylpropane
Other abbreviations given in Table 3.1
Data not reported

(Ni.L3(NCSh(HzO)l](CIO. MCH)CN)l (L3 = 36-membered octaam inotetraphenol
macrocycle) consists of two binuclear asymmetric units in which the Ni(lI) centres
are bridged by pheno xide. water, and ~(N H .1 thiocyanate , and exhibits
modera te antiferromagnetic exchange. Since both phenoxide and water bridges

are known to propagate moderate to strong antiferromagnetic exchange in Ni(lI)

systems, the sign of any weak contribution from the
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~{ N)-1 . 1

thiocyanate is

S-C- N-

/N-C-S"

Ni

hp, P'r.'

N,,-

Ni--'-N-C-S

Flg. 3.5

~( N, S )a 1. 3

/ Ni
S-C-N

(a)

(bl

Thiocy anat e Bridge Geome tries .

(a) Retangular (b ) Trapazo ldal .
difficult to determ ine. A similar paucity of both stnJctural and magnetic data
exis ts for Mn(II) ~(N}-1 . 1 thiocyanates,,...,. although it is interesting to note that
in several systems with both

~(N}-1 . 1

thiocyanate and alkoxy bridges , the

coup ling is effed. ively zero.l"5."

Although in many ways SlnJdurally analogous to 1J.z-1,3 azide bridged
Ni(lI) and Mn(lI) complex es, the magnet ic beha viour of the IJ.z(N,S)-1,3 bridged
Ni(lI) comp lexes is qui te different (Tab le 3.2). To date, all reported ~( N . S)- 1 . 3
bridged Ni(lI) comple xe s are weakl y fe rromagnetica JIycoupled . in contrast to the
strong antiferromagnetic coup ling observed in 1-LJ- 1.3 azide bridged Ni(lI }
systems. For Ni(II), the structu res of all of the known J.L,{N,S). 1,3 thiocyanat e
complexes are close to the idealised rectangu lar structure shO'Ml schematically
in Fig.3.5(a). As noted by Gi nsbe rg»
ferromag netic coup ling

in his dassical work interpreting

in (Ni(enMNC S)h1z' this arrangement should give

ferromagnet ic coup ling on the ba sis of either the Goodenoug h-KanarnClf'i"l rules
or Anderson's expanded orbital theory.8$More recent Extende d HOckel molecu lar
orb ital calcula tions' l support thi s interpretation, sho'oving acciden tal orthogona lity
at geometries appro ximating Fig.3.5(a) . The magn etic orbita ls remain essentially
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degenerate even as the model structure moves from planar 10 a cha ir form
similar to that shown for

~.1 , 3

azide in Fig .3.1(a). It is only as the geometry

moves towar ds trapezoidal (Fig.3.4(b) ) that any significant increase in the

u. 2

values is observed. suggesting the possibility of an antiferromagnetic realm. This

has. however . not been confirmed experimentally.
On the other hand, Mn(U) f J.L;z(N,S)-1,3 bridged complexes are weakly
antiferromagnetically coupled (Table 3.2). This is a fund ion of the Mn(n ) d,. and

ct...

magnetic orbitals, not present in Ni(Il), which overia p with the thiocyanate

orbitals and prevent strid orthogonality as observed for Ni(II). Extended Huckel
molecular orbit al caleulations52

shQy,o

that for geometries which result in

orthogonality and hence ferromagnetic cou pling in Ni(lI ) systems, the Mn(lI ) f
J.L;z(N,S).1.3

system exhibits relatively significant U

2

values.

suggesting

antiferromagnetie exchange, as is observed.

3.2 The Objectives of This Study
The objectiv es of the study reported in this thesis ate twofold. Firstly. it
was desired to examine more closely the magnetic behaviour of the J.L;z-1 ,1 azide

I diazine bridged Cu(II) system. The ferromagnetic rea lm at angles <- 108° and
the anliferroma gnetic realm at >- 108" are

flOW'

well establiShed,5lI"y but the

magnetic behaviour at angles near the angle of magnetic crossover is not clearly
understood . It has been found that for wealdy antife rromagnetically coupled
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syst ems with angles -108", it is diffiOJlt to fit the ma gnetic data 10 the
Bleaney..sowers equ ation (2.16). :lUI In order to further inve stig ate th is anomaly,
$8fies

of

binuclear

Cu(1l)

1 .~is(3·-methyt-2'-pyridyl )aminophtha lazine

complexes

of

the

ligand

(PAP3Me), shown in Fig.3.6(a),

were synthesised. Since it is found that azi de complexe s of the analogous
6-methyl ligand PAP 6Me have relatively large Cu-Cu separa tion s and 1LJ-1.1
azi de angles due to steric influence of the 6-methyt moi ety,5I~ the ligand
PAP 3Me was chos en in the hope s that the 3-methyt moiety wou ld ad to red uce
the Cu-Cu separation, and hence ~-1 , 1 az ide ang le, in a similar yet opposite

manor . This shou ld give compl exes with ang les very near the magnetic
cros so ver angle.

(aJ

(b)

f!9....1:! The Ugands Used In This StudY.la) 1.4-b ls(3·-methyl -2'pyridyl)aminophthalazine (PAP3Me) (b) 1.4-bis«6-methyt
pyridine -2-carboxaldiimlno)amino)phthalazine
(PHP6Me).
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Second ly. the magnetochemistry of some binuclear Ni(lI) and Mn(II) azide
and

thiocyanate

complexes

of

carboxald iimino )aminolphtha lazine

the

ligand

(PHP6Me),

1.4-bi s« 6-methytpyridine-2shown

in

Fig.3.6(b),

investigated. It was hoped to establish an antiferromagne tic realm for

was
~~ 1 . 1

azide complexes of other transition metals besides Cu(II ), as well as further

investigate the magnetic properties of the

~(N)-1, 1

thiocy anate bridge. The

ligand PHP6Me was chosen for several reasons. As a hexadentate ligand , it is
better able to give the octahedral geometry preferred by Ni(lI) and Mn(II) than a
similar tetradentate system, such that control of the geometry of the binucle ar
centre is more straightforward. The 6-methyl ligand. in particular, was aga in
chosen for stenc reasons. The ligand PHP6Me has been observed" to form 2:1
ligand I metal complexes containing exogenous bridges with Ni(II), while the
analogous

ligand

APHP

(APHP = 1,4-bis« pyrid-2-ylacetaldiirnino)amino)

phthalazine) often gives 1:1 ligand metal complexes with no exogenous bridge s.
It is thought that this is due to the sterie effect of the 6-methyl moiety which
makes the formation of the 1:1 system energet ically unfa vourable. Since this
study is concerned with the magnetic beha viour of the exogenous azide and

thiocyanate bridges. the formation of 2:1 complexes is desired.
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Part B. Experimental Results and Discuss ion
Phy sleal Measurements and G eneral Comments
Infrared spectra over the range «XX) an" to 400 an" were recorded as
Nujol mulls on KBf plates us ing a Matt son Polaris FT-IR instrument.. Far Infrared

spectra over the range 500 em'l to 200

ern" were recorded as Nujol mu lls on Csi

plates us ing a Perkin.Elmer Mod el 283 instrument Solution W I Vis spectra

were recorded using matched quartz cell s (0.1 an or 1.0 an) and sol id state
spectra as Nujor mulls on a Cary 5E spectrometer . Powder and solutio n (OMF)
ESR spectra were recorded wi th a BrOker ESP300 X-band spectr ometer at room
temperature. X-ray ayslal diffr action dat a we re obtained on either a Rigaku

AFC6S diffradomeler or a Siemens SMART

thr~rcIe

diffradome te r with a

c eo are a detector, using graphite monochrom ated Mo Ka radiation.
Magnetic susceptibility d ata were collected on vacuum dried sampl es of
the complexes . Room temperature magnetic susceptibilitie s were recorded by
the Farada y method using a Cahn 7600 Faraday Magnetic Balance . Variable
tempe rature magnetic data in the range 4·300K were collecte d using an Oxford
Instruments Supercond uding Faraday Suscepto meter equipped with a Sartorius
44 32 microba lance . employing a main solenoid fi eld of 1.5T and a grad ient field
of 10

"r-m". Th e experiment al x... 'Is. T data are reported in Appe ndix O.

Hg[Co(NCS)J was used as a calibration standard for both instrume nts, and
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temperature errors for the variable temperature data were determined with

[TMENH,ICuClJElemental analyses (C,H,N) on vacuum dried samples were performed by
Canadian Miaoanalytical Service, Delta, BC , Cana da.
Convn ercially available reagents we re used as received without further
purtfication .
Extended HUCkel molecular orbital ca lculations were carried out using the
Extended HUCkel program (EHC) and computer-aided composition of atomic

I'

orbitals (CACAO ) program of Mealli and Pro serpio.

The parameters for the

optimised Slater type orb itals were pro vided by Or. Francese l loret," and are
reported wi th the inte ma l coordinate input fil es in Appendix E.

Caution I
Both perchlora te and azide compounds are potentially explosive and
should be treated with care and us ed only in small quantities. In particular,
Cu(NJ l and many other simple ionic meta l azides are explosive. so care must be
taken to avoid using an excess of metal salt and azide during the synthesis of

metal compl exes. All azide and perch lorate complexes reported herein were
tested by contro lled medlanical impad to ensure their stability.
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Chapter 4. Cu(lI) Complexes of the LIgand PAP3Me
"'1 Synth es is of the Ugand an d Co mp lex es
The lig and 1,4-bis{3'-meth yl-2'-pyridyl)aminophlha lazjne (PAP 3Me) was

prepare d using the literature proce dure,K

by fusion of phthal on itrile and

2-a mr0-3-pico rine. followed by ring expansion of the result ing isoindoline to the

phthalazine with hydrazi ne hydra te in

me~ .

[Cu.IPAP3Me-H),INJ J (11
A solution of CU(CHJCO O)l·~O (0.1009, O.58OmmoI) in hot CHp H

(25ml) was added to a solution of PAP3Me (0.0509, O.150mmol ) in hot CH2CI2
(25mL ) to give a blue-green so lutio n. Sub seq uent addition of a soluti on of NaN)
(O.035g . O.54Ommo1) in hot CHJOH (1OmL) gave a dark. green solut ion . A gr een

miaoaystalline product formed ovem igh t. This was filt ered off, washed with
CH2C~ and C HJOH, and recry stall ised by sl ow diffusion of CHJOH into a OMF

solut ion to give dark green, well formed cry stals. Yield: O.06Og (67% ). Ana l.
Calc'd for [Cu.(C2QH n NJ 2(NJ )J. C : 40.40

H : 2.89 N: 35 .34 ; Found , C: 40.89

H: 3.09 N: 35.11 .

[Cu.(PAP3Me),(NJ.INO,),CH,O ), ]INOJ , (2)
A solut ion of Cu{NOJ2·3H20 (0.1689 , 0 .700mmol ) in hot CH:t0 H (40m L)
was added to a solution of PAP 3M e (0. 1219 , 0.3SOmmoJ) in ho t C~C ~ (4OmL) to
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give a dark aqua-green solution. Subsequent additio n of a solution of NaN3
(0.043g, 0.660mmol) in hot CH30 H (10mL) gave a dark green solution. This was
heated for several minutes, and then filtered. A green crystalline product formed
overnight, which was filtered off and washed with a little cold CHpH and CH2Cla.
Yield: 0.127g (52%). Anal. Calc'd for [Cu4(C20HlaNeMN J)4(NOJMH P h l(NO))2'
C: 34.53 H: 2.90 N: 28.19; Found, C: 34.52 H: 2.87 N 27.49. The crystal
structure shows additional lattice HaOwhich was lost on vacuum drying prior to
elemental analysis.

[Cu,(PAP3MellN , ),(CH, OH))(CIO.)(H,O) (3)
A solution of Cu(CI04h·6 HaO(0.200g, 0.540mmol) in hot CHpH (25mL)
was added to a solution of PAP3Me (0.050g, O.150mmol) in hal CH2C I2 (25mL) to
give a green solution. Subsequent addition of a solution of NaN) (0.035g,
O.540mmol) in hot CHpH (5mL) gave a dark green solution, with a small amount
of dark brown precipitate. This precipitate was filtered off, and the solution left
overnight to give dark green crystals. These were filtered off and washed with a
little

CHaCla and

CHJOH.

Yield:

(Cu, (C"H.. N. lIN, ), (CH,O H)J(CIO.lI H,O),

O.loog

(90%).

Anal.

Calc'd

C: 33.85 H: 3.25 N: 28.20;

for

Found,

C: 33.77 H: 2.79 N: 26.69. The crystal structure shows a poorly resolved lattice
fragment which is likely due to lattice solvent, as observed in the elemental
analysis.
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[Cu2(PAP3Me)(N )2CI2J(CH )OH)u (4)
A solution of CuCI 2·2H20 (0.122 g, O.720m mol) in

hot CH )OH (20mL) was

added to a solulioo of PAP3Me (0.1209. 0.35OmnoI) ;n hot

CH,C ~

(2OmL) to

give a green solution. Sub sequent addi tion of a solution of NaN) (0.0450 ,
O.700rnmol) in hot CH)OH ( 10mL) gave a dar1ter green solution. This was hea ted

fO( sever al minutes, and then filtered . A green microcrystalline produ ct formed
overnight. wh ich was filtered and wa shed with cold CH) OH I ~O . Yiel d: O.08Og

(34%). Anal. Calc'd I", (Cu,(CMH.. NJ (N,l,C ~J( CH ,O H)uo C: 38.39 H: 3.60
N: 24.99; FOUnd, C: 38.56 H: 2.95 N: 24.26 .

(Cu.(PAP3Mel,lN,l,BrJ (5)
CuBr 2 (0 .154g, O.7 00 mmol) and PAP 3Me (0.122g, O.350 mmol) were both
dissolved in hot CH)OH (SO mL) to give a dark green solution . Sub sequent
add ition of a solution of NaN) (O.046g , 0 .700mm01) in H20 (SmL) re sulted in no
vis ible change in the solution. This solution was healed for sever al minutes and
then filtered . After se vera l days, a darK green microcrystalline product had

formed. which was filtered off and was hed with a little cold CH)O H. Yie ld: O.1 00g
(41 %). Ana l. Ca lc'd I", (Cu.(CMH.. NJ ,(N,l,BrJ . C: 34.59 H: 2.62 N: 27.23;
Found. C: 34 .37 H; 2.86 N; 27.31.
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ICu,IPAP3Mo )(SO.I,IH,O IJ (H,O ) (6)
PAP 3M e (O.17Og, O.5OOmmo1) was added to a solution of CuS04oSH,0
(0.2500, 1.00 mmol ) in H 20 I CHJOH (40m L /SmL). The resulting suspe nsion was
heated for -20 minut es until nea rly all of the ligand had dissclved, and w as then
fi ltered to remove excess ligand. The resulting green solution was reduced in

volume to - 10mL and left to cool. giving an emera ld green microcrystalline
product after several days. This was filtered off and washed with a little cold

CHJOH. X-ray quality aystals were pr epared by diethyl ether diffus ion into a

CHIOH I H20 solution of the product. Yield: a.OgOg (24%). Anal. Calc'd for

ICu, IC.H" NJ(SO.),(H,O)J (H,OI . C: 31.95 H: 3.76 N: 11. 18: FOUnd. C: 31.88
H: 3.64 N: 11.02. The aystal structu re shows additional lattice wate r (HzO)u

which was lost on vacuum dry ing prio r to eleme ntal ana lysis.

ICu,(PAP3Mo)CIJ (7)
A solution of CuCI,· 2H zO (0.169g, 1.DOmmol) in C,,\ OH (2Oml) was
added to a so lution of PAP3Me (O.17Og, O.5OOmmo1) in hot CH2Cl 2 (3OmL) to

give a fore st gre en colo ured solution. This was heated for severa l minutes and
then filte red . A green pr eci pitate form ed upon coo ling , wh ich was filtered off and
washed with a little cold CH30H . Yie ld: O.200g
[C~(C20H ,.N.) C IJ, C :

(65 %). Anal. Calc'd for

39 .29 H: 2.97 N: 13.75 ; Found , C : 39 .15 H: 3.06 N: 13.45 .
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(Cu,(PAP3Me)(OH )(NOJJ (H,O ) (8) and (Cu,(PAP3M e )(OHIBrJ (9)
A solu tion of Cu(NO J )J·3H aO (0.2409, 1.00mmol) in CHIOH (2QmL) was

added to a suspension of PAP3Me (O.170g . O.5OOmmo1) in H20 ( 1OmL). Thi s
mixture was heated (or - 15 minutes unt il nearly all of lhe ligand had disso lved,

and was then filtered to remove the excess ligand. After about a week, a
blue-green crys talline produ d had formed. which was filtered off and wa shed

with a little cofd CHJOH. Yield : O.06Og (17%). Ana l. Ca lc'd for [CuJ C. HqNJ{OH )
(N OJJ(H, OI . C:34 .7B H : 3.07 N: 18.26; Found . C: 34 .99 H: 3.10 N: 18.38.
(Cu z(PAP3Me)(OH )BrJ (9) was prepared by the same procedure. using
CuBra (O.233g, 1.DOmmol) to give a dark green aystalline product. Yie ld: 0 .0150

(4%). Anal

Ca lc'd

for

[C ~( ClOH ,.NJ{O H ) B rJ.

c. 33.07

H: 2.64

N: 11.57;

Found. C: 33.08 H: 3.06 N: 11.58.

4.2 X-Ray Crystallography
4.2.1 X-Ray Crystal Structures of the Cu( lI) I PAP3Me Compl exes
[Cu.(PAP3Me-H),(N,IJ (1)

The structure of 1 determined at 150K is shown in Fig.4.1, and a deta iled
view of the tetranuclear core in Fig.4.2. The structure is remarXable in that it

contains Uvee different type s of azide; terminal,

~- 1, 1

In addit ion , one bridging azide acts as both a

bridging, Jl,-1,3 bridging.

~·1 ,1

and iJ.,·1.3 bridge

simu ltaneously, in the formation of a one dimensiona l chain. Each tetranucl ear
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.fi.gdJ, Structural Representation of [Cu.(PAP3Me-HMN J )J (1)
with Hydrogen Atoms Omitted (50% Probability
Ellipsoids).

so

f!sL.ll Structural Representation of

[Cu.(PAP3Me.HMN1 )J (1):
Detailed View of the Tetranuclear Core.

Ag 4.3 Structural Representation of [Cu.{PAP3Me-H)JN1 )J (1):
Infinite 1-Dimensional Chain Fonned Along" by the
Tetranuclear Cores.
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Table 4.11al Selected Bond Dlstanc ea (A) and Angl es (') lo r [Cu.(PAP3Me-HMN.)J (1) at Four
Temperature. (50K , 90K, 150K, 290K) .

~

50K

90K

150K

290K

Cu( I )-N(3)
CU(I )-N(I)
Cu(I)-N(7)
CU(I) -N(10)
Cu(1)-N(12B)
Cu(2)-N(13)
Cu(2)-N(10)
Cu(2)-N(6)
Cu(2)-N(4)
Cu(2)-N(9A)
Cu(I )-Cu(2)
N(3)-N(4)

1.969(3)
1.981(3)
1.984(3)
1.990(3)
2.584(3)
1.963(3)
1.967(3)
1.977(3)
2.024(3)
2.349(3)
3.185(2)
1.384(4)

1.961(2)
1.979(2)
1.985(2)
1.992(2)
2.597(3)
1.965(2)
1.966(2)
1.971(2)
2.019(2)
2.352(2)
3.185(2)
1.391(3)

1.958(2)
1.976(2)
1.983(2)
1.987(2)
2.623(2)
1.960(2)
1.964(2)
1.969(2)
2.015(2)
2.359(2)
3.1807(4)
1.391(2)

1.959(3)
1.980(3)
1.980(3)
1.984(3)
2.717(4)
1.959(3)
1.963(3)
1.973(3)
2.017(3)
2.403(3)
3.185(2)
1.394(3)

N(3)-Cu(1)-N(1)
N(3)-Cu(1)-N(7)
N(1)-Cu(1)-N(7)
N(3)-Cu(I)-N(10)
N(1)-Cu(I)-N(10)
N(7)-Cu(1)-N(10)
N(3)-Cu(I )-N(128 )
N(' )-Cu(I )-N(' 2B)

88.37(11)
176.80(12)
94.65( 12)
85.33(11)
173.11(12)
91.71(12)
96.23(10)
96.84(1' )

88.29(8)
176.93(8)
94.59(8)
85.33(8)
172.93(9)
91.85(9)
96.30(8)
96.78(9)

BB.23(7)
177.27(8)
94.40(8)
85.84(8)
173.17(8)
91.78(9)
96.35(7)
97.28(7)

88.11(10)
177.62(12)
94.25(12)
85.81( 12)
173.05(13)
91.85(13)
96.90(11)
98.4' (" )

~

Selected Angles (. ) for ICu.(PAP3Me
(SOK, OOK, 1S0K,200K).

~

N(7)-Cu( 1)-N(12B)
N(10)-Cu (1)-N( 12B)
N(13)-Cu(2)-N (10)
N(13)-Cu (2)-N(6)
N(10)-Cu(2)-N (6)
N(13)-Cu(2) -N(4)
N(10)-Cu(2)-N(4)
N(6)-Cu(2)-N(4)
N(13)-Cu(2)-N(9A)
N(10)-Cu(2)-N(9A)
N(6)-Cu(2)-N(9A)
N(4)-Cu(2) -N(9A)
Cu(2)-N(10)-Cu (1)
N(11)-N(10)-Cu(2)
N(11)-N(10 )-Cu(1)
N(3)-N(4)-Cu(2)
N(4 )-N(3)-Cu(1)
N(7)-N(6)-N(9)
N(10)-N(11)-N(12)
CU(1)-N(12B)-N(11B)
Cu(2)-N(9A)- N(8A)

oH),(N.)J

SOK

OOK

84.49(11)
81.13(12)
89.57(12)
95.44(12)
173.28(12)
164.85(12)
84.84(11)
89.20( 11)
105.21(12)
65.57(13)
97.36(12)
68.42(11)
107.23(13)
124.4(2)
126.5(2)
116.2(2)
117.4(2)
176.7(3)
179.5(3)
126.6(3)
129.2(2)

84.40(7)
80.93(10)
89.71(8)
95.25(8)
173.26(9)
184.68(8)
84.86(6)
89.17(6)
105.44(6)
65.65(9)
97.36(8)
68.46(7)
107.16(10)
124.5(2)
126.5(2)
116.15(13)
117.42(13)
176.2(2)
179.5(3)
128.9(3)
128.6(2)

(1) at Four Temperature.

150K
84.41(B)
80.44(8)
89.73(8)
95.18(8)
173.56(8)
184 .58(8)
64.93(6)
69.27(7)
105.66(8)
65.45(9)
97.21(6)
68.34(7 )
107.22(10)
124.5(2)
126 .9(2)
116 .44(13)
117.06(13)
176.2(2)
179.2(2 )
130.0(2)
128.2(2)

290K
83 .06(13)
79.05(12)
89.99(12)
95.04(12)
174.11(12)
184 .17(13)
65.26(11)
69.06(10)
106.72(13)
84.66(13)
96.58(12)
87.92( 11)
107.60(14)
124.1(2)
127.4(2)
116.3(2)
117.2(2)
176.2(4)
179.1(4)
132.7(3)
126.2(3 )

Tab le • . 2 Geom etri cal Dat a for [C u.(PAP3Me-H)JN a)J (1) at Four
Tempe rature s (50K, 90K.150K. 290K).

50K

90K

150K

290K

Pyrtd ine Phthalazin e
Dihedral
Angles

33.20(16)"
27.12(17)·

33.18(11)·
27.12(11)"

33 .28(11 )"
27.27(11)"

33 .09( 16)·
27. 19(15 )·

Angl e Betw een
Cu(II) Leas t
Square P1anes

82.17(14 )·

82.08(8)·

82.25(8)·

83 .57(15)·

11z.1 ,1 Azide

58.39(19)"

58.42(13)"

5801(13)·

57 .5(2)"

358.1·

358.2"

358 .6"

359 .1·

0.709(2) A

0.704(2) A

0.701(2) A

0.6 94(2) A

0.156(1) A

0.158(1) A

O.I 56(I )A

0 .152 (I ) A

'En velope'
Fold

Sum of Ang les
Around N(IO)
( ...-1.1 Bridg e )
Cu (1)
Displacemen t

Cu( 2)
Displ acement

unit is made up of two binud ea r units linked via two ~-1 ,3 azide bridge s through

eq uatorial (Cu(I) -N(7) 1.958(2)A) and axia l (Cu(2A)-N(9) 2.359(2 )A) contact s.

eadl binud ear unit consists of a PAP3M e ligand, deprotonated at N(2 ) by the
action of the weakly basic CHaCOO' ion, wtlich coordinates two Cu(I!) centres
bridged equatorialry by the phtha lazine diazine (N z) moiety (Cu(1)-N (3)

1.958 (2 )A, Cu(2)-N(4) 2.015 (2)A) and a ",-1 ,1 az ide (Cu(II-N(I O) 1.987(2)A,
Cu(2}- N( 10) 1.964(2)A). The coordination about Cu(1) is completed by an
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equatooal pyri<!;ne n;trogen (Cu(1)-N(1) 1.976( 2)A) from PAP3M e. and about
Cu( 2) by an equatori al pyri d ine nitrog en (Cu( 2)-N(6) 1.969(2).4.) and a terminal
azide (C u(2)-N(1 3) 1.960(2 )A). This gives a nominally four coo rdina te geometry

around CU{1} and five coordinate around Cu(2) includi ng the tong axial contad

from the

~-1 .3

azide bridge . However, the letranudear dusters form chains

along the . axis throug h short intermolea.lIar contads between Cu( 1) and N(12 )
(2.623(2)A) as shown in Fig .4.3, giving five-c:oordination about Cu(1) as well .
The l'NO jntramclecnar Cu(lI) centre s are separated by 3.1807(4)A, and the
~-1 ,1

azide bridge ang le is 107.22( 10)·. The sum of the angles around N( 10) is

358 .6", indicating thai there is no significant pyramidal distortion at the 1Jz-1,1

bridge . However, the 1Jz-1,1 azide does not lie in the same plane as the
Cu(lI}-diazine moiety, such that the angle betwee n the planes defined by
CU(1)-N (3 )-N(4)-Cu(2) and CU(1)-N (10)-Cu (2) is 58.01(13)' . The 1;9 and PAP3Me
is not planar . showing a pro nou nced syn twist. with dihedral angles between the
pyridine (defined by N(1) and N(G) ) mean planes and phtl1alazine mean pla ne of
27 .27(11 )° and 33.28(11)°, respecti ve ly. The Cu(lI) cen tres are displaced from
the ir N. mean equatorial donor planes by O.701(2)A (Cu(1 ) ) and O.156(1)A
(Cu(2) ) towards N(12A) and N(9 ), respectively, and there is a dihedral angle of
82 .25( 8)° between these mean eq uatorial planes .
The strudure of (1) wa s also detennined at three oth er tem peratures
(SOl<,901<,2901<)to identify any sign ificant structural changes in the tetranuclear
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core at differ ent temperatures, whid'l in tum cou ld effect the magnetic coupl ing

betNeen the Cu(U) centres. Bond length s and angles relevant to the Cu(U)
coordination sphere are given in Table 4.1 and other relevant geometrical data
are given in Table 4.2, fO( all four temperatures . The data show that there is very
little variation in the structural parame ters between SOK and 290K The greatest
differences are fOlnd for the

~- 1, 3

azide bridge angles and Cu-N......distances ,

and for the 1-dimensional cha in distances and angles. For example, the bond
distance CU(1 )-N( 12B) ranges from 2.584 (3)A at SOK102.7 17(4).4at 290 K, whi te
the Cu(II)-azide angle Cu(1)-N(12B )·N(11B) ranges from 128.6(3)° to 132.7(3)°
over the same range. This is most likely due to the dec-ease in the unit cell
dimensions as the temperature decreases (see Appendix B), forcing d oser

packing of the lrIit cell contents, and consequ ently causing a variation in the
intermolecular contacts. These changes , however , are inconsequential with
respect to the magnetic coupling. since these bridges do not link magnetic
orbitals on the CU(II) centres .

lCu.(PAP3M.MNJ.(NOJ~H .OIJ(NOJ~H .O).n (2)

The structure of the tetranuele ar cation in 2 is shown in Ftg.4.4, whil e a
detailed view of the tetranuclear core is shown in Fig.4.5. Bond distances and
angles releva nt to the Cu(lI ) coordination spheres are given in Table 4.3. One
lattice nitra te was found to be disordered, and after fixing the occupancies of the
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nitrate image s, the geometrical and thermal parameters of the group were fIXed

for the final round of least squares refinem ent. A partially occupied lattice water

was also optimised and

fixed in the same manner. The tetranuclear structure is

very similar to that in 1. with two binuclear units linked via

~-1 ,3

azide bridge s

IIYc>Jgh equa toria l (Cu(2)-N( 10) 1.96( 1)A) and axial (Cu( 1A)-N( 12) 2.42( 1)A)
contad s. The binuclear structure is a lso similar, with two Cu(II) centres bridged

equatorially by the PAP3Me diazine moiety (Cu(1)-N(3 ) 2.009(9)A, Cu(2)-N(4)
1.97(l )A) and a ",-1.1 azide (Cu(1)-N( 7) 1 .95(1)A. CU(2)-N(7) 1.93(1)A). The

Table 4 .3 Selected Bond Distances (A) and Angles

r) for

[Cu4{ PAP3MeMNIM N O~MH10)J(N OJ2( H20}"17

(2).

Cu( l)-O( l)
Cu(1)-N(1 )
Cu(1)-N (3)
Cu( 1)-N(7)
Cu( l )-N(l2A)
Cu(1)-Cu(2)

1.981(9)
1.96(1)
2.009(9)
1.95(1)
2.42(1)
3.163(6)

CU(2)-N(4)
Cu(2)-N(6 )
Cu(2)-N(7)
Cu(2)-N(10 )
Cu(2)-O(4)
N(3)-N(4)

1.97(1)
1.99(1)
1.93(1)
1.96( 1)
2.563(2)
1.35( 1)

Cu(l )·N(7)-Cu( 2)
O(l)-Cu(l )·N (l )
O(1)-Cu(1)-N (3)
O(1)-Cu(1)-N(7)
O(l)-Cu(1)-N (12A)
N(l )-Cu(l )-N(7)
N(l)-Cu(l )-N(3)
N(l)-Cu(l )-N( I2A)
N(3)-Cu( 1)-N(1)
N(3)-Cu (l )-N(12A )
N(1)-Cu (l)-N(l2A)
N(4)-Cu(2)-N(6)
N(4)-Cu(2 )-N(1)
N(4)-Cu(2)-N (10)
N(4)-Cu(2)-O(4 )

109.4(5)
93.1(4)
171.7(4)
94.2(5)
91.8(4)
175.0(5)
90.8(5)
90.1(5)
93.3(5)
88.7(4)
85.0(5)
88.0(5)
83.8(4)
172.4(5)
99.6(3)

N(6)-Cu(2)·N( 7)
N(6)-Cu(2)·N (10)
N(6)-Cu(2)-Q(4)
N(7)-Cu(2)-N(10 )
N(7)-Cu(2)-Q(4 )
N(10)-Cu(2)-O (4)
Cu(1)-N(1)-N(8)
CU(2)-N(1)-N(8)
N(7)-N(8)-N(9)

171.7(4)
95.0(5)
88.0(4)
93.2(4)
95.4(3)
87.6(4)
124(1)
120(1)
1n(2 )
110.2(1)
122(1)
173(1)
115.6(8)
118.1(8)

Cu( 1)-N(12A)-N(1 1A)

Cu(2)-N(10)· N(l1 )
N(10)-N(11)·N(12)
CU(1)-N(3)·N(4)
CU(2)-N(4)-N (3)
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~ Structural

Representation of ICu.(PAP3MeMN aMNOa)2
(HaOIJ(NOaMHaOI IUJ (2) with Hydrogen Atoms. Nitrate
Counter Ions and Lattice Solvent Omitted (50%
Probability Ellipsoids).
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.E!.9.M Stru ctural Represe nta ti on of [Cu.(PAP3M e);j.( NsMNOs)2
(H20}J (NOsM H20 )..rr (2) : Detail ed View of th e
Tetra nu clear Core.
coord ination sphere about Cu{1) is completed by an equatorial pyridine nitrogen
(Cu(1)-N (1) 1.96(1)A} and an equa torial monodentate nitrate {Cu(1)-O{1}
1.98 1(9)A) . while an equat orial pyridine nitroge n (Cu{2)-N(6) 1.99{1}A) and a
long axial water contact (Cu(2)-O(4) 2.563(2)A) complete the coordina tion
around Cu{2). This gives two nve-coo rcina te Cu(lI) centr es with differ ent donor
sets; for Cu{1}. the equat orial (axial) donor set is N)O(N). while for Cu(2) it is
N.{O}. The separation between the two Cu(ll) centres is 3.163(6)A. and the

iLzo1.1 bridge angle is 109.4(5)°. The fold angle of the lJ.:z-t .1 azjde out of the
CU(IJ}-diazine plane, as defined for 1, is 57.7(7t. Again. the lig and PAP3Me
shows a syn twist of the pyridine mean planes (define d by N(1) and N(B) } of
37.5(6 }· and 38.9{7)0. res pectively . The Cu{lI} centres are displaced from their
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NJO (Cu(1» and

N~

(Cu(2») mean equatorial donor planes by O.056(2)A (Cu( 1»

and O.070(2)A (Cu (2) ) towards N(12) and 0 (4), respectiv ely. and there is a
dihedra l angl e of 53.1 (Sr betwee n the CU(Il) least squar e p lane s.

[Cu,IPAP3Mel\N,),(CH,OHlIlCI O.)(H,OI (3 1
The structure of the binu clear cation in 3 is shown in Fig.4.6, and bond
distances and angles relevant to the Cu( lI) coordinat ion spheres are given in
Tab le 4.4. In ad dition to the binuclear moiety and perch lorate count er ion.
another poorty d efined fragment is found in the lattice. This is apparently la ttice
sol vent as sug gested by the elementa l analysis. However . attempts to refine this
frag ment as latt ice solvent were unsucce ssful, and the peaks were defined as
hatf occupancy C, N. and S. Th is choice has no chemica l sign ificance, and was
used only becau se these gave the best refinement of the parameters for the rest
of the structure . The geometrical and thermal parameters of these sites wer e
the n fixed for the fina l round of least squares refine ment to ensure that the
solut ion conve rged and that the structure refined to reaso nably low estima ted
stand ard devia tions , and reasonab ly low R, and

wR,.

Unlike the pre viousty discussed structure s 1 and 2 • 3 does not form a
tetranucl ear structure, but instead occurs as the isolated b inu clear complex. The

two essentiall y squar e pyramid al Cu(lI) centres are linked by three different
bridges. They are bridged equ atoriall y by the ligand diazine moiety (Cu(1 )-N(3)
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C9

Cl0

C3

~ Structural Representation of [Cu~PAP3M eK NJMCH JOH)]

{CI04XHzOJ(3) with Hydrogen Atoms, Perchlorate
Counter Ion and La ttice Fragment Om itted (50 %
Probability Ellipsoids~

2.009(S)A, Cu(2)-N(4) 2.018(S)A) and a ",-1,1 azide (Cu(1)-N(10) 2.004(S)A,
Cu(2}-N(10} 1.99O(5 )A), while a methanol

with

long

contacts

rrolecete forms a weak axia l bridge

(Cu( I)-O(1) 2.407(S)A,

Cu(2)-O(1) 2.689(6)A) . The

coordination sphere around both metal centres is completed by an equatorial

pyrid ine

nitrogen

(Cu( 1)-N(1) 1.996(S)A,

CU(2)-N(6) 2.003(S)A)

and an

equatoria l, terminal azide (Cu(1rt/(7) 1.972(6)A, Cu(2)-N(13) '-966(6)A). The
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Table 4 .4 Sel ected Bond Distances (A) and Angles ,-) for
(Cu~PAP3M .)(N,I,(CH,OH)](CIO.KH,OI (3) .

Cu(1)-N(7)
Cu( l )-N(l)
Cu(1)-N( 10)
Cu(1)-N(3 )
Cu(l)-O(l)
Cu(1)-C u(2 )

1.972(6)
1.996(6)
2.004(5 )
2.009(5 )
2.407(5)
3.140(2)

Cu(2)-N(13)
Cu(2)-N(10)
Cu(2)-N(6)
Cu(2)-N(4)
Cu(2)-O(1)
N(3)-N(4)

1.966(6)
1.990(5)
2.003(5)
2.018(5)
2.689(6)
1.380(7)

Cu(1 )-N(10)-C u(2)
N(7)-Cu (l)-N(l )
N(7)-Cu(1)-N(10 )
N(1)-Cu(1)-N(10 )
N(7 )-Cu(1)-N(3 )
N(1 )-Cu(1)-N (3)
N(10)-Cu(1 )-N(3)
N(7)-Cu(1 )-0( 1)
N(l )-Cu(l)-O(l)
N(l )-Cu(l )-O(l )
N(3)-Cu(1 )-0( 1)
N(13)-Cu (2)-N( 10)
N(13 )-Cu(2)-N(6 )

103.6(2)
93.9(2)
93.5(2)
171.8(2)
167 .4(2)
87.2(2)
84.7(2)
103.7(2)
95.8(2)
85.8(2)
88.7(2)
92.7(2 )
94.5(2)

N(10)-Cu(2)-N(6 )
N(13)-Cu(2)-N(4 )
N(10)-Cu(2)-N(4)
N(6)-Cu(2)-N(4 )
N(4)-Cu(2)-O(4)
N(6)-Cu(2)-O(1 )
N(13)-Cu(21-0( 1)
N(10)-Cu(2)-O( 1)
CU(l )-N(10)-N( 11)
Cu(2)-N(10)-N(1 1)
N(10)-N(11)-N(1 2)
Cu(1)-N(3)-N(4)
Cu(2)-N(4)-N(3)

172.7(2)
174.4(2)
86.1(2)
86.7(2)
83.3(2)
100.7(21
91.2(2)
78.7(2)
118.0(4)
120.7(4)
179.2(7)
116.3(4)
115.3(4)

separation between the two Cu(lI) centres is 3 .14O(2 )A, while the angle at the
~-1 , 1 azide

bridge is 103 .6( 2 )-. The fold angle d the J.1.J· 1,1 azide out of the

CU(II }-d iazi ne plane is 6 1.7(3 )°. The PAP3Me ligand exhibits a syn twist with

angles of 44 .6( 3 r and 23 .2(3 )· between the pyridine rings, as defined by N( l)
and N(6 ) respectively, and phthalazine mean planes. The Cu(lI ) centres are also
slightly displaced from their N. mean equatorial planes towards 0 (1 ) by
O.137(4)A (Cu (1) ) and O.048(3)A (Cu(2) ), and the dihedral angle between the
mean equato rial planes is 56.5(2)°.
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C9

CtO

CtG

C3

08

.EilL..M Structural Repres entation of

[C~(PAP3Mel(SO")2

(~O)J(HIO)u (6) with Hydrogen Atoms and Latt ice
Solvent Omitted (50·.4Probability Ellipsoid s).

[Cu,(PAP3MeXSO.l,tH,OIJ(H,O lu (6)
The strucnse of a repre sentative binuclear un it of 6 is shown in Fig.4 .7.

The structur e is unusual in that there are three such binuclear units in each
asymmetric

unit, which are

chemically

identical but aystallographica lly

independ ent One of the binucle ar units (residue #3) contains a disordered
sulfate bridge in which the non-coord inated oxygen atoms could not be modelled
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Table 4 6 Geometrical Data for [CuJPAP3Me)(SOJI(~O)J(H,O)u
(6) for all Three Binuclear Centres in AsymmetJcUnit.
Re sidue 111

Res idue 112

PyridlnePhthalazJne
Dihedral
Angles

32.58 (18)'
30 .84( 18)'

30 .04( 18)'
35 .3O(18r

32.12(18r
31.30( 18)'

Angle Between
Cu(li) least
Squares Planes

38 .7 3(15r

36 .62( 15r

36.32( 15r

Cu(l/31S)
Displacement

0 .01 9 (1) A

0.09 5(1) A

0.026 (1) A

Cu(21416)
Displacement

0 .01 9(1)A

0 .034( 1) A

-0.05 1(1) A

Residue 13

Fig. 4.8 Structura l Represe ntation of [CUz(PAP3Me)(SO.h
(H)O)J(H ,O)u (6): View of Binuclear Centre Showing
Axial ( = ) f Equ itoriai ( - ) Sulfate Bridges.
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n

Table 4.5(a l Selected Bond Distances (A) and Angles
for
[C~( PAP3M e)(S O. M~O)J(H 20)U (6): Binuclear
Resldue tl1.

Cu(l)-O( l)
Cu(l )-O(5)
Cu(l )-O(9)
Cu( l )-O(10)
Cu(1)-N(1)
Cu(1)-N (3)
Cu(2)-O(1)
Cu(2)-O(5)
Cu(2)-O(12)
Cu(2)-O(11)
Cu(2)-N(4)
Cu(2)-N(6)
Cu(1)-Cu(2)
N(3)-N(4)

2.013(3)
2.460( 3)
1.989( 3)
2.299(3)
2.001(4)
2.008(4)
2.36 1(3)
2.064(3)
2.36 1(3)
1.949(3)
2.0 12(4)
2.028(4)
3.222(2)
1.381(5)

Cu(1)-O(5)-e u(2)
Cu( 1)-O(1)-eu(2 )
0 ( 1)-e u( l )-O(5)
0 (1)-eu( 1)-0 (9)
0 (1)-e u(1 )-O(10)
0 ( 1)-e u(1)-N(1)
0 (1)-e u(1)-N(3)
0 (5)-Cu(1 )-0 (9)
0 (5)-Cu(1)-0( 10)
0 (5)-eu (1)-N(1)

90.4(1)
94.5(1)
79.2(1)
89.1(1)
89 .0(1)
176.5(1)
87.7( 1)
96.8( 1)
166.4(1)
100.9(1)

0 (5)-Cu(1)-N(3)
0 (9)-Cu(l )-O(10)
0(9)-eu(1)-N(1)
0 (9)-e u(1)-N(3)
0 (10)-e u(1)-N(1)
0 ( 10)-eu(1)-N(3)
N( 1)-e u(1)-N(3)
0 ( 1)-Cu(2)-O(5 )
0 (1)-Cu(2)-O( ll )
0(1 )-Cu(2)-O( 12)
0(1)-Cu(2)-N(4)
O( 1)-Cu(2)-N(6)
0 (5)-Cu(2)-O( 11)
0 (5)-e u(2)-O(12)
0(5)-eu(2)-N(4)
0 (5)-eu (2)-N(6)
0 ( 11)-Cu(2)-O(13)
0 (11)-Cu(2)-N(4)
0 ( 11)-eu(2 )-N(6)
0 ( 12)-eu(2)-N(4)
0 ( 12)-Cu(2)-N(6)
N(4)-Cu(2)-N(6)
Cu( 1)-N(3)-N(4)
CU(1)-N(4)- N(3)

a s single sites due (0 rotation of the group around

79.8(1)
89.7(1)
94.4(1)
175.1(1)
90.5(1)
93.1(1)
88.9(2)
80.6(1)
97.7(1)
157.9(1)
78.8(1)
104.5(1)
87.8(1)
82.2(1)
9O.3(1)
174.8(1)
95.4(1)
176.2(1)
92.4(1)
87.5(1)
92.6(2)
89.2(2)
116.9(3)
115.9(3)

the S(5}'1J.J0 (25 ) bonet The

non-coord inated oxygen atoms of this group were refined as two ha lf occupancy
sites each to account for this. In addition, not all of the hydroge n atoms of

the

wate r molecules we re found.

The occurrence of three crystallogra phically independent binuclear units
in the asynvnetric unit is unusual, especia lly since the complex aystallises in the
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Table ".5{ b) Selecte d Bond Distances

(A)i1nd Angles r l for

[Cu,lPAP3Me)(SO.MH,0)J(H,0) .. (6): Blnucle. r
Residue

.2.

Cu(3)-O(13 )
Cu(3)-O(17 )
Cu(3)-Q (21 )
Cu(3)-Q( 22)
Cu(3)-N(7)
Cu(3)-N(9)
Cu(4)-Q( 13)
Cu(4)-O (17)
Cu(4 )-0(24)
Cu(4 )-O(23)
Cu(4}-N(10)
CU(4 }-N( 12)
Cu(3)-Cu(4)
N(9)-N(10 )

2.0 17(3)
2.543( 3)
1.962(3)
2.271(4)
2.004(4)
1.990(4)
2.4 25(3)
2.025(3)
2.436(4)
1.944(3)
1.997 (4)
2.002( 4)
3.2 11(2)
1.372(5 )

Cu(3)-O (13)-C u(4)
Cu(3)-Q( 17)-Cu(4)
0 (13)-Cu (3)-Q(17)
0(13)-Cu(3)-O(21)
O(13)-Cu(3)-O(22)
O(13)-Cu(3)-N(7)
O(13)-Cu(3)-N(9)
O(17 )-Cu(3)-O(21)
O(17)-Cu(3 )-Q(22)
0(1 7)-Cu(3 }-N(7)

92 .1(1)
68 .6(1 )
69 .9(1)
68 .2(1)
88 .4( 1)
177.7( 1)
90 .3( 1)
68 .0(2)
166 .7( 1)
10 1.3(1)

0 ( 17)-Cu(3}-N (9)
0(21 )-Cu(3)-O(22 )
0 (21 ).cu(3)-N(7)
0 (21 )-Cu(3)-N(9)
0 (22)-Cu(3)-N(7)
0(22).cu(3)-N(9)
N(7)-Cu (3)-N(9)
0 (13 )-Cu(4)-O (17)
0(13)-Cu(4)-Q(23)
O(13 )-Cu(4)-O(24 )
0 (13)-Cu(4}-N( 10)
0 (13)-Cu(4)-N(12)
0 ( 17).cu(4)-O(23)
0 ( 17).cu(4)-O(24)
O(17 )-Cu(4}-N (10)
O( 17)-Cu(4 )-N(12)
0 (23 )-Cu(4)-O(24 )
0 (23 )-Cu(4)-N(10 )
O(23) -Cu(4) -N(12)
O(24).cu(4)-N( 10)
O(24).cu(4 )-N(12)
N(10).cu(4)-N(12)
Cu(3)-N(9)-N(10 )
Cu(4 )-N(10)-N(9)

n.3(1)
99.5(1)
92.4(2)
165.3(1)
69.4(1)
95.0(1)
69.7(2)
63.7(1)
99.6(1)
160 .6(1)
79.5(1)
100.4(1)
90.6(1)
61.6(1)
69.3(1)
174.9(1)
92.9(1)
179.2( 1)
91.5(1)
87.9(1)
93.7(1)
88.6(2)
116.5(3)
116 6(3)

relatively high syrrvnelty (for a coordination complex at least) space group P2,1n.
One possible expranaHon for this lies in the extensive hydrogen bonding network

which is observed (See Ap pendix C), especially that connecting the lattice
solvent to the binudear units. This could force small deviations in the strudural
parameters of the individual binuclear units to accommodate the combination of
this network and the aystal packing. Since the three binud ear residues of the
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Ta ble 4 .51cl Selected Bond Distances (A) and Angles
for
[Cu z(PAP 3Me}(SO&)JH20 )J (H20 )1.I(6 ): Binuclear
Res idue ' 3.

Cu(5)-Q(2 5 )
Cu(5)-Q(32 )
Cu(5 )-O(36)
Cu(5)-O(37 )
Cu(5)-N( 13)
Cu(5)-N(1 5)
Cu(6 )-Q(2 5)
Cu(6 )-Q(32 )
Cu(6 )-Q(38 )
Cu(6 )-Q(39 )
Cu(6)-N( 16 )
Cu(6)-N(18 )
Cu(5)-<:u(6 )
N(15)-N( 16 )

1.999(3)
2.534(3)
1.963(3)
2.335(4)
1.993(4)
2.004(4)
2.416(3)
2.052(3)
2.318(4)
1.988(3)
1.996(4)
1.988(3)
3.246(2)
1.381(5)

Cu(5 )-Q(25) -<:u(6)
Cu(5)-Q(32)-<:u(6 )
0(25)-Cu(5)-{)(32)
0( 25 )-Cu(5)-O( 36 )
0(25)-Cu(5)-O(37)

94.2(1)
69.5(1)
79.4(1)
89.9(1)
85.8(1)
177.0(1)
88.3(1)
98.7(1)
162.4(1)
99.6(1)

0( 25)-Cu(5 ~N ( 1 3 )
0( 25)-Cu(5 ~ ( 1 5 )

O(32)-Cu(5)-{)(36 )
O(32 )-Cu(5)-{)(37)
O(32 )-Cu(5)-N (13)

O(32 )-Cu(5)-N(15)
O(36)-Cu(5)-Q(37)
O(36)-Cu(5)-N(13)
O(36)-Cu (5)-N(15)
O(37)-C u(5)-N(1 3)
O(37)-Cu (5)-N( 15)
N(13)-Cu(5)-N(15)
O(25)-Cu(6 )-Q(32)
0 (25)-Cu (6 )-Q(38)
0(25)-<:u(6)-0(39)
0(25)-<:u(6) -N(16)
0 (25)-<:u(6)-N( 18)
0 (32)-<:u(6 )-0 (38)
0 (32 )-<:u(6)-0 (39)
0(32)-<:u(6)-N(16)
0 (32)-<:u(6) -N(18)
0 (38)-Cu (6)-Q(39)
0 (38)-<:u(6)-N(16)
0 (38)-Cu(6)-N( I 8)
0(39)-Cu(6~N(16)

0 (39)-CU (6)-N(18)
N(16)-Cu(6)-N(18)
Cu(5~( 1 5)-N ( 16)
Cu(6~N(16)-N (15)

78.4(1)
90.5(1)
93.1(2)
176.8( 1)
94.7(1)
91.9( 1)
88.8(2 )
81.3(1 )
162.3(1 )
89.4( 1)
78.7( 1)
104.5(1)
84.2(1)
88.1(1 )
90.8( 1)
174.2( 1)
100.2(1)
91.4( 1)
90.0(2)
168.1(2)
92.4(2)
89.9(2)
117.7(3)
116.1(3)

asyrrvnetric unit differ only slighUy in bond lengths and bond angles, the general
trends observed for one are relevant to the other two. The structure of just one
binud ear unit (residue #1) will be discussed in detail here. and the bond
distances and angles relevant to the Cu(lI) coordination spheres in all three are
given in Tab le 4 .5 with other relevant geometric data for all three reported in
Table 4.6. Th e binuclear Cu{lI) moiety is triply bridged by the equatorial diazine
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of the PAP3Me I;gand (Cu(1)-N( 3) 2 .008(4)A,
axial

Cu(2)-N (4) 2.0 12(4»\) and two

I equatoria l ~-o sulfate bridge s (Cu( 1)-O(1) 2.0 13(3) A, Cu(2)"'()(1 }

2 .361( 3»\ end Cu(1 )-Q( 5) 2.460 (3)A, Cu(2 )-Q(5) 2.064(3»\). The di fferenl axial I

equatorial bond lengths can be eas ily seen in Fig. 4.8, which shows
looking down the

axis or the

8 view

of 6

PAP3Me phthalazine plane . The occurrence of axial

I equ atorial bridges in polydenla le diazine ligand s is not uncommon,2J'-.-..a but
the se are genera lly monatom ic chloride or bromide bridges. Sulfate bridges, on

the other hand, are relatively rare in polynuclear Cu(lI ) systems. They are
generally bidentate, bridgi ng v ia two oxygen atoms,-"" or tri den tate via three
oxy gen aloms. ~100 The J.1J-Q sulfate bridging mode via a sing le oxygen, however,
is a lmos t unprecedented. Only one exa mple has bee n reported in the ntereture' "
in

the

complex

[Cu(HL)(SO. )b

(HL = pyr idine-2-carbal dehyde thiosemi-

carbazone), which also con tai ns an axial I equatoria l sulfate bridge.

tt

is

interesting 10 note that binuclear Cu{lI ) complex es of the same lig and containing
an a logous ecetate'" and dihyd roge nph osphate '«2 ligand s bri dgi ng via a sing le
oxyg en atom have also been reported . The coord ination sphere about each
C u( lI) centre in 6 is completed by an equatori al pyridine nitr oge n of the PAP3Me
ligand (Cu(1)-N( 1) 2.001(4 )A, Cu(2)-N (6) 2.208( 4).'.) and two wat ... rrolecul es,
one of which is equa torial (Cu (1)-O (9) 1.989(3)A. Cu(2)·O ( 12 ) 1.949(3)A) and
the other axial (Cu(1)-Q(1 0) 2 .299(3)A, Cu(2)-O (11) 2.361(3»\). Thi s 9ives each
Cu(U } centre a six coord ina te , distorted octahedral coordination sphere. The
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Cy.(){sulfate)-Cu bridge angl es are not equal (Cu(1)-O(1 )-Cu(2) 94.5(1r,
Cu(1}-O(5)-Cu(2) 9O.4(1)"). Th e two Cu(ll) metal centres are separated by
3.222(2).4 and the dihedral ang le between the

two NJOJ mean equatorial planes

is 38.75(15}". The Cu(II) centres are both displaced slightfy from the NJOJ mean
eq<Jatorial planes by 0.019(1 )A towards 0 (10 ) (Cu( l) ) and 0 (12) (Cu(2) ).

respectively. The ligand PAP3 Me in 6 is twisted as well, but in this case it shows
a pronounced anti rather than syn twist. with ang les of 32.5B(18) " (N(1) ) and
30.84( 18)" (N{6) } between the pyridine mean planes and the phthalazine

mean

planes.

4.2.2 Comp arison of the Cu( lI} I PAP3Me J.l. 2 ·1.1 Azid e Bridged Complexes
As was noted in Chapter 3, the PAP3Me ligand was chosen for this study

in the hopes that the stertc influence of the 3--methyl group would push the
observed

~-1, 1

azide bridge angle for the PAPR group of ligands below that

already observe d, so as 10 investigate the magne tic behaviour as the magnetic
crossover angle is approached. One interes ting result, however. has been that

the obsecved ang les for the PAP3Me series of Cu(II} I N:; complexes fall in a
relatively large range, from a value typical of the Cu(lI } I PAP6Me azide
complexes (109.4(5)" for 2) to a value very far below that for the Cu(lI) I PAP
series of complexes (103.6(2)" for 3), while the bridge angle for 1 (t 07.22(10t at
1501<) is about as was expect ed. The reasons for this variation are not
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immediat ely d ear from the structures of the complexes. Regardless of the cause,

the results allow a valuable comparison of the magnetic and spectro scopic data
over a wide range of angles for a series of complexes with the same primary
ligand.

In terms of the other structl.,nl parameters, the three structures reported
here

are similar to eece othe r and previously

reported Cu(lI ) I PAP R azide

complexe s, JUI~ with a few exceptions. The angles betwee n the Cu( lI) mean
equatori al planes for 2 and 3 are typical, but in the case of 1 the ang le is almost

twice as large (B2.25{Bt at 150K) as for the other two complexes. Another
interesting feature is found in 3, in which one of the pyrid ine-phthalazine dihedral
angles is neany twice that of the other (44 .6(3 )· vs 23.2(3 r). The two angles are
usually similar , as for 1 and 2, the greatest variation pre viously reported having
been 23 .1· and 33.6° for [Cu2{PAP)(NJB rJoCH2 CI,.58 On the other hand , the
three complexes reported herein show similar azide 'out of plane' fold angles,
and comp arable bond distances and angles. They also show decr easing
Cu(II)-Cu (II ) separation with decrea sing

~· 1 ,1

azide bridge angle , as expected .

• •3 Spectroscopy
•• 3.1 Infrared and Electronic Sp ectra of the Cu(lI) / PAP3Me Complexes

The primary means for elucidating the composition and struct ure of the
Cu(II) I PAP 3Me complexes reported herein has been a combination of infrared
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and eledrOn ic spectroscopy. Whil e X-ra y crystal lography is certa inly the ideal

and only truly ooambiguou s means for this detenninat ion , IR and lNMs
spectroscopy have the ir

own strengths .

Certainly , in thOse situat ions in whidl it

prov es impossible

obta in X-ray

quality

to

crysta ls,

one

must rely

on

spectroscopy . Howe ver , spectroscopy has the advantage of immediate results as

well . The determ ination of a crystal structure from sta rt to finish can take from
days to months, wher eas the spectra of the same comp lex can be obta ined as
soon as a d ean, dried sam ple is prepar ed. allowing rap id preliminary assignment
of COl1'\'OSition and struct ure .
Relevent spectrosco pic data for the azide complexes 1 - 5 are given in
Table 4.7, while data fo r the other Cu(ll ) I PAP3Me co mplexes 6 - 9 are given in
Tabl e 4.8. For the azide complexes 1 - 5, by far the most critical feature of the
infrared spectra is the anti symmetric stretdl (v J or v.) of the azide ligand
(Fig .4.9). Ionic azides ha ve symmetri cal N-N bonds, such as for N H~NJ' 103 in

which each bond is 1.15A in length and the antisym metri c stret dling frequency

N-N -N
~

An tisymm etri c (v J ) Stre tc h of the Azi de Ion.

OCOJrs at 2030 em" . Upo n coordination, the bond containing the coordinated

nitrogen is weakened and lengthened, while the othe r N-N bond becomes
stronger and shorter. Fo r example , the structure of 1 at 1SOK shows a
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Table 4.7 Infrarad and Electronic Spectral Data for Cu(ll) I PAP3MaAzIde Compla.ea .
~ I' nm (E, M'"cm"')

IR. cm"
Comp lex

;j

Solution

Mull

410
14651"
610

1755, 1738,
1722 ( V 1+V 4 NO; )

420 (10500)
455 (7430)
600 (390)
405 (10300)
630(270)

1010

1085 (vJ CI0 4' )

410 (11900)
610 (290)

400
590

1018

284 (v Cu-CI)

410 (9900)
635 (370)

998

316 (v Cu-Br)

410 (9400)
630 (330)

360
(430)
680
370
(430)
630

N; (v, S tretch ) Pyridine Ring
Brealhlng

ICu4(PAP3Me·HM NJ),J
(1)

2110
2049
2037

ICu.(PAP3Mej,(N,).
(NO,),(H,O),)(NO,),
(2)

2097
2052

1006

ICu,(PAP3Me)(N,),
(CH,OH)J(CIO.)(H,O)
(3)

2087
2051

ICu,(PAP3Me)(N,),
Clz){CHJOH)u
(4)
[Cu4{PAP3MeM NJ),BrJ
(5)

2082
2037

• [) indicates a shoulder.

2098
2060
2046

Anio n I Anion ic
Ligand

1003

370
(425)
610

Table 4.8 Infrared and ElectronIc Spectral Dala for the RemaIning Cu(ll) I PAP3M, Complexes.
IR, cm-l
Complex
(Cu.(PAP3Me)(50.).
(H.O),](H. O)
(6)

..,
'"

Pyridine Ring
Anion I Anionic
Brealhlng
l igand

). " nm (e. M-l em"')
OH'(vOH')

951,967,1036,
1103,1138,
1183 (50t)

Solution

Mull

405 (11000)
(420, (10500))
670 (100)

370
[4201'
720

410(9000)
720 (160)

660

\Cu,(PAP3Me)CI.]

307 ( VI co-en

(7)

267 (v, Cu'CI)

1001

[Cu,( PAP3Me)(OH)
(NO.)J (H,O)
(8)

1753, 1741,
(17381,1731
(v +v NO ')

1007

3490

405 (8100)
(420 (10500 ))
690 (140)

370
(4301
630

(Cu.(PAP3Me)(OH)Br,
(9)

t

99B

3605

395 (14900)
(415 (15400))
675 (190)

370
(4401

en indicates ashoulder.
• pyridine ring breathing bandobscured by sulfate bands.
t weakspectrum. Cu-Brbandscouldnot be unambiguously identified.

420

660

N(10)-N(11) bond

'eng1h of 1.21 3(3)A and a N(11)-N(1 2) bond leng1h of

1.147(3)A. with a stretching frequ ency of 2110 crrr'. Therefore, as a general rule ,
as the strength of coordination increas es. the freq uency also incr eases.
Regard ing the complexes of interest here . this mea ns tha i the azide
bands in the IR provide valuable information about its bond ing mode . In general ,
it is observed that l-1J-t,1 azide stretche s are found at a higher freque ncy than

either

~-1 ,3

or tann ins! azide. So. for 1 • 5. the highest energy band (ranging

from 2110 em" for 1 to 2082 an-' for 4) in each complex's spectrum is associat ed
with the 1Jz-1,1 az ide bridge. Th e other bands in the spectr a can be assigned to

other bonding modes. The spectrum of 1 shows two addi tiona l azkte bands at
2049 em" and 20 37 cn'' , which are due to the observ ed tenninal and 1Jt-1 .3

azid es. likewise. 2 and 3 show only one extra azide band each. consistent with
the ir structures, wh ich show only one other type of azide beside s the 1Jz-1 .1
bridges (1Jz-1,3 azide bridges for 2 and term inal azide for 3). Of the two
comp lexes for wh ich there are no structur al da ta , 4 has onl y one additional band
at 2037 an" indica ting only one other type of azide, while 5 has two additional
bands at 2060 em-' and 2046 err', which suggests the presence of both termina l

and Pt· 1,3 azi des . A note of caution must be included he re , since it has bee n
obse rved that a sing le type of azide can give ri se to mor e than one band in
asymmetric binud ear systems.51 Ana lysis for 5, however, sugg e sts the presence
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of a tetranudear core similar to 1 and 2 and five azid e ligands, which agrees well
with the presence of all three type s of azide in the complex..
Other bands of intere st associat ed with the bridging ligands are also
observed in a number of other co mplexes. Compl exes 8 and 9 show' quite sharp
bands at 3490

err'

and 3805

cn'' , which are consistent with the OH" bridge

observed in each . The bridg ing sulfates found in 6 also give a very distinctive
series of infra red bands in the range 951 en" to 1183 cn-', for a total of 6 band s
altogether" This is the range in wh ich the v, and v J vibrations of 50/' are usu ally
fOlMld. Ionic sulfate normally exh ibits only one broad v, ba nd at about 1100 cn'' ,
v, be ing IR inactive for T. symmetry. By lower ing the symmetry however ,
degen erate v J vibrations split and the Raman active mode v, is also observed .1O:I

The bridg ing sulf ate ligands in 6 are nominall y C)rrsymme try, and should give

two v, bands, in addition to the v, vibratio n. The spect rum of 6 is more
compl icat ed than this, however,

a consequence of the presence of thr ee

diff erent binucl ear lXIits in th e asymmetric un it, one of which contains a
disord ered sulfate.
Other bands of interest due to anions andlor other coordinated ligands
are ob served in some of the com plexes. It is knoYm1001 that the nitrate v 1 +v.
comb inat ion bands which are found in the range 1700 - 1800

ern" can be

used

for stNctural diagno sis. Comp lex 2 shows thr ee bands in this region, while 8
shows four bands . For 2, these are found at 1755
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en", 1738 ern" and 1722 em".

This is consi stent with the observed struct ure , which shows both ionic and
monodentate (X)()(dinated nitrate . The band at 1738m" is best associa ted with
the ionic nitrate , while the other two can be a ssigned to the monodentate nitrate .
For 8, the nitrate combina tion bands are ob served at 1753 err'. 174 1 cor' , I1738

an-') and 1731 err'. Althoug h it is diffICUltto assign specifi c vibration s to bonding
mode s in thi s case , the app earance of four ba nds sugge sts the presence of both
monodentate and bidentate ni trate ligands. As for other anion s, the spectn.m of
3 shows a sing le strong, broad band at 1085 em" associa ted with the v 3 vibration
of T.. symmetry perchlorat e. 103 This is con sistent with the observed structure
wh ich shows an ionic perch lorate in the lattice .
The Cu(II)-ha lide stretdles fOUld in the far infr ared region are also of
inter est in determ ining ha lide coordination mod es arCUld the Cu(lI} centres .-tn
general, if only one band is observed. the com p lex cont ains only termi nal halide
ligands. In case s wh ere there are bridging ha lide s as well , two bands are usually
ob serv ed, with the one at lower energy being due to the bridge, a consequence
of wea ker bond ing relative to the terminal lig and . This can be seen qu ite clearly

in the spectrum of 7, which exhibits Cu(II)-C1 band s at 307 em" and 267 en'',
ind ica ting the presence of both terminal and bridg ing halide in this complex.
Unfortunately, for 9 it is diffi cult to unambigu ou sly assign Cu(II}-Br band s due to
the weakness of the spectrum . Examining these bands for the azide co mplexes
also proves to be somewhat more difficu lt. Th is is due to the pre sence of a
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multitude of Cu(II)-nitrog en stretching ban ds wt\ich lie in the same region as the
Cu(IIHlalide bands . As a result, although only one Cu(II) -haJide band can be
tdentified Lflambiguously tor 4 (284 an·l ) and 5 (3 16 anol ) . it is possibJe that a

second band does appe ar, but it is obscured by the CIJ(II)-n itrogen bands arising
from the PAP3Me liga nd and azid e coordination about the Cu(lI ) centres.
Unequivicat assignm ent of the hal ide bondi ng modes in 4 and 5 is therefore
impossible.
One other band of interest associ ated with the PAP3Me ligand is
observed in comp lexes 1 - 9. If one considers that the ligand PAP3Me is
essentially a substituted pyridine ligand, the pyridine ring breath ing ba nd can be
used as a guide to the coord ination of the pyridine moiety . In the free ligand, this
band is found at 988

err'. Upon coordina tion, this band increases in energy

generally to ~ 1 000 an ol . ' 015 For co mplexes 1 - 9, this band is observed in the
range 998 en" for 5 and 9 10 1018 an for 4. The presence of this band agrees
o

'

with the structures observed for 1 - 3, and suggests fOf 4 - 5 and 7 • 9, that in all

of the complexes both pyridine moieties of PAP3Me are coo rdinated . For 6, this
band is not observed due to the presence of the complicated sulfate bands in the
same region, Vwtlich obscure the weake r ring breath ing band . Coord ination of
both pyridine moietie s, however, is confinned by the X-ray structu re.
Th e electronic spectra of aU of the complexes are remarkably similar. The
spectra are all char aderised by intense charge transfer band s in the 360nm to
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470rvn region, with much less intense d-d transitio ns in the 59Qnm.72Onm rang e .
The charge transfer band s have their origin in

two d ifferent transi tions . First of

all, comp lexes of PAPR ligand s all show a fairly intense

1E-U:'

transition below

about 400rvn. Q For the tr ee ligand PAP3M e, this transition is found at 375nm . 107
The other transitions which co nt ribute to the band s in this range involv e the other
ligands, notably the az ide, halid e, and hydroxide liga nd s. Very intense 'It'_ -+ C u
charge transfer bands are o bserved for equat orial Cu I azide speci es at

NOSnm . -'_1'l1li For brid ging azicles , accord ing to group theory, this band sho ul d
be split int o two. In pract ice , however, only one band is usually seen. Similarly,
halide and hydroxide complexes also show strong ligand to metal cha rge transfer
bands in a comparable range .11l
For all of the compl exes reported herein then , we would expect to see two
intense charge transfer band s; one be low -400nm associ ated with the PAP3M e
ligand and one abo ve -400nm associated with the azide or halide ligand s. As
can be seen in Table s 4.7 and 4.6, in most of the comp lexes this is tne case . In

the spectra of some complexes, however, only one band is observed . For
example , 3 shows only one mull tran smittance band at 400nm (41Orvn in DMF

solution), and 7 shows only one band at 420nm (4100m in DMF solution) . Th is i s
undoubted ly due to overl ap betw een two charge transfer band s of similar energy.
Indeed, the charge transfer band s in these exampl es are quite broad , indicating

the rombination of more tha n o ne band in this re gion .
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The

~

trans ition bands are likewise similar for all of the complexes. All

are very broad in both the mull transmitt ance and OMF solution spectra, thereby
making any structur al assigrvnent based on these bands difftCUlt. A few
observations should be noted however. First , all of the complexe s exhibit d-d
trans itions in the rang e 590rm to 720n m, wh ich are typical for five or six
coordinate Cu(II) comple xes . This agrees well with the crystal structures, which
all show five Of six coordinate Cu(II) centres . Secondly, the wavelength of the
d~

band differs only slightly for mull transm ittance and DMF solut ion. This

sugg ests that the geometry of the Cu(ll) centres is essentially the sa me in the
OMF solution as in the solid state. In contrast, a shift in wavelengt h is observed

fO( the charge tran sfer band s in several com plex es, for example in 4 (41Orvn in
OMF 10 360rvn in mull) and 8 (45Orvnin OMF. 370nm in mull).

4.3.2 Proposed Structures Based on Sp ec troscopic and Anal ytical Data
Th e

suggested

strud ures

of

tho se

comple xes for

which

X-ray

aystallographie data could not be obta ined are based reasonably on the
spectroscopic and ana lytical data, and

comparison with the

structurally

characterised comp lexes . Diagramatic repre sen tations of the struct ure s of 4 - 5

and 7 - 9, determined by this procedu re, are shown in Fig.4.10 and Fig.4.11
respect iv ely. An unambiguous determinatio n of the structure of the azide
complexes proved especially difficult, due to the vari ety of bonding modes
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(5)

(4)A

(4)8
Fig . 4.10 Proposed st ruct ure of [Cu z(PAP3Me)(Na)zCIJ
(CH zOH k .(4) and [Cu.(PAP3M eMN ,).BrJ (5) Based
on Spectroscopic and Ana lytic al Dat a.
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(8)

(9)

Fig. 4.11 Proposed Structure of [CuJPAP3Me)CIJ (7) ({-) axial
contact. (-)equitorial contact). [CuJPAP3MeI(OH)
(NO,)J(H,O) (8) and ICu,(PAP3MeIlOH)BrJ (9) Based on

Spectros copic and Analyt ical Data.
available to the azide ligands. As is seen in the aystal structures of 1 and 2. the
azide ligand can form seve ral type s of bridges as 'Nell as act as a terminal

ligand, all of which are difficult to distinguish b y spectroscopic means. For 4, it is
uncertain if the complex exists as a simple binuclear Lnit , or as a tetranuclear
structure similar to 1 and 2. A propo sed structure for each case, whtch agrees
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with the available data, is shown in Fig.4.10. It should be noted that the apical

c:Noride ligands are shown as bridges with broken lines representing the bonds.
Th is indicates that it is uncertain if the chloride ligands are bridg ing or terminal,
for the reasons outlined in the previous section. A simila r uncertainty is
illu strated for 5 with respect to the bromide ligands. In this case, however, we
can be quite certain that a tetranuclear unit is formed on the basis of the
ana lytical data. As for the methanol solvent indicat ed by the anal ytical data for 4,
it is most likely that this exists as lattice solvent. There are no band s observed in

the far infrared which could be attributed to Cu(Il}-oxygen stretches for
coord inated methanol , although the possibility cannot be discoun ted. It is
po ssible that any such bands are obscured by the intense and numerous
Cu( IIHlitrogen bands found in the same region .
Assigning appropr iate structures to 7 - 9, as shown in Fig .4.11, is more
straightforward because of their similarity to previously studied binuclear Cu(II)
comp lexes of the PAPR dass of ligands. For 7, both termin al and bridging
ch lorid e ligands are evident from the infrared spectrum . The chlori de bridges are
mo st likely axial I equatorial, similar to the

~"()-S OJ

bridges in 6. This bridging

.a.- In

mode is often observed in halide complexes of related diazine ligands.27

addi tion, the magnetic behaviour of 6 and 7 are esse ntially ident ical (vid e supra) ,
sugge sting identical magnetic exchange pathways via the phth alazine diazine
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bridge only , a consequence of the orthogonal natur e of the other axial I
equatorial bridges in both compl exes .

The magnetic behaviours of 8 and 9 also aid in assigning appropriate
stnJc:ttxes to bo th complexes. Both are relative ly strongly cou pled (~2J >300 an" ,

vide supra) for hydro xy bridged PAPR complex es," This sugges ts the pre sence
of fairly large hydroxide bridge ang les. perha ps around 110", Since the PAP3Me
ligand should result in a somewh at smaller angle , there must be other structural
features which woul d account for thi s angle. For 8. it is likely that the biden tate
nitra te observ ed in the infrared spectrum is bridging the two Cu(II) centres in an
axial position, a situation which is known to give increased Cu-Cu separations,
and hence larger bridge angl es, in other Cu(lI) I PAPR systems."

The

coord inat ion sph er e around each Cu(lI) centr e is completed by equatorial,
monode ntate nitrate ligands. For 9 , it is difficul t to tell on the basis of the infr ared

spectrun if there is a bridging ax ial bromide ligand, often observed in similar
complexe s, due to the inconc lusive infrared data . The large magnetic coup ling
value, however, sugg ests that ther e is no axial bromine bridge. Thi s would re sult
in a smaller hydroxy bridge ang le of "' 1~." which wou ld give much we aker
magne tic coupli ng (<200 an-I) than is actually observ ed . The tlYee brom ide
ligands are thus mo st likely all term inal, two equatori al and one axial.
Although not all of these structural assignments are certain , it is important
to note that fr om th e point of view of magne tic propert ies , the uncertainty is not a
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critical prob lem. The proposed structures exhibit the same type of magne tic
bridges between the Cu(ll) centres . The proposed azide structure s all contain
only diazi ne and JIz-l ,l azi de magnetic bridge s, whi le the hydroxy structu res
contain diazine and hydroxy magnetic bridges . Apart from playing a role in
detennining the dimension s of the binuclear centre, the presence or absence of
an axial bridging ligand is irre leva nt, since it would link ncn -macneuc orb ita ls.

..... Magneti sm
" .4.1 Magn et oc hemlstry of the Cu( lI) I PAP3Me I Azide Complexes

The primary intere st in this study was to investigate the magnetochem ical
behaviour of the Cu(lI) I PAP3Me complexes and esta blish magnetostTUdural
correla tion s. Th e experimental variab le temperat ure magne tic suscepti bility data
for complexes 1 - 3 are shown in Fig.4.12. Also included are the ~· 1 ,1 az ide
bridge angl es and the en ergy differences between the antisymmetric and
synvnetric molecular orb ital (4.'s ) as ca lwlated from Extended HUCkel molecular
orbitals cal culat ions using the structura l data. The observed

x..V$ .

T plots are

typical of wea kly coupled binuclear CuCU} antiferromagnelic systems, with the
suscepti bility rising to a maximum as temperature decreases. and then drop ping
off at lowe r temperature. The T(x..-) values are a rough reflect ion of cou pling
constants, and these agree with the trend in 4. values, as expected on the basis
of (2.30). Howe ver, there is an appa rent anoma ly in the correlat ion between the
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(e"

and

1-1J-1 ,1

azide

bridge

angle

and the ob served

coupl ing . Based

magnetostructural corre lation fO( 1-1J-1 ,1 az ide I diazine

on the

bridged systems

diSQJs$8d in Chapter 3, the antiferroma gneti c coupl ing shou ld decrease with
deaeasing 1-1J-1,1 azide bri dge angle. Compl exes 1 and 2 follow this correla tion.
but comp lex 3 with the smanest bridge angle . exhibits a maximum at a higher
temperature than either 1 or 2, and therefor e is most strongly coupled .
Table 4.9 Varia ble Temperature Magnetic Para met ers for
Complexes (1H3), Dat a Fitted to the Bl eaney-Bow en.
Equ ati on t (Modell)
_2J (cm

I
I

(I )
(2)
(31

o

9
2.00( 1)
2.19(4)
2.1(1)

' )

5 .1(2)
38(2)
15 2(9)

Ng'-6p') ( 3+820'
1 )
tx... = [ Ic(T

]

p
0.00 1

0.0095
0.009

(1 -p) +

10&T1P
(emu/mol )

30

29
37

a (K )

102R

-36
-79
-99

3.9
2.46
2.06

(N
g'P' ) P + Na
4kf""

Wh ere x = JIkT
J = exdlange integral
9 Lande sp litt ing facter
p = fraction of paramagnetic impur ity
Na. = temperature independant param agneti sm
e = We iss-l ike correctio n
R = [t lx.. - X-)' I t x.. ~~

=

An att empt was mad e to fit the vari able temper ature su sceptibility data for
1 - 3 to the Bleaney-Bowers equancn. The results are tabulat ed in Tab le 4.9.

The 1Q2Rvalues indicate a rel atively poor fit to the expe rimental data overa ll. Of
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particular interest. howev er, are the

e

va lue s used. In order to get any

semb lance of a reasonable fit of the experimenta l data to the Bleane y-Bower s
equa tion , abnormally large nega tive values of
to

-99K for 3). Small

e

e had to be used (from

-36K for 1

corrections woul d I'lClfmaJly accounl for weak

intermolecaJlar ferromagnet ic or antiferromagneli c eXchange interaction s, and
'o\fOUld be typical for simple binucl ear systems. VVhile significa nt intermo lecu lar
contacts are observed in the form of

~- 1 , 3

azide bridges between binuclear

units (and forming the on e dimen sional chain in 1) for 1 and 2. these are
orthogonal contacts which would not make a significant contribution to the
exchange . The large negativ e
Such a large negativ e

e va lues are therefore anomalous.
e sugg ests that in order to successfully model the

magnetic coupling in these comp lexes , one must assume the presence of more
than a single -2J value. On the basis of this observation, several model s were

used in an attempt to fit the experimental magne tic data:
L Bleaney Bowe rs Model
As diSOJSsed in the precedi ng paragraph .

II. Tetranuclear Model
Although it has already bee n noted that the

~- 1 , 3

azide

bridges between the binudear units should not propagate
significant antiferroma gnetic exchange, a fit to a rectangular
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tetranudear exchange model was attempted. A sdlematic
representation of the mod el is shown in Fig.4.13 . Since the
exchange pathways acro ss the

~-1 ,3

azide bridges should be

similar, th e expression for ma gne tism can be simplifi ed by

aSSUTling -2 J) • -2Ja. The appropria te Hamiltonian can be
derived from equation (2.14) and the Van Vleck equation (2.8),
and then solved to give an expre ssion for the magnetic

suscepuonrv'" of the form:

x.. =F{-2J " -2J ,,g, T)(1 -o1 + F{g,T)p + Na

{4.11

wher e the symbo ls have their usual meaning . Althoug h both
dimer and

monomer impurity are often included in such

equations, it was considered appropriate to use just mon omer
impuity in th is case due to lhe essentia lly binuclear orig in of
the complexes.

CU-Cu

J><

2J

1-

U--CU

2

-2J 1

Fig. 4.13 Re ta ngular Tetranuclear Magnetic Exch ange
Mod el.
88

III. Variable Temperature .2J Mo de l
Th ere has been some precedent in the literature for a
temperature dependent ·2J value. In particular, chang es in the
-2J value s have been doa.mented for several very weakly
antiferromagneticalry coup led Cu(lI) systems, n' .I1 J the change
being attributed to lattice shrinkag e effed.s. A temperature
dependent

-2J has also been invoked in several other

ca ses'" ?" involving stronge r antiferromagneti c coupling. The
poss ibility exists, therefore, that the unusual ma gnetic coupling
observ ed for the complexes 1 • 3 could be modelled by a
variable temperature

-2J. Therefore, the

Bleane y-Bowers

equation was modified by replacing -2J with the empirica l
funct ion for ·2J versus temperature (4_2).

-2J = -2J,'lT

-

l (299- 11

(4 2)

A quad ratic expression was chosen since it gave a bet ter fit to
the experimental data than a linear expression.
The expe rimenta l data and the non-line ar least squares best fit line for the
different mode ls (including the Bleaney -8owers equation ) for complex es 1, 2 and
3 are shown in Fig.4.14, Fig.4.15, and Fig.4.16 resped.ively. The numerica l data
for Models II • III are reported in Table 4.10. A quick glance at both the

x.. vs. T

plots and the 1Q2R values in both Table 4.9 and Table 4.10 reveals that none of
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the proposed models are parti cularl y well su ited to fitting the experi ment al data .

The problems with the Bleaney-B owers mode l ha ve already been addr essed. For
the tetranudear model . the

onry

complex wh ich gav e a sensibl e fit was 2. the

experimental data for 1 fitting only when a g value of less than 2 was used.
Complex: 3. on the other ha nd. is not even tetranu dear. so the use of such a
model wou ld be quite inappro priate. This ill u strat es another prob lem . that the
model is no t genera lly applica ble .
T abl e 4.10 Variable Tem perature Mag n eti c Data fo r Com plexes
(1 )-(3), Us ing the Tetranuelear (II) and Varia bl e
Te mpe rature .2.1 (1111 Models.
Mode r II

-2J,
(em"')

1(1)
(2)

P

10' T1P
(emu/mol)

e lK)

1o'R

0.05 1

63

-2

1.57

e lK)
0
0
0

1o'R
2.33
1.67
1.36

-2J,
(em

O
' )

9

40 .3(4 )

20

2.04(1)

(3)
Model III

10'TIP

.2J~

1(11
1(21
(3)

(em"')

Llo1o')

110
150
250

1.009(9)
1.01(2)
1.091(7)

P
0.000 5
0.025
0.014

9
2.03( 1)

2.13(1)
2.0 1(1)

(emu/mol)

25
20
25

The best mode l appears to involve a variable temperature -2J. both in
terms of a sound ph ysical and theoretical ba s is suppo rting the model. a s well as
giving in general the besl fits to the experim ent al data. Unfortunately, the mod el
is not in agreeme nt with the variable temperature Clystal structure of 1. As has
already been noted. the structu re of 1 chang es very little as the tem per ature
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change s. Some relevant bond ang les and distances for the binuclear Cu(lI )
centr e of 1 at the four different tempe ratures are given in Tabl e 4.,, _The J1t. ' .'
azide bridge angle changes only by -0.5- between 290K and 9OK, and then
increases again at SOK 'vVhile this ang le change is a physica l real ity, it is not
S9liflCSnt enough to acc:cx.nt for the observ ed anomalous magne tism. Using the
previously reported corre lation' for az ide bridge angle with -2J , the two extreme
va lues for the J1t-1,1 azid e bridge ang le in 1 give -2J values of 68 ern" (290K)
and 50

ern" (90K), a difference of only 18 em". Using (4.2) and the L value for 1

from Table 4.10 gives -2J values of 110 err' (2901<) and 66 em" (ooK), for a
difference of 44 crr r'.
Table 4.11 Selected Bond Distances for [Cu.(PAP3Me-H MN~)J
(1) From th e Variable Temperature X-Ray Data.
SOK

90K

150K

290K

Cu(1 )-N(10)

1.990(3)

1.992 (2)

1.987(2 )

1.984(3)

Cu (2)-N(10)

1.967(3)

1.966( 2)

1.964(2)

1.963(3)

Cu(1)-N(3)

1.969(3)

1.961(2)

1.958( 2)

1.959(3)

Cu(2)-N(4)

2.024(3)

2.0 19(2)

2.0 15(2 )

2.017(3)

N(3)-N(4)

1.384(4)

1.39 1(3)

1.391(2 )

1.394(3)

Cu(2)-N(10)-Cu(1)

107.23(13 )

107.16(10 )

107.22 (10)

107.60(14 )

N(3)-Cu(1)-N(10)

85 .33(11 )

85 .33(8)

85.64(8 )

85.81(12)

N(10 )-Cu (2) -N(4)

84 .84(11)

84 .88 (8)

84.93(8)

85.26(11 )

N(4)-N(3)-Cu(1)

117.4(2)

117.4 2( 13)

117 .08 (13)

117.2(2)

N(3)-N(4)-Cu( 2)

116.2(2)

116.15( 13)

116 .44(13)

116.3(2)

The experimenta l data and the non -linear least squares best fit lines for
complexes 4 and 5 are shown in Fig.4.17 . The most notable fea ture of these
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plots is that there is no ob vious maximum as is expected for an antiferromagnetic
system . The systems are so weakly coup led that the maximum lies at a
temperature below that of the lowest measured temperal1S8

«

SK). ESR spectra

for the two complexes show only very weak signals, confi rming that the two
centres are coupled and not simply isolated paramagnetic centres . It would
appear then tha t 4 and 5 both lie very clo se to the crossove r between
ferromagnetism and antiferroma gnetism.
Table 4.12 Varia ble Temperature Magnetic Data f or Comp lexes
(4)-(5). Usin g the Bleaney-B ow ers Equati on (I) and
Variable Temperature -2J Model (III).

.2.1

(em"')

1(4 )

(5 )

2.7(4 )
2.2(3)

I
I

I

1(4 )

1(5)

Modell

9
2.17(1)
2.00(1)

.2.J Q
(em")
L (' 10' )
97(5) 1 0.884(2 )
100(3 )
0.95(2)

I

p

I,(emu/mol)
10"11P )1
e (K )
44 .5
42

10 .00004
0. ססOO5

I

9
2.26(1)
2.06( 1)

-12.5

1 10' R

I

-17.6

1.74
2.12

Mod el III

I

p

023
0.14

I,(emu/mol)
10' TIP :) 1
e (K )
20
59

1

0
0

10'R
1 1.99
1.16

Similar problems manife st themselves in complexes 4 and 5 as were
ob serv ed for 1 - 3 with respect to fitting the experimental data to a model for the
ma gne tic coupling . The bes t fit parameters for the Sleaney-Bowers model and
variabl e temp erature -2J mode l are shown in Table 4.12. Neither comp lex gives
a good fit of the experimental data to the Sleaney-Sowers equat ion unless
rela tively large negative 9 va lues are included, albeit not as larg e as was
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required for 1 • 3. Fitting to the variab le temper ature -2J model does not give a
significantly impro ved data fit, and in fad presents yet another prob lem: a very
large paramagnetic impurity must be used to fit the data. In fact, 23% and 14%
paramagn etic implW"ities had to be assumed for 4 and 5, respectively. Sudllarge
p values are simply unrealist ic, a condusion further supported by the ve ry weak
ESR signa ls. One would expect a relative ly stro ng ESR signal if there was in fad
that large a paramagnet ic impurity . As for 1 - 3 then, it appears that the magnetic
data for 4 • 5 canno t be reasonably fitted us ing the ava ilable mod els for magnetic
exdlange. It wou ld be most helpful to have structura l data on the se compounds,
but so far X-faY qual ity crystals have not been produCed .
Th e ques tion then arises as to whether there are any other properties
wh ich could provide a rationale for the unus ual magnetic behaviour of complexes
1 - 5. In fad, a possible origin is found in the Extended Huckel calcu lations
performed on the crystal structures 1 - 3. The 4>$ and 4>,+.$ croitals for each
structure are shown in Fig.4.18. For comp lexes 1 and 2, the mo st notable
characteristic is the asymmetry in both orb ita ls. Ideally in a symmetric case , each
cro ital should contain equal contributions from both halves of the binuclear
centre . In complexes 1 and 2, 4>, is cen tred largely on one Cu(lI) centre , while

.:pAS is centred on the other . They also show significant orbital contTibution from
the pyridine rings . This phenomenon is part icularly pronounced for 2, in which

the 4>, and 4>,+.$ orbitals are almost com pletely localised on opposite Cu(lI)
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centres . The reasons for this anomaly are not clear. As ymmetry in the bond
lengths and/or bond angles for the two Cu(I!) centres is an obv ious possibili ty,
bYt the differences in these param6i.:t s are no greater than that observ ed for

similar systems in which no anomalou s magnetism is observed.SUi. The precise
cause remains a mystery.

The Extended HOCkel calcul ation s also provide an explanation for the
unusua lly strong coupling observed for 3. As previously noted, since 3 contains
the smallest

~-1 ,1

an tiferromagnetic

azide bri dge ang le, it woul d be exped.ed to have the weak est
(or

even

ferromagnetic)

coupling.

However,

recalling

Hoffman's and Kahn's wo rk on dibridg ed systems, at some angle below that of
accidental orthogo nality, it is expected that antiferromagnetic coupling should
again predominate . In sudl a case, the main difference woul d be an inversion of
the energies of the molecu lar orbita ls. That is, Ills and Ill...,switch relative energy,
with Ills now being at highe r energy than Ill...,. EHMO calcula tions on 3, howe ver,
rev eal that this is not so: Ill s still lies lower in energy than 1Il.e.s' What is inter esting
is the strong phthalazine contribution to the molecular orbita ls, especially to 4l'...,.
Generally , the only contribut ion obs erved from the pbthatezlne is loca lised on
the diazine nitrogen atoms . The delocal ization over the phthalazin e ring

suggests

that

it is making a much larger contribution to the

ove rall

antiferromagn etic coupling than is usual. Therefore , even though at such a small
azide bridge angle it is expected
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that coupling shou ld be very weakly

antiferromagnetic or ferromagne tic. the diazine bridge dominates, resulting in
relatively strong ant iferromagnet ic coupling.

4.4.2 Magne t ochemlstry of the Oth er CU{II) I PAP3 Me Complexes
In contras t to the unusual mag netic properties observed for the azide
complexes 1 - 5 , the non-az.ide complexes 6 - 9 all exhibit magne tic coupl ing
typical for binuclear Cu( lI) systems . The data were successfully fitted to the
Bleaney-8owers equa tion with no diffi culty. The be st fit data for complexes 6 · 9

are reponed in T able 4.13. The exp erimental data and non-linear least SQuares
best fit line s for 6 - 7 and 8 - 9 are p lotted in Fig.4 .19 and Fig.4.20, respectively .
Ta b le 4. 13 Vari able Temperature Magn eti c Parameters for
Complex es (6)-(9), Fitted to the B lean ey-B owers
Eq uatio n.

10'T1P
· 2J(cm-l )

g

p

(emu/mol)

e lK)

(6)

95.2(5)

2.21(1)

0.0305

105

-7

0.86

(7)

94.7(3)

2.05(1 )

0.00865

82.8

-8

0.48

10'R

(8)

327(2)

2.01(1)

0.03

62

-3

1.36

(9)

313(4)

2.06(1)

0.044

54

-2

2.66

The four complexes can be separated into two grou ps based on thei r
magnet ic behav iour. Both 6 and 7 are weakly antiferr omagnetica lly coup led, and

in fact have es sentially the same coupling value or -95 an -I. This is quite
interesting in light

or their

structu res . Complex 6 contains on ly one magn etic

bridge, that be ing the phtha lazi ne diazine, since the

two J.L,..Q-50, bridges link

the Cu(lI) centres via axial I equatorial contacts . Based on spectroscopic and
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anal ytical evidence. it appears that complex 7 is also coupl ed only UYough the
diazine bridge , the ch lorine bridge s again be ing axial I equatorial . These

two

compl exes lend support to the assumption which was made eatt ier. that the
contribution of the diazine bridge to the overall antiferromagnetic coupl ing is
essentially constant. So, as previous ly stated, the change in magneti c coupling
in the ~·1 .1 azide complexes can reas onabl y be attribute d to the changing
~-1.1

azide bridge angle alone.

One other fea ture of the magnetic behav iour for 6 • 7 is worth noting . Both
requ ired somewha t larger than usual negative 9 value s. Again, these are

nowhere near as extreme as for 1 • 5, and likely do represent minor
intermolecu lar antiferromagnetic exchang e components . For 6, the most obv ious
pathwa y for this is via the extensive hydrogen bond ing network pre viously noted
(Appendix C). Unfortunately, for 7 there are no structu ral data and therefore no
indi cat ion of the ori gin of this intermolecular excha ng e term.
Similar to 6 - 7, complexes 8 - 9 also form a matched pair in terms of
magnetic behaviou r. The profile of the Xu. vs T plot for both is very similar, and
the magnitude of the coupling is also similar. as would be exped.ed. Both
compl exes are more strongly coupled than 6 and 7, due to the presence of both
diazine and hydro xy magnetic bridges . Moder ate to strong antiferromagnetic
coupling through hydro xy bridges is well documented, as is the combination of
diazine and hydro xy bridges.a Th e magnitude of the cou pling does in fact agree
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well with other Cu(II)-hydroxy comple xes of the PAPR series of ligands , and
suggests

a re lative ly large hydroxy bridge ang le

values for

a - 9 suggest

of -110". The similar coupling

similar hydro xy bridge angles

as well.

Small neg ativ e

e

values were again required to fit the data, alth ough the pathway of mtermolecular
exchange is uncerta in due to the absence of structural data. Fair1y signifICant
paramagne tic impuri ty is also observed in both the best fit data and the

x... vs

T

plot . The other parameters used to fit the data are typical. The 10ZR value for 9 is

a

little targ e, but this is most likely

not an

indication of a poor model for the

behaviolx, but rather due to the rather small sampJe size (- 15mg ) available for
the variable tempe rature experim ent

4.5 EHMO Mo de l Studies oftha Cu( II), JLa· 1,1 Azide /Diazine Bri dg ed System

The exte nsive range of both bonding modes and ma gne tic beh aviour
observed for azid e bridged tran sition metal complexes has spawned a number of
semiq.Jantitative Extended
attempts

HUckel molecu lar orbital mod el calculation s in

to be tter understand and predict the magnetic beha viour of azide

systems. As d iscussed in Chapt er 3, these include Kahn's orig inal studie s on the
~-1 ,1 azide dibrid ged Cu( lI) system ,Jt~7 several 1J,-1,3 azid e mode ls,•

Ni(lI ) and Mn(1l) 1J,-1,1 azide models.· ·

.51-61

and

All of these stu dies have focused,

however, on systems with just azide bridge s. In contrast, the theoretical
examination of azide mixed bri dge systems has been largely neg lecled . To date ,
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only qualita tive WOlkconce rn ing comp lementarity and counle rcomplementarity in
hetero bridged azide

systems"..n ,

and a recent semiquantitative exa minatio n of

such systems concern ing comple mentarity and countercomplemen tarity effects
in

...,- 1.1 azide I pyridazine and ~. 1 .1

azide I carboxylat o

systems.»

re spectively. have been report ed . Neither of these studies, however , examined in
deta il the change in the magnet ic coupl ing as a consequence of controlled
va riation in the geome try at"OlSld the di bridged metal centres, but were
performed to aid elucida tion of the medlanism of magnetic exchange in specific

complexes.
much

In contras t to azide complexes , the diazine bridge has rece ived

less attention theoreticall y. Apart

from the aforementioned hetera

d ibridged system, only one Extended HUckel study of binuclear model systems

tI.

conta ining solely pyridazine bridges has been reported.

M2

M1

Fig. 4.21 Model Complex es Used In the EHMO Stud y: PhthaJazine
p,,·1,1 AzIde B rid ged (M1) an d Phtha lazine Bridged (M2).
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Table 4.14 Angl es and Bond Dist anc es Used for the EHMO
Mod el Com lexes M1 and M2.

1.40A
1.10A
1.32A

C-C

C·H
C·N
N·N(d lazlne)
Phth al azine Angl es
N-N(azlde)

120"
1.20A

Cu·N(diazlne)
Cu-N(amine)
Cu ·N( azid e)
N-Cu -N (all)

1.99A
1.97A
1.geA
90"

103sA

In an effo rt to better understand what types of geometric changes in the
binudear centre of the PAP3Me I ~- 1 . 1 azide system affect the magnitude of the
antiferromagnetic exchange, a series of Extended Hucket calculat ions were
carried out on mode l complexes containing both a ~ -1 , 1 azide and a phthalazine
bridge (M1), and conta ining just a phlhal azine bridge (M2), as shown in Fig.4.21.
Bond distances and angles used for the phthalazine moiety and the bond
distances used for the Cu(lI) coordination sphere are given in Table 4.14. For
the phthalazine moiety, standard values were used, while for the Cu (lI )
coord ination sphere average values were calculated from the available crysta l
structures. A total of five geometric changes were examined:

I. Variation of CU.NJ-Cu Angle in Mod el Compl ex M1
The correlation between the

~- 1 , 1

azide bridge angle and

the magnitude of the observed coupl ing constant is the primary
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Table 4.15 Rve Memb ered Chelate Ring An gles (0) Used In
EHMO Modell Calc ul atio ns.
Cu-N.-Cu

N(diazine)-CuN(azlde)

114.5
110.2
105.9
101.7
97.6
93.6
89.6

90
95
100
105
110
115
120
125

65.7

N(dlazlne)N(d lazlne)-Cu

110.5
112.3
114.1
115 .8
117.4
118 .9
120 .4
121 .8

focus of the pre sent stud y. Therefore, the variation of the

~s

and ¢tAl energies with chang ing 1J,:-1,1 azide angle is of

particut ar inter est Using model complex Mi , the aztde bridge
angl e was varied from 90-1 25°, while retaining the planar five
membered chelate ring. In order to accomplish thi s, the other
che late ring ang les had

(0

also be varied. the re levant values

be ing given in Table 4.15.

Mo del Com p lex M2
Using model complex M2, the torsio n angl es defined by
the

diazine

nitroge n atoms , Cu(lI) ce ntres and ammonia

nitrogen were vari ed. That is to say. the Cu(NHJ J coordinat ion
mo iety was twi sted such that it was no longer cop lanar with the

'07

phthalazine. These were both twi sted in the same direction
over a range 5Q.130"'. In addition to the consta nt values given
in Table 4.14, the Cu-N......-N-.. ang le was held constant at

117".

III. Variati on of Cu-N~-N..... Angle in Mode l Complex M2

The most critical change wh ich may occur in the bridg e
geome try of the diazine is that of the Cu-N-N angle. The two
ang les in M2 were varied over the range 11Q..12S-. which eas ily
covers the observed values for the Cu(lI) I PAPR complexe s.
For this model study , the two Cu( NH 3)3 moieties were twisted
out of the phthalazine plane by 60" .

IV. Trigonal Disto rtion of Azi de Out of C~N2(diazine} Plane
In Mod el Compl ex M1
This geometric distortion takes the planar model complex
M1 and twists the bridging azide out of the plane of the

molecule. while maintaining a co nsta nt CU-NJ-Cu bridge angle.
All other angles in the five member ch elate ring also remained
constant, these val ues being: Cu-N _-N_

90". and CU-NJ-Cu 120".
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120", N-Cu--N

V. Fold of B ri dg ing Azi de out o f CuaNa(dlazl ne } Pl ane In
Mod el Complex M1
This distortion again invo lves moving the bridg ing azid e
out of the CUaNa{diazine) ptane. However, in this ca se, it folds
out of the pl an e along the Cu..cu axis. This can be likened to

folding an en velope flap from open to d osed. Ag ain, as abov e,
all of the angles in the five membered che la te ring are kept

constant. us ing the same values as in IV. In addition, the
square planar coordina tion geometry about the Cu( lI) centre s is
reta ined as much as is possible.

The interna l coord inate input files for these five studies are given in

Appendix E, and the result s of the these studies are presented as plOISof the 4>,
and 4>q orbitar ene rg ies versus the approp riate geometric distortion in Fig.4.22 •
4.26

for

EHMO

calculations

I-V,

respe dively .

Recalling

that

the

antiferro magnetic co upling term JIoI' ee (eq -£s)a, any plot wh ich shows significant
changes in the energy difference between the 4>, and 4>..., ort:lita!s should in tum
result in changes in

the antiferromagnetic coupling term. Fig.4.22 shows the

results for I invo lving just

the variation of Cu-N 3 -Cu angle . On the basis of

Kahn's molecular orb ital calculat ions on the dibridged ~·1 .1 azide syslems.:Q.~7
and Thomp son's expe rimentar correlation for J..la· 1,l azide bridg e angle versus
magn etic coupling,W it is expected that the 4>. and ¢t..., orbitals should exhibit
acciden tal orthogonality at some point. in the range 100- - 1 Hr . In fact, although
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4)/Ilol does

approach

~I '

it then curves away, such that no crcss c v er is Observed .

'v\Ihile at first this appears to prese nt a contra dicti on to the obs erved magneti c
properties of

1J:t-1,1 azide I diazine systems, closer exam ination reveals

problems with the chosen model.

Keep ing the five membered chel ate ring Rat

aeates distortions in other ring ang les as the azide bridge ang le is d"Ianged . In
particular, the N-e u-N angles are varying significantl y from the ideal SQUare
planar geometry of 90", as illustrated in Table 4.15 . Since this is also changing

the orb ital over1ap of the Cu(lI) ce ntres with the magnetic bridge s, d early ther e

are too many parameters changing at the same time to isolate cause and effect
relat ionsh ips for the individual geom etric distortions. The planar ring model is
therefore a poor cho ice for investigating the beha viour of the

~- 1 , 1

azide bridge

in combination with a seco nd diaz ine bri dge.
The other mode l studies were attempt s to investigate the various

geom etric changes indi vidually an d inde pend ently . Calculation s II and III were
carri ed out to inve stigate change s in cou pling through the diazine bridge .
Twisting the Cu(NH )}J moieties in II serves two purposes: firstly, the two Cu(lI }
centres in Cu(lI) I PAP R comp lexes are always tNis ted from cop lanar , as can be
seen in the angles between the Cu(II) [east square s planes from the X-r ay
aystaUographic data for 1 - 3 and 6 . Secondly, it is impossi b le to use two
coplanar eu (lI) centre s in model compl ex M2 due to overlap between the
anvnonia groups. EHMO ca lculation II was pe rformed to ensur e twis ting of the
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planes will not interfere with the observation of possible coupling changes in
other models in wh ich this distortion proved necessary . As is seen in FigA .23 ,
this is the case, with an essentially const ant energy gap betwee n

~I

and

~as'

Calculation III shows a gradual decre ase in the energy gap at the upper
angle s investigated. Experimental data for Cu(U} I PAP3Me azide complexes,
however. show that the CU-N.....-N _ angle is always <120". below which

angle the energy difference is essentially cons tant. The ass umption tha t the
diazine contribut ion to the

antiferroma gnetic

coupling in Cu(lI) I PAPR

complexes is essentially constant appears to be consistent with these molecu lar
ortl ital calcu lations . This is in contrast to ESaJer et al."· in whi ch an EHMO study
of binucle ar complexes linked by two pyridazine bridges showed maximum
coupl ing at an M-N-N angle of 135· . This discrep ancy is likely due to the fad that
the N..cu-N angle had to also be varied in the dibridged model, and as was
shown in I this can also have an effect on the J" . In fad , at M-N-N =135· , the
N..cu-N ang le was 90". the angle of optimal over1ap with the

d.'.,' Cu(II} Ofbital.

In contra st, calculations IV·V involving distortion at the bridging azide
show significant dependence of the ant iferromagn etic coupl ing on the distorti on

ang le. as illustrated in FigA .25 and Fig.4.26. For the trigonal distort icn in rv . the
energy difference

(~as

4 s) is essentially consta nt at smart angles. As the

di stortion ina-eases, however, the energ y differen ce increase s to a maximum at

90" . The plot of (r;as·~,)t versus trigonal distortion angle in Fig .4.27 suggests then
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that IN' will increase with increas ing angle. In contrast. calculation V (Fig.4.26)
shows a decrea se in the energy difference as the fold angle increases. This in

tt.m implie s a decrease in

J", as the angle increases , as illustrat ed in the

Table 4.16 Experimental Azid e Distortions.
Trigonal Distortion

358 .1' (SOK)to
35 9.1' (29OK)
353.4'
342.3'

Fold Angle

58 .39(19 }' (SOK)
10 57.5(2) ' (29OK)
57.7(7r
61. 7'

(e""~S)1 vers us fold angle plot in Fig.4.28. Note that the results at higher angles

(> -75i are not reliable due to distortions which beg in to occur in the CU(II)

coordination geometry. It is apparen t, however. from Ffg.4.28 that a minimum J",
should be exped.ed at a fold angle of - ?Cf'.

The question which now arises is how do the EHMO results compare to
the observed azide distortions in complexes 1 - 3. Relevent experiment al data

are given in Table 4.16. For trigon al distortion. the quoted angles are the sum of
the angles around the bridging nitrogen of the 1Lz·1,1 azide. If the azide is planar,
this value shou ld be 360". As can be seen, for 1 this value is very clos e to 360",
indicating no distortion in th is complex. For 2 and 3, slightly larger distort ions are
observed . They are not likely to be large enough to have any significant
influence , however, since the distortion has to be relatively large befor e there is
any notice able change in (£A.S~~ and hence J...,.. The azide fold angle along the
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Cu-Cu axis, however. appears to be more significant. For all three complexes,
the fold is -60'", which lies near the minimum in the (£"'~S )I versus angle plot.
This implies that the observed coupling for

t • 3 is less than that in similar

complexes with a planar azide structure. Unfortunately, no planar l1J-t .1 azide I
diazine complexes with comparable angles are known,

so experimental

confinna tion of this hypothesis is not possible.

The fmal question concerns whether these results can offer a possible
explanation fOt the unusual magnetic

properties observ ed for

1 - 3.

Unfortunatelly, this appears not to be the case. Regardless of any variation in
the observed coupl ing whidl occurs due to geometric dlanges in a complex. the
data should still fit the Bleaney-8owers equation. This is supported by the
observation that other 11J-1,1 azide I diazine complexe~'S11 with similar distortions
to those examined here (apart from larger 1Jz-1,1 azide bridge angles) are found
to fit quite well 10 the Sleaney-Bowers equation.

4.6 Conclusions
The magnetostI'Ucturar dlemistry of a series of coord ination complexes
deriv ed from Cu(lI) and the ligand 1,4-bis(3'-methyt-2'-pyridyl)aminophth alazine
(PAP3Me) has been presented. From the same basic

C~PAP3Me

binuclear

core , a series of quite structurally distinct and intriguing structur es are formed .

The complexes 1 - 3 are illustrative examples of the diversity of the coordination
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modes of the azide ligand . These complexes indude examples of simple
binudear JL,.1,1 azide systems (3) , tetranuc lear complexes cons isting of two
binuclear units linked via

via

~·1 ,3

~-1 ,3

az ide bridg es (1,2), and a one dimens ional chain

azide bridge s, which simultaneous ly act as

~-1 ,1

azide bri dges (1).

The non-azide complex 6 is meanwh ile notable fOf the unusua l ~..Q-SOJ
bridges , an almo st unpreced ented bon ding mode for the su lfate ligand .
The magn etic propert ies of the azide comple xes 1 - 5 prove to be
anomalou s in comparison to prev iously studied Cu(ll) diazine f
bridged com ple xes. AJ. larg e

~·1 ,1

~- 1 .1

azide

bridg e angles , antiferromag nehc coupling is

observed, wh ile at small ang les ferromagne tic coupling predomi nates. The
comple xes presented here have interm ediate angles , around the critical angle

where the magne tic prope rties chang e in sign, and it is found that sudl systems
do not fit the Bleaney-Bower s equ ation for magnetic exchange in binuclear
Cu(lI) comp lexes. Several models were used in attempt s to fit the magnetic data,
and while the causes of this anomaly are uncertain, the data fits best if a variable
temperatu re

cou pling

constant

is

used.

Variable

aystallographic studies were carried out to detennine

jf the

temperature

X..ray

variable temperatlS8

·2J can be rationali sed in terms of chang ing bridge geometry , but the results
ind icate that this is not the case . Th e non-azide comple xes 6 - 9 exh ibit magnetic
coupl ing typ ical for binuclear Cu(lI) syst ems. Of particul ar interest are complexes
6 and 7. The magnetic coupling in both of these is essentially identical , and

12 1

coupl ing OCClXS via just the phthalazine diazine bridge. This observation

supports the assumption made in the azide bridged complexes that the
contribution of the diazine to the overall antlferromagnetic coupling is essentially
constant
M Extended Huckel moleo.lIar orbital study was undertaken to further
expfore the faders which affect the magnitude rX magnetic exchange in
antiferromagnetic J.I,-1,1 azide systems. It was found that in add ition to changes
in the angle at the azide bridge, deviation of the azide from the Cu-diazjne plane
also plays a role in determining the magnitude of the antiferromagnetic
component of the exchange,
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Chapter 5. Ni(lI} and Mn(lI) Complexes of the Ligand PHP6Me
5.1 Synthesis of the Ugand and Complexes
The ligand 1,4--bis({6-me thyl pyri dine- 2-ea:t1)oxaldiimino )am ino )phtha lazine

(PHP6Me ) was prepared using the literature procedure-no by reacti on of

2-ace tylpyridine and ',4-dihydrazinophthalazine121 in refluxing methanol .

[N i,(PHP6Me-HXNJ ,(CH,OHlI (10)
Ni(BF.)f-6HtO (O.340g. 1.00mmol) and PHP6Me (O.200g . O.SOOmmoI)
dissolved in refluxing CHtOH (50m L) to give a dark red solution.
Sub sequent addition of a solution of NaN1 (O.160g. 2.5Ommo1) in

~O

(1Oml)

resu lted in no visible etlange . After refluxing 3 hours. the solut ion was filtered

and left to cool, yielding a dark red-brown powder after several days. This was
filtered off and washed with CHtO H. Yield : O.250g (75%). Anal . Calc'd for
[N ~( C"H ..N.xNJ,(CH,OHlI .

c. 41.17

H: 3.46 N: 35.49:

Found. C: 4085.

H: 3.10. N: 35.30.

[N ~(PH P6Me-H )(NJ,(H,O )u( CH,CH,OH >'J

A solution of

Ni(B F.)z.06~O

(11)

(0.172g, O.505mmoI) in hot

~O

(15mL) was

add ed to a solution of PHP6Me (O.100g, O.252mmol) in hot CH)CH20 H (100m l)
to give a burgundy solution. Subsequent addition of a solution of NaN) (O.062g,
1.00rrvn01) in hot H20 (Sml) gave a darker burgundy solution . This was heated
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for a few minutes , and then filtered. After several days,

a dark red

mia'ocry statline prod uct formed, wh ich was filtered off and washed with cold
CH)C~OH_

Yteld : O.065g

(36% ).

CaJc'd for

IN~(C22H ,.N.XNJ)(H20)1S

(CH,CH,OH),J, C : 38.10, H: 4.04, N: 32.85; Found, C: 38.20, H: 3.86, N: 33 .21 .

INi,(PHP6Me-2H)(NJ,(H,0), (CH,OH),J (12)

A soluti on of Ni(BF. h -6H 20 (O.128g. 0.376mmol) in hot H20 (1OmL) and
a solution of NaN) (0.024g, 0.370mmol) in hot H 20 ( 1OmL) were added to a

so lution of PHP6Me (0.075g , 0.19Ommo1) in hot CHp H (3OmL) 10 give a darit
red solution. Subsequent addition of a solution of triethylam ine (0.100g ,
1.00mm01) in CH )OH (SmL) gave a dark purple solution. This was healed for a
few minutes, and then left to coo l. After several days, a dark purple powder
fooned, which was filtered' off and washed with cold CH30H . Yield: O.070g
(54%). Anal Calc'd for [Ni2(C 22H ,.N .)(NJ z(H20 MCH30H )21, C: 41.41, H: 4.35, N:
28 .18; Found . C: 4 1.07, H: 3.42 , N : 28.00.

IN i,lPHPBM e-H )(N J,(CH,OH ),J (13)

A solution of NaN3 (0.0489, O.738mmol) in CH,OH (1OmL) was added to a
solution of [Ni2(PHP6M e)CI(Hp )JCI,(~O )." (0.107g, 0.134mmol) in refluxi ng
CH,OH (60mL) to give a dark purple solution. After refluxing 3.5 hours, the
solution was filtered and left to coo l, yielding a very dark purple powder after
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several hours . This was filte red off and washed with CH)OH. Yiel d: 0.068g
(72 %). Anal . Calc'd for [Ni2(C uH ,.N.){NJ J {CH)OH)zl, C: 40 .99, H: 4.03 , N: 33.87;

Found, C: 40.86, H: 3.50, N: 33 .77.

IN~( P HP6M.ICI(NCSI.(H,OXCH,CH,OH IIN~(PHP6M.)C I(NCSXH,O)JC~

(141

A solutio n of KSCN {0.07:2g, 0.74Ommo1} in H20 (2ml) was add ed to a
solut ion of (Ni2(PHPSMe)CI(H 20 )JCI)(H zO)." (0.150g , 0.188mmol) in refluxing
CHIC~O H

(55mL) to give a dark orange solution. After refluxing for :2 hours, the

solution was filtered hot and left to cool, yielding a red-orange microaystalline
product after several days . This was then filtered off and washed with cold

CHICHzOH. X-ray quality crys tals were prepared by ethe r diffu sion into a sample
of the reaction solut ion diluted with CHICHzOH . Yiel d: O.OSOg (36%). Anal.
[N ~(CnH"NJC I (NCS l,(H.O )(C H,CH,OH ) HN ~(C.H "NJCI (N CS I

Calc"d

for

(H,O)JC~,

C: 40.26, H: 3.46, N: 18.21; Found, C: 39.65, H: 3.63, N: 18.10.

[Mn,(PHP6Me-H)(NJ,(H,oI."J (lSI
MnC~ 04H20

(0 .197g , 1.00rnmol) and PHP6Me (0.200g, O.500nvnal) were

disso lved in refluxing CHIOH (6OmL) to giv e a red solution . Subsequent addition
of a solution of NaN I (0.132g, 2.00mmol) in ~O (3ml) gave a darker red
solution, which after refluxing 2 hours yielded an och re red precipitate. Th is was
filtered an d washed with CHI OH, then immediately transferred to a Sch le nk tube.
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dried under vacuum and stored under N2 . Yield: O.150g (44% ). Anal. Calc'd for

[Mn,(CnH"N, )(N,)J(H,Ol u ' C: 39.00 H: 3.58 N: 35,'5; Found , C: 39.'2 H: 3.32

N: 35.02.

[Mn, (PHP6MeXNCS)CI,(H,OH (16)
MnCl,'4H ,O (0 .098g, 0.5OOmmol) and PHP6Me (0.' COg, 0.2SOrrvnoI) were
dissolved in refluxing CH 2CH,;OH (8Oml ) to give a

red~range

solution.

Subsequent addition of a solution of KSCN (O.100g. 1.00rnmol) in HJO (2ml)
gave a slightly da rker solution. After renuxing for 2 hours, the solution was
filtered and left to

coot After several days. a red-orange microcrystalline product

formed, which was filtered off and washed with cold CH]CH 20H. Yield: O.04Og

(23%). Anal. Calc'd

fo< [Mn,(CnHmN,)(NCS)CI,(H,O)],

C: 40.10, H: 3.23,

N: 18.3' ; Found, C: 40.00, H: 3.65, N: ' 8.56.

5.2 Spectroscopy and Structure
Retevent infrared spectroscopic dala for complexes 10 - 16 are given in
T able 5.1. One notable feature of complexes of the PHP6M e ligand is the ease

with which the ligand can be deprotonaled at the exocycnc NH sites. PHP6Me
and the related ligand APHP (APHP = 1,4-bis((pyrid-2-ylacetaldiimino)amino)
phthalazine)

form

Cu(lI)

complexes

in

which

the

ligand

can

be

monodeprotonated by simply c:arrying out the reactlcn in dilute alcoholicsolution.
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I!!!!!..!J.lnfrared SpectralOat. for Nl{lI) I PHP6Meand Mn(ll)I PHP6MeAzIdeandThiocyanate
Complex••
lR,cm.f

PyridineRing
Breathing

Complex

N; (VI Stretch) OR
NCS' (C.N Stre tch)

C-N Stretch

INi,(PHP6Mo·HI(N,),(CH,OHlI
(10)

2073
2033

1618, 1602
1562 , 1556

INi2(PHP6Me-HXN.MHzO). 1

2074
2034

1617,1 602
1562, 1555
1530, 1497

(Ni,(PHP6Me· 2H)(N,I,(H,O),(CH,OHI,]
(12)

2062
2033
2020

1597,1548
1498

(Ni,(PHP6Me·Hl(N,),(CH,OHI,1
(13)

2072
2031
2020
2097
2045

161 1,1 602
1556,1526
1489
1623, 1599
1591,1 565
1525

(Mn,(PHP6Me -H)(N,IJ (H,O)"
(15)

2109,2083
2060
(2034r

1618, 1596
1560,1543
1529,1493

1008

IMn,(PHP6Me)(NCS)CI,(H,Oll
(16)

2066
(2048J
(20361

16 14,1 595
1573,1 563
1525

1004

1 004~

1530, 1495

(CH,CH,OHlI
(11)

~

INi,(PHP6Me )CI(NCS I,(H,O)(CH,CH,OH)]
INi,(PHP6Me)CI(NCS)(H,OI,ICI,
(14)

• []indicates8 shoulder.
• very weakbands.

1002'

1038'

1004'

1004

Table 5 2 ElectronIc Spectral Datafor NI(II) I PHPGMe AzIdeand th iocyanate Comple..a.
). .' nm
Complex
INi,(PHP6Me- H)
(N,),(CH, OHlI
(10)
[Ni,(PHP6Me -H)(N,),
(H,O),,(CH,CH,OHlI
(11)

Sl

INi,(PHP6Me-2H))(N,),

CT Banda

[94 0r ' (220)

640 (5900)

310 (5600) ,
(5900)
(390) (4550, 525 (4300 )

950'

[675)

330,535

950 (300)

6 10 (5000)
630 (5000 )

310 (5500), 335 (5700 )
(390) (4550), (485) (3200)
530 (3650)

980, [860]
(950]( 110)

(640)
635 (7800)
605 (8000)

(12)

(Ni.(PHP6Me)CI(NCS),( H,O)
(CH,CH,OH)JlNi,(PHP6Me )
CI(NCS)(H.O),]CI,
(14)

· 0 indicates 8 shoulder.
• OMF solution spectrum
C mull spectum.
t bands not observed.

=

v

(HzO)z(CHJOHlrl

[Ni.(PHP6Me-H)
(N,),(C H,OH),)
(13)

Ie, M'" em"')

v

330,530
310 (7100 ), 340 (8200)
[390 ) (6700) , [480) (3350)
(525) (4600 )

1020

715

345 , (550)

1970) (90)
940

600 (6800)
640 (7100)
[640)

310 (115001, 340 (10500)
(390) (6700) , 525 (8500)
335, 520

t

t

1010

1610)

310 (12200) , 410 (8300)
(425)(6950),51 0 (2500)
(525) (2500 )
310,425, 515

whereas

removal

of both

protcns requires the

use of

base, such

as

triethylamine. l 22 For Ni(lI} and Co(II}, however, complexes of the neutral ligand
are usually formed .- Note, however, that the Ni(ll } I azide com plexes 10 - 13 and
the Mn(1I} I azjde compl ex 15, all contain th e monodeprotonated ligand (except

for 12, in which bo th protons are removed by add ition of trie thy lamine) while the
thiocyanate comple xes 14 and 16 contain the neutra l ligand. This is a function of
the basicity of the azide and thiocyanate ions : the azide ion is a stronger ba se
than the th iocyanate ion. In such that while azide is able to deprotonate the
ligand , thiocyanate is not
~

electronic Spectral Data for Mn(lJ) I PHP6Me Azide and
Th iocyanate Complexes

l....... nm (e. Mot em " l
Complex
IMn, (PHP6M e-H )(N JJ(H,O)"
(15)
[Mn,( PHP6Me)(NCS) C),(H, O))
(16)

Mull

Solution

310, [435r
540
880, (1000)

t

325, 435
(530 )

310 (10800)
420 (10200)
(520) (580)

• [] indicates a shoulder.
t solubility in DMF too low to obtain spectru m.
Although the presence of a mono- or dianionk: ligand can usually be
detennined from the elemental analysis dat a. the C=N stretch ing region of the
PHP6Me ligand is also dlafacteristic for the three types of ligand: neutra l,
moooanioni c and dianion ic. This is based on the number of bands , as well as the
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energy of the highest and lowe st lying bands . The crtterta are outlined in Table

5.4. Examing the data fOf comp lexes 10 • 16 , it is ob served that the analytical
data are ind eed in good agreement with the C=N mared dat a.
~ Criteria

For Determining Charge on the Ligand
PHP6Me. Based on the Ligand C=N Stretching Bands .
Number of
Sands

Highe st
Band (cm -'l)

Lowest
Band (cm "')

Neu tral

Five or Six

:>

1600

-1 525

Monoanlon lc

Five or Six

>

1600

<

1500

Dian lon lc

Three Of Fou-

- '600

<

1500

For the azide complex es 10 ·13 and 15 , the criteria for assi gning bond ing
modes based on the frequency of the antisymmetric stretch is the same as that
for the Cu(ll) complexes, as discussed in Chapte r 4. The h igher frequency band
can be associ ated with the J!;:-1 ,1 bri dge, and other bands w ith J!;:-1,3or termina l
azi des . FOf 10 - 13 and 15, the highest freq uency band lies between 2109 em"
and 2062

ern", in

the range typica lly ob served fOf J1:-1,1 azide . All of the

co mplexes also exhibit either one (10 • 11), two (12 • 13 ), or three (15) other
band s. As previou sly noted. the prese nce of more than one azide band in this
regio n can be interpreted in one of two ways , indicating eithe r the presence of
more than one azide bonding mod e, or the presence of asymmetry in the
binucle ar centre . Without X-ray structura l dat a for any of the complexes to use
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as 8 comp arison, it is difficu lt 10 determine wha t ca uses the spliUing of the azide
band in these partio .llar comple xes.
Determining

the

bonding

mode of thiocyana te shoul d be h.rther

complicated , in comparison to azide, since thiocyanate is an amb idenale ligand

and ca n bond via either the sulfur or the nitrogen. However, the first
transition

series generally forms N-bonded

comp lexes in preference

rrJW

to

S-bond ed. With this in mind, we need mostly be concerne d with three types of
bonding : N-terminal. !J.2(N)-1.1 and

~( N, S)-1, 3,

'N'hich are analogous to the ttvee

azide bonding types. Th e relative frequencie s of the different bond ing modes are
inverted, however, in comp arison to azide. The IJz(N)-1,1 thiocya nate is found at
lower frequency (2030-2000 an ·l ) than ~( N , S )- 1, 3 thiocyanale (>2100 em"),

while N-terminaJ thiocy anat e usually falls somewher e in between. Based on
these criteria , it would appear that attempts to prepare j.lz(N)- 1,1 bridged
thiocyanate complex es were unsuccessful, since the v(C. N) bands for 14 and 16
lie above 2030

en-'.

Th is is supported by a prelimi nary crystal structu re of 14

(Fig.5. 1), which shows that the Ni(ll) centres are bridged by the phtha lazine
diazine and chloride , wi th Nctermina l thiocyanate ligands. The asymmetric unit
contains t'NOdifferent binucle ar units, which may be responsible the presence of

two thiocy anate band s in the infrared (2097 em" and 2045 an " ).
Similar to PAP 3Me, the ligand PHP6Me ca n be considered essentially as
a substi tuted pyridine , and so the pyridine ring breathing band can be used to
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EllL..!J. Prelim inary Structural

Representation of [N12(PHPGMe)CI

(NCSj,(H,OIICH,CH,OHlIlN'JPHP6M ejC'( NCSX H,OIJCI,
(14) (50% Probab ility Ellipsoids).
13 2

indicate coordinat ion of the pyridine moiety. In the free PHPGMe ligand. this

band OCCU'"s at 993 an-I . For lhe Ni(lI ) I thiocya na te comp lex 14 and the Mn(II)
compJexes 15 - 16. this band can is de arly ob served in the range 1004-1008

ern", ind icating coordina tion of the pyridine moieties. For the Ni(lI) I azide
complexes 10 - 14, bcwever. the band is appa rently very weak, and not as easily
ob served. Even consideri ng this , assigrment of the weak band s shown in Table
5.1 to this ring breath ing is reasonab le. The fact that a band is observ ed at about

the rig ht energy, and the absence of a band arou nd 993 em" which woul d
ind icate free pyridine moieties, woul d appear to support coord ination of both
pyrid ines . In addition, all other reported structures of complexe s of PHP6MeM . I22
are shown to have coordination of both pyridine mo ieties .

The electronic spectra of the Ni(lI) comp lexe s 10 - 14 are recorded in
Table 5.2, whil e the spectra of the Mn(II) co mplexes 15 - 16 are recorded in
T abl e 5.3. The spectrum of the free ligand in OMF shows two x-+1t" bands at
3 10rvn (20700 M"lan·l) and 425nm (22700 M"'cm -1). Al l of the complexes show
in tense (e = 2500 • 12200 M-lan" ), multiple charge transfer bands in the range
3OO-55Onm. along with weaker d-d bands in the visible region in most cases .
Consider flfSt the Mn(1I)complexes 15 · 16. High spin octahedra l Mn(II) is
a (j6 ion and has a 'S ground term , whid'l is not split by a aystal field. As a res ult,
all d-d tran sitions are spin forbidden and the d-d region of the electron ic
spectrum should exhib it, at best, very weak bands . In fact, it is rarely possible to
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observe dod transi tions in Mn(ll} complexes with organic ligands since the weak
tail of ligand absorption into the visible region is usually enough to ma sk the
bands.' " That being said, two bands ar e ob served in the visible reg ion in
comp lex 15, at 880rvn and 1000nm . There are

two possible explanations fOf'this

anomaly. Firstly. 15 is unstab le in air. decomposing over a period of day s to give
a dark

green~brown

product . This is most likely the result of oxidatio n from a

Mn(1I) to a Mn(III } species. The presence of some Mn(III) decomposition product
could be respon sible for the d-d visible reg ion band s. wnich for Mn(1lI} are often
fairly lnten se.!" The decompos ition product of 15 does show two fairly intense
ba nds in the rTIllll transmittance spectrum at 820nm and 985nm. Secondl y, the
bands may be Mn(1I) d-d bands, unusu ally intense due to distort ions from
octahedral g eometry and I or intensity stealin g from the high er energy charge
trans fer stat es.
That aside, the only band s normally expected in the spectra of the Mn(JI) I
PHP6Me complexes would be charge tran sfer band s. The Mn(1I) I thi ocy anate
complex 16 has three bands betwee n 32 5run and 530fvn in the

mull

trans mittance spectrum, and similar bands in the DMF solution spectrum, while
the Mn{ II} I azide complex 15 mull transmittance spectrum exhibits UYee similar
bands in the same region. Comparing the se to the bands observed in the free
ligand, the two lowest wavelength band s are clearly x...u ;" PHP6Me bands, while

the highe st wavelength band s can be associ ated with some metal I ligand
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char ge transfer process. The liga nd PHP6Me is an unsaturated derivative with
rela tively IO'Nene rgy

11:' antibond ing

orb itals, so it can reasonably be assumed

that these band s are metal-.ligand in nature. Although no electrochemical data
are ava ilable for the complexe s report ed here, po sitive oxidation potential (vs.
SCE in OMF) have been observed for Cu(lI) derivat ive s of the related ligand
APHP (Cu(lI}-toCu (lIl ) ) inc:licati ng the oxidizable nanee of the Cu(lI ) centre, and
support ing the meta l-.ligand origin of the charge transfer trans itions . Il O

The spectr a of the Ni(lI ) complexes are somewhat more complicated tha n
the Mn(II) derivat ives . The oct ah edral d' Ni(lI) ion ha s a )~ ground state, and
exhibits three cha racteri stic d-d ba nds in the visible reg ion: v , ( ~~ +-

JAz.) in the

rang e 14QO-n Onm, V z (1T.. +- )~ ) in the range 900-SOOrvn. and v) (1T,.(P) +)~) in

the rang e 525-37 Onm.m It is immediately ob vious that the v) band will be

mas ked in complexes 10 ·14 by the intense charge transfer band s in the same
region . The othe r two bands are observ ed, however, as shown in Table 5.2. The
onry exception is the thiocyanate complex 14: no d-d bands are observed in the
DMF spectrum, du e to high dilut ion of the solution. Th ese bands are observed in

the mull transmittance spectru m, however. It shou ld also be noted that for
severa l complexes ( 11 • 13), the

V z band

is split into two components. This is a

resu lt of mixing be tween v, and the spin foroidden trans itio n e E.+- )A,.) , which
often occurs in less than ideal octahedral symmetry . In add iti on, the V z band is

much more intense than the v" whidl is atypical for Ni(lI ) sys tems. This arise s
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from intensity stealing , in which the d-d bands incr ease in intens ity by coupling

with charge transfer bands of similar ene rgy. The v, band in 11 is also split. a
phenomenon frequently observed as the symmetry goes from octahedral to 0 .. .
Thi s lower symmetry slate has two trans itions eB2'~- .sA,. and

.sE.+-'A,.)

in this

region, as opposed to iJst one for octa hedral symmetry.
Th e charge transfer spectra of 10 · 14 are in general agreement with that
observed for the Mn(II) complexe s, with some minor differ ences. 'The mull

transmi ttance spectra of complexe s 10 · 13 show two rather than Uvee banets,
und oubtedly due to overlap between two broad charge transfer bands of similar

energy. The solution spectra, on the other hand, give the oppo site variation.
Instead of three bands , four or five are Observ ed. The reasons for this are not
clear, but may be due to changes in the chromophore as a funct ion of the
strongly coordinati ng OMF solvent
Ass igning structures to the Ni(lI) and Mn(lI) compl exes of PHP6Me pro ves
to be a much more challen ging exercise than for the Cu(ll ) I PAP3Me comp lexe s.
This is partl y due to a lack of X-ra y aystal structures which can be utilised as a
'stand ard' , allowing correlation of spectroscopic data with strud ural feat ures

which can then be extended to oth er complexe s for which no structure s are
available. The greater tendency , as compared to Cu(II ), of Ni(lI) and Mn(1I) to
form extended polymeric systems with azide also presents a problem , as it is
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diffiaJlt on the basis of spectroscopic and analytical data alone to tell if one is
dea ling with a simple binuclear system or extended networ1u.
These con siderations aside, some useful ded uctions can be made on the
basis of both the analytical and spectroscopic data , as well as comparison with
other complexes of the ligand PHP6Ms. It is apparent that the basic sttvcture is
a binudear moiety , bridged by the phtha lazine diazine anc:Ia second exogenous
bridge . For the azide complexes 10 - 13 and 15, based on the infrared data, this
bridge is obviously a

~-1 , 1

azide. Also note that 10 and 11 are nearty identica l

spectro scopically, and woul d appear to conta in struc:h.Xally similar binuclear
units . For the thi ocy anate complex 14, the bridge is chloride , as shown in the
preliminary X-ray structure. Since the Mn(lI) I thi ocyanate complex 16 is very
similar spectroscop ically to 14, it is reasonable to assume a similar binuclear
chloride bridged, terminal N-thiocyanate structure for it. 'Nhe ther the azide
comple xes are simpl e binudear structures or more complex extended systems is
difflOJlt to tell ba sed on the available data, howe ver. Even the magnetic data
(VJC1e supra) are ambiguous , such that they canno t to used to help determine the
nature of the azide complexes .
There is a further note concerning the pre liminary structur e of 14. The
analytical data agree with this structure, excep t on one point The X-ra y
structu re,

as

shown

in

Fig.5.1,

has

a

fourth

N-termina l

thiocyanate

(N(110 )-C(102 )-S(4) ) not observed in the elemental analysis. The highly
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d i storted thermal ellipso ids suggest that this is a poor choice to model the
observed peaks . However. neither S-terminal thiocyana te or ethanol solver(, the
oth er most likely possi bi lities. gave any better reflO9ment. It is difficult even to
determine whether it is thiocyanate on the bas is of charge balancing, since it

proved diffICUlt to Lnarl'biguously determine the number and pos ition of the
d1 loride counterions in th e lalt ice . Th e structure of 14 reported h ere is, however.

sufficient as a gu ide to the structu re of both 14 and the related complex 16.

5 .3 Mag neUsm

The magneti c data for the Ni(ll ) and Mn(lI) complexes are reponed in
T ab le 5.5 and Table 5.6, respective ly. The room temperature magnetic moment s
we re calculated using equat ion (5.1) , where J.L.. is the effed iv e magnetic moment

"..=2.82BW ex.. • TIP ))'

(5.1)

in Bohr maqnetcns (BM ) and the other symbols have thei r usual meanings .
S tanda-d TIP val ues of 100 x 10-- emu/mol (Ni( ll» and 0 x 10 " em u/mol (Mn( II»
were used for these ca lculations. For an isolated octahedra l Ni(lI ) system,

J,I. .

ge nerally lies in the range 2.9 - 3.3 BM." The values report ed in Table 5.5 for
complexes 10 - 14, lie slightly below this range, with the exception of 11. This
su ggests that these are antiferromagnetically coup led systems , although with the
exception of 13, the J.I. . values do not differ significantly enough from the values
for an isolated system to draw any defin ite concl usions. Complex 13 is obviou sly
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T able 5.5 Variable Te mpe rature Magne tic Para meters fot
Complexes (10)-(14), Data Fitt ed to G insberg Equatfon.'
~_ (BM)

(10)
2.81
(11 )
3.04
(12)
2.73
(13)
2.45
(14)
2.84
, of the form:

rJ'

J (em")
-21.9(5)

D(em"')

p

2.02(1)

0.00 1

2

0.12

10'R
2.6

-75.0(1)
-10.0(1)

2.19(1)
2.09(1)

0.001
0.0133

3.n

0.05
0

1.33
1.51

x.. = x(g,J.D. Z'J')(1 -p) +

g

-

12

(2;; 2)
g

P + Na

\tVhere J = exchange integral
9 = Lande splitting fad er
o = zero field splitting
Z = dimer lattice coordination number
J = interclimer exchange integral
p = !rad ion of paramag netic impurity
Na = temperature indepe ndant paramag netism
R = [I (X- - x....)21 IX-2)'1I
Tab le 5.6 Variabl e Tem peratur e Magn etic Param eters fOf'
Comp lexes (15 )-( 16), Da ta Fitted to th e Mn(ll) Equation.'

J.l.. (8M) J (em")

(15)
(16)

5.58
5.55

-4.1(2)

9

p

TIP ("10' )

2.00(1)

0.03

5

Where x= JIkT
J exchange integral
g = Lande splitting fader
p = frad ion of paramagnetic impurity
Na = temperature independant para magnetism
= We iss-like correction
R = (l:(X-- x-)' /Ix..~"

=

e
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quite strongly coupled on the basis of a much reduced room tempera ture
mag netic momenl The observat ion of two quite different .,... values for 10 and 11
is a little unusual. since they appear to be essentially struelurally identical based
on the spectroscopic data , and shOuld therefore exhibit similar magnetic
pro perties. For an isolated octahedral Mn(II) system, .,... usually lies in the range
5.7 · 6 .0 8 M. The Mn(II ) compl exes 15 - 16 both have .,... values which lie just
be low th is range, indicating again that they are most likely antiferrornag netically
cnupled. Certain proof of this in both the Ni(lI) and Mn(1I)cases, howe ver , must
rely on the variable temperatu re magnetic data.
Vari able temperature magnetic susceptibility data and reasonable fitting of

the data to the appropriat e equations were obtained for 10 and 13 - 15. The

x..

vs. T experim ental data and non-linear least squares best fit lines for 10, 13 - 15
are shown in Fig.5.2 to Fig.5.S, respectively. As can be seen in both the
nc.merical data and the

x... vs. T plots, relativ ely poor data fits were obtained for

all of the complexes, especia lly for 10 and 15. Overall, however, the variable
temperature dala are cons istent with the room temperature magnetic data : all of

the compl exes exhibit ant iferromagnetic coupling, and the observed relative
magni tudes of coupling for the three Ni(lI) complexes are consistent wi th the
observed .,... values.
The relatively strong antiferromagnetic coupling observed for the Ni(lI)
comple xes 10 and 13 is presumably a funclion of coupling through azide
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bridges . As has been noted. it is uncertain if this coupling is occurring solely
through a J.L,.1 .1 bridge. or a comb ination of J.L,-l ,l and J.L,·l ,3 bridges. In fad. the

poor data fit fOf 10 suggests that the system may be more compl ex than a simple
binudear system. even thoug h attempts to fit the data to a 10 chain equat ion

were unsuccessful. The need to indude a high paramagnet ic impurity of 12% to
get the data to fit to the Ginsberg equation is also an indicati on of problems with
this system. The better fit for 13 supports the formulation of this system as a
simple birodear centre. Again. however, wtlether the coup ling is mainly via
1J.a-1,1 or J.1J·1.3 bridges is uncerta in. Even bearing this in mind. it is exceptionally
strongly coupled even for a J.1.J-1.3 bridged Ni(lI } binuclear system. For the
thiocyanate complex 14. the preliminary crystal structure indicates that the
coupl ing must 0C0Jf' via the phthalazine diazi ne and chloride bridges . The
magnitude of the coupling is in good agreement with the structurally analogous
(Ni,(PH P6Me)CI(H,O)J CI,(H, 0).- (J = 12.99(6) an" ) from wIlich rt is deriv ed,
and which is also bridged by a phthalazine diazine moiety and chloride.
Similar to the Ni(lI) I azide complexes. the Mn( ll ) I azide complex 15 is
al so antiferroma gnetically coup led. although again the pathwa y of the magne tic
exchange is uncertain. Of part icular interest her e is the TIP value. Genera lly,
Mn (U} systems do not exhibit tempe rature independent parama gnetism becau se
there is no appropriate excited state available for the required ground I excited
sta te mixing to occur. The observ ed minor TIP term is pro bably due to the
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presence of some oxidised Mn{ lII) impurity , which may also account for the poor
overall data fit.

5.4 Co ncl usio ns
The synthesi s and dlaraeterisa tion of

some Ni(lI)

and Mn(II) coordination

com plexes of the ligand PHP6Me, and azide or thiocyanate has been presented .
However, the availab le data prove s to be inconclu sive with respect to the
structure of the complexes, and in part iOJlar precise ly what types of bridgi ng is
exhibited by the azide ligands, and co nsequently how are the metal centres are
mag net ically coup led . Th e magnetic data

are

simi larly inconcl usiv e. with

gene rall y poor data fits being obtai ned using the appro priate equ ations for
b inuclear systems. The results presented h ere must therefore be cons idered

on ly

pre liminary,

and

further

investigation

is

requ ired

to

establish

magnetostru ctural corre lation s for the Ni(lI ) and Mn(lI) azide I diazine bridged
dass of complexes.
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Appendix A
Eigenvalue Energi es and F.(J,D,Tl Functions for the Binuclear
Ni(lI) Express ion for Magnetic Coupling
The energy eigenh.r'lctions calculated from (2. 18) using the Hamiltonian
(2. 17) and the Van Vleck equation (2.8 ) are:
g ~jJ2 H2

E, =E, =-6 J . 20 ' - 0 -

_

_

3q
P 6J-2.

2 2 2( '

E,-E.- -6J -O + ll. ~ H

3C~ )

6J- 2.

3g~ p2H2 C2
E,=-3J - 0-'+ ~
g ~p2 H 2

E, = E, = -2J - 0 +-Wg~P2H2

E. = .2J . 20 - -o-

3g~132 H 2q:
e.. =-3J -D+ 6 + ~

The coefflCents C,. C:, and lS are defined as

C, =

2 ./2D

c=

[(9J-D+36et;:D2]2
(9J)

,

1

[(9J-D>36 )'+8D' j

l

is = [(3J+O)'· BJDIl'
The functions F.(J,O,n used in (2.19), (2.20), (2.2 1a), (2.21b), and (2.23) are:

F (J 0 T)
1

•

=

•

F

e~ +4.* e&.1

2+e S+2e~"'~~R....ft.!r+2e*•.g,.
2e iL,
tr.if+6tr.fr+2eH-.~

e.tr+2e U

z(J·O,n = 2+eS ...2e :: ee

jf l "

.~-efre b

iJ.e:'f.!r.. 2e t1. -S
e
eH-eft.iJ
2+eS+2e::+efr.~+6tr.1r+2.:1.S

F)(J.O,T) - 2+eS ...2 e::+eft

F JOT) =

.{ ..

F'(J,D.n = o-IF,(J,O,n '"

~ F)(J,D,T)'" ~ F.(J.D,n
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Appendix B
Crystallographic Cata
Crystal Ca ta (@ SOKl fo r ICu.(PAP3Me-HMN.)J (11

Parameter

Value

C20HuNl"C~

Empirical Fonnula
Formula We ight(g.mol-')
C/}'Stal Co lou-

594.57
dark green

CrystalDimensions (nun)

0.32 x 0.22 x 0.20

monoclinic
P2,/c

Crystal System

Space Group

a (A)

8.9135(3r
14.6366(4)
17.1885(4)
92 .3720(1 0)
1.763

beAt
et A)

prj
d_ (g~4}

4

Z
Diffractometer

Siemens SMART
19.45

Abs. coeff., J.1 (an ")
Radiation. )"(A)
T( I<}

Mo Ka.. 0.7 1073

50
1200
51.50
9490
35 18
339
1.120
0.0333
0.0732

F_
28_(")
Data Co llected

No. of Unique Data {1>2o( l)J
No. of Variables
Goodness of F i~
R, (1) 2a(l)f
wR,11>2a(l)f

• Throughout thiswork. the value in parenthesesis the esd in the last digit

• Goodness ofF~ = [1:w( IF,I-IF. h'/ (No. ct rettecncns - no . of parameters)]~.
• R,= ~IF.I -IF I) /E IF. I
• wR,= (l:w(IFJ'-IF,I ')'/ (l:wli F.I')~~
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Cry.ta' Da.a(@ 90K) for ICu.(PAP3Me-H),(NJJ (11

Parameter

V alue

C20HlrN"C~

Empirical Formula

Formula Weight(g·mot')
CrystalColour

594.57

Crystal Dimensions (mm)

0.32 x 0.22 x 0.20
monoclinic
P2,/c
B.9149(lY

da rk gree n

Crystal System
Space Group
a (A )
b (A)

14.6329(2 )
17 .185 1(1)
92.42(1)
1.763
4

c IA)
~ ("l

d_ (g-an~)

Z
Oiffracl:ometer

Siemens SMART
19.46
Mo Ka, 0.71073

Abs. coetf., p (an ·' )
Radiation, ). (A)
T (K)

90

F_
29_ rJ

1200
56 .56
26887

Data Collected
No. 01U.,;que Data [1>20(1»)

5546

340
1.09 2
0 .03 15

No. of Variables
Goodness of Fit"

R, [1>20(1)f

wR, (1) 20(1)f

0 .0660

• Throughout this WOfk,the value in parentheses is the esd in the last digit
'Goodness of Fit = [tw( IF...I- IF.I )2/ (No. of re tlecttons , no. ct parameters jl'" ,

• R, =! liF.I- IF I)/ !I FI
• wR,=«(l:w<lFJ '- IF.I,)I, [l:w<lF.I'J'J'·
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Cry s tal Data (@1 50Klfor[Cu.(PAP 3Me- H),(N,IJ (1)

Parameter

Value

Empirical Formula
Formula Weight (gomorl )
Crystal Colour

594.57

C,.H,,N.Cu,
dark gree n
O.14xO.12 xO .12

Crystal Dimensions (nvn)

Crystal System

~ ('l

monoclinic
P2,/c
8.9332(3f
14.6 196(4)
17.1857(4)
92 .605(11

Ab s. coetf., J.1 (anol)
Rad iation, ). (A)

Siemens SMAR T
19.44
Mo Ka. 0.7 1073

Space Group
a (A)
b (A)

c (Al
d_ (g-em4 )
Z
Diffractometer

1.761

4

T (I<)

150
1200
50.06
16209

F_

29_ rl
Data Collected
No. of Unique Data [1>2a{ll)

3966

No. of Variab les
Goodness of Fit
R, [1>2a (l)f

340
1.079
0.0241
0.0570

wR,[1>2a(llf

• Throughout this W'ClI1t, value in parentheses is the esd in the last digit.
• Goodness of Fit = [rW{1F'"11- 1F.I )2/ (No. of reflections - no. of parameters)]v.II.

• R, = >:( IF.I- IF II /EIF I
• wR,=[(1:w( IFJ'- IF. I'II/ [l:w(IF.I'I'I~
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Crystal Data (@290K)for[Cu.(PAP3Me.HMN,)J(11

Value

Parameter

Emp irical Formula
Formula We ight (g·mor

t

C"H, ,N..Cu,
594.57

)

Crystal Colour
Crystal Dimens ions (mm)

dark green

0.32x 0 .22 x 0 .20

Crystal System
Space Group

monoclini c

a (A)

9.016(2)'
14.659( 3)
17.309(4)
93.23( 1)

P2,/C

b(A)

e tA)

P rJ

d_(g.aTf')

1.729

Z

4
Siemens SMART
19 .08
Mo Ka. 0 .71073
290

Diffractometer
Abs . coeff ., ..... (an-I)
Rad iaUon, ). (A )
T(I<)

F..

1200

29_ (")
Data Collected
No . of Unique Data [1>20'(1)]
No . of Va riabl es
Goodne ss of Fit"
R, [1>2o(l) T
wR, [1>2o(l)r

56.58
27143

5626
340
1.142

0.0422
0.0756

• Throughout this work , value in parentheses is the esd in the last digi t.
- Goodness of Fit = {I:w( IF"II -I F.I )21 (No. of refl ections - no. of paremetersj]'" .

• R.=I(IF. I-IF I) / I I F. I
• wR,= ((1:w(IF}> - IF. I'l'1 (1:w(IF.I ')' J'"
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Crys tal Data lor [Cu.(PAP3MeI,(NJ.(NOJ,(H ,OIJ(NO.),(H,OI. n (21
Parameter

Value

Empirical Formula

C..,H,."N.O,»Cu,
702.42

Formula Weight (g·mor')
Crystal eo lOU'
Crystal Dimensions (mm)
Crystal System
Space Group

black

0.4OOxO.200 x O.ISO
monoclinic

cu«

a (A)

26.71(1)'
13.51(3)
16.64( 1)
117.35( 3)
1.728
8

b (A)

cIA)

PrJ

d_ ( g ~~)

Z
Diffractometer
Abs. c:oeff., .... (em-')
Radiation. 1. CA)

Rigaku AFC6S

16.48
Mo Ka. 0.71073
299
2846
SO.2
5133
1863

T (I<}

F..

29_ rl
Data Collected
No. of Unique Data fl>1.5a(I))
No. of V ariables
Goodness of Fi ~

343

2.08
0.07 0
0.050

R[I>2a( I)f
R,. [1>2a( I)f

• Throughout this work, value inparentheses is the esd in the last digit.
Goodness of Fit = [l:w( I F. I- IF. l l2 / (No. of reflection s >no. of parameters)]1J2.

II

, l:lI F.I -IF l)nI F.1
• [(1:w( !F,I-IF,I)'1 [l:wd F. I )~W
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Par ameter

Val ue

Empirical Formu la
Formula We ight (g "f1'lOt')
Crystal Colour
Crystal Dimensions (mm)
Crystal System
Space Group
a (A)
b (A)

CZ1.SHJlIS.J° , S..CICUz
754 .09
black
0 .32 x 0.20 x 0.13
tricfi nic

P·l
8.5328(1)
13.6204(1)
" .'372(' )
108.57(1)
98 .57( 1)

e tA)

aM
PM

T (.)

99 .73(1)

d_ ( g -em~)

1.671
2

Z
Diffractometer
Abs . coeff .• J1 (em -I)
Rad iation, A.(A)
T (l<}

Siemens SMART
16.06
Me Ka.0 .71073

150

F~

76 1

28_(')
Data Col lected
No. of Unique Data (1)20 (1))
No . of Variab le s
Goodness of Fit"
R, [1>2o( l)f
wR, [1>2e (l)f

50.0
13305
527.
403
1.126
0.0641
0.1520

• Th rou ghout this wo rk , value in parentheses is the esc in the last digi t.
~ Goodness of Fit = (Ew( I F..I- l F. / }ZI (No. of reflection s - 00 . ofparameters)]1IZ.

• R, = ,<IF.I- IF 1)It IF.1

• wR, = [(Lw( IFJ '- IF. I,)I, [Iw(IF.I'),W
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Cryslal Data for ICu,lPAP3MeXSOJ,tH,O)JIH,OI.. (6)

Parameter

Va lue

Empirical Formula

Cji;lllN.01UOS 2CU:t

Formula Weight (g·moIOI )
Crystal Colour
Crystal Dimensions (mm)
Crystal System
Space Group
a (A)
b (A)

760 .69
green

O.3Ox0.20 x 0.40

monoclinic

P2, /n
13.863(8)"
35 .007(4 )

e tA)

16.904(6)
9 1.56(4)

PrJ

d_(g-an~}

Rad ia tion, ). (A)

1.845
12
RigakuAFC6S
17.86
Mo Ka.0 .71073

T (I<)

299

F~

4668

26_rJ

50.2

D a ta Col lected
No . of Uni que Data (1)1 .50( 1))
No. of Variables
Goodness of Fit"

15474
8647
1208

Z
Diffractometer
Abs. coeff.. J.l(emol )

1.59
0.043

R [1>2o( l)f
R,.(1) 2o (l)f

0.03 1

• Tlvoughout this work, value in parenthesesis the esd in the last digit
10 Goodness

of

Fit = (Iw<l F.I- 1F. I)I I (No. of renecncoa - no. ofparamelers»"" .

, l:( IF I- IF, I)/EIF, I
• [(Ew(1F. I- IF, I)'/ [tw(IF, I}'Jw
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App endlxC
Intermolecular Hydrogen Bonds In
[Cu.(PAP3Me)(SO, ),(H.O)JIH.O),. (6)

All interadions fO(which the contact distance is less than or equal to the

sum of the Van der Wa als radii of the two atomsinvolved are reported.
Van der Waals RadII Used

H

o
8

1.2 A
1.4 A
1.85A

Atoms

Distance (A)

Type of Interaction

8 ( 1) H(73)

2.627

5 0/' BrKtge Sutfu' I l attice H2 0 Hydrogen

0 (2) H(521

2.052

50 . 2- Bridge Oxygen I N·H Hydrogen

0 (3 ) H(76)

1.675

0 (4 ) H(73)

1.656

sot
sot

0 (6 ) H(51)

2.066

50 . 1• Bridge Oxygen I N.H Hydrogen

O(B) H(6BI

2.094

0 ( 15) H(61)

2.161

sot Bridge Oxygen I Coord. H 0 Hydrogen
sot Bridge Oxygen I N-H Hydrogen

0 ( 16) H(60)

2.223

sot Bridge Oxygenf Coord. H 2 0 Hydrogen

0 (1B) H(49)

2.317

sot Bridge Oxygen I N-H Hydrogen

0 ( 19) H(74)

2.066

0 (20) H(79)

2.009

sot Bridge SulfurI l attice H 0 Hydrogen
sot Bridge Oxygen I Coord. H 0 Hydrogen

0(23 ) H(72)

2.365

Coord. t\0 OxygenI Lattice H20 Hydrogen

Bridge Oxygen I Coord. H 2 0 Hydrogen
Bridge OxygenI Lattice H 20 Hydrogen

2

2

2
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Atoms

Distan ce (A)

Type of Intera ction

0( 261 H(29)

2.310

5°41- Bridge Oxygen I C·H Methyl Hydrogen

0(26 ) H(53 )

2.315

5 0 41- Bridge Oxygen I N-H Hydrogen

0 (291 H(53)

2.162

50 410 Bridge Oxyge n I N·H Hydrogen

0(29) H(20)

2.386

50/- Bridge O xygen I C-H Ring H ydrogen

0( 30) H(54)

2.140

5°41- Bridge Oxygen I Coord. H10 Hydrogen
0

0( 31) H(54)

2.006

50 /

0(33) H(se )

2.063

50410 Bridge Oxygen I Coarct HI O Hydrogen

0(34 ) H(56)

2.006

5 ° 41 - Bridge Oxygen I Coord. HIO Hydrogen

0 (34) H(57)

2.211

504 Bridge O xygen I Coord. ~ O Hydrogen

0 (35) H(SO)

2.300

50 41 - Bridge Oxygen I N -H Hydrogen

Bridge O xygen I Coord. H10 Hydrogen

10

0( 40) H(66)

1.687

Lattice H,O Oxygen I Coord. H,O Hydrogen

0 (41) H(5)

2.230

l a ttice HJO Oxygen I C·H Ring Hydrogen

0 (41) H(42)

2.270

l a ttice HJO Oxygen I C-H Ring Hydrogen

0 (42) H(60)

1.734

Lattice H,O Oxygen I Coord. H,O Hydrogen

0 (43) H(63)

1.916

l a ttice ~O Oxygen I Coord. H10 Hydrogen

0 (44) H(70)

1.610

l a ttice H 20 Oxygen I Coarct HIO Hydrogen
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Appendix 0
Variabl e Temperatur e x. vs. T Magnetic Suscep tib ility Data

[Cu.lPAP3Me..HJa

[Cu.IPAP3 Me J,(NJ,

(NJJ(11

( NO, J,(H,O)JINO,~

T(K)

T(K )

XM (emu/mo l )

4.667 • 3.923E.ooJ
e .769 .4.114E.ooJ
10.302 ,5.189E.ooJ
15.022 • 5.636E.Q03
19.522 • 5.835E.ooJ
24,310. 5 .8 19E~
29.118 , 5.647E.Q03
33.932 , 5.362E-003
38.734 , 5.08OE.Q03
43 .566 , 4.80 1e-ooo
48.392 • 4.S47E-OOO
53.2OO.4.332E-OOO
57.99O .4.081E-OOO

62.816 ,3.851E.Q03
67.636 , 3666E.Q03
72.450 • 3.493E-003
n.264 • 3.335E-003
82.072 • 3.188E.Q03
90.521 • 2.960E.Q03
1oo.75O ,2.722 E.Q03
110.974 ,2.527E-003
121.192,2.355E-003
131.434 ,2.206 E-003
141.669 .2.074E-003
160 .913 . 1.868E-003
181.385 . 1.690 E-003
20 1.857 , 1.542E -003
222 .310 I 1.419E .Q03

242.n6 ,1 .315E-003
263 .259 , 1.223E-003
283.1 41 .1 .147E~

295 .134 , 1.104E.()Q3

[Cu, (PAP3Me )(NJ,
(2) ICH,OH)](C10. )(H,O ) (31

XM(emu/m ol)

T(K )

x. (emu/mol)

5 .039 , 1.124 E-003
10.692 . 1.134 E..003
13.755 • 1.207 E.ooJ
17.662 , l .332E -003

4.020 , 7,478 E-004
5.846 , 5.237E-004
10.831 .4.199E -Q04
15.863 , 3.449E-004

21 .969 .1 .491E-003
27 .625 . 1.714 E-003
32.174,1 .888E-00 3

20.745 • 3.058 E..()()4
25.602 , 2.B19E-Q04

35 .808 , 2.008E.Q03

40.048 • 2.128E.ooJ
44 .794 .2.241E .ooJ
49 .563 • 2.320E-ClO3
54.331 . 2.371E...Q03

59.314 . 2.403E-003
64 .724 . 2.416 E..003
70 .071 , 2.4 14E-Q03
75.039 , 2.398E-003
80.387 , 2.373E.ooJ
85.119 , 2.343 E.ooJ
93.322 • 2.285 E.ooJ
103.845 . 2.20 1E..()()3
114 .9 33 • 2.11 2 E-OOO

125.527 , 2.026E-003
13 5.736 ,l .944 E.ooJ
145 .924, l .868 E.ooJ
166 .119 .1 .73 tE .ooJ
186 .296 • 1.60 1E..003

207 .118 . 1.489E-003
229 .437 . 1.387E..003
25O.099. 1.29 8E-003
271 .727,l .220 E-003
286 .222 , l .171E.ooJ
297 .832 ,1 .132E.ooJ
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3O.275 , 2.710E-004
34.999 ,2.657E-004
39.787 • 2.723 E-004
44.482 , 2.955 E-004
49.' 4 ' , 3.245 E.()()4
53.862 , 3.545 E-004
58.597 , 3.85SE-004
63.336 .4.221E.()()4
67.258 , 4.662E -004
72.717.5.016E.()()4
77.525, 5.436 E-004
82.292 , 5.846 E-004
90.596 • 6.525E -004
100.725 , 7.272 E-004
110.818 . 7.944E .Q04
12O.934 . B.423E.()()4

131.065 . 8.794E ...Q04
141.202 , 9.044E -004
160.423 . 9.317E.()()4

180.998 ,9.419 E-004
201.626, 9.262 E-004
222 .143 ,9.102E-004
242.831 . 8.990 E-004
263 .220 , 8.657E-004
283 .851 . 8.434 E-004
296 .003 , 8.311 E-004

[Cu,(PAP 3Me)(N.).

[Cu.IPAP3Me).

[Cu z(PAP3M e){SO,)J

CIJ(CH .OH).. (41

(N.).BrJ (51

(H.O)JIH,O) (6)

T(KI

T(KI

T(KI

X. (em u/ mol)

5.318.2.098 E-002
11.0 19 .1 .596E-002
14.207 . 1.435E-00 2
18.181 ,1.291E-002
22 .445,1 .170 E-002
28 .163 ,I .038 E-002
31 .954 ,9.633 E-003
36.394 • 8.864E-003
40.45 1 . 8.248 E-00 3
44 .956 , 7.648 E-003
49 .970 , 7.083 E-00 3
54 .479 ,8.628 E-003
59 .493 , 6.177E-003
64 .867 .5.755E-003
70.155 .5.393E-003
75.135 • 5.079E -003
80 .276 • 4.803E -003
85 .119, 4.561 E-003
93.620 , 4.195 E-C03
104.024 . 3. 8 1 8 E~3
114.937 .3.490E-C03
125 .781 , 3.22 1E-C03
135.737 ,2.995E-003
145 .924 ,2.802E -003
165.700 , 2.494E-003
186 .296 , 2.227E-003
207 .118 , 2.015 E-003
229 .437 .1 .837 E-C03
250.908 . 1.688 E-00 3
271 .727 , 1.565E -003
286 . = , I .488 E-003
297 .832 , I .429E-003

x. (emu/mol)

X. (emu/mol l

4.938 • 1.3 10E-002
10.464 , 1.218E-C02
13.384 , I .I 64E-002
17.284 ,1 .074E-002
21.710 .9.752 E-003
26.358 • 8 .797 E-C03
31.665 .7,789E-C03
35.904 , 7.082E-C03
39.874, 6 .515E-C03
44.634 • 5.947 E-C03

44 .700 . 1.894 E-CI03

49.482 . 5.482E-003

49.4 23 • 2.112E-CI03

54.282
59.314
64.724
69.988
74.942
8O.ose
84 .995
93.47 1

, 5 .096 E-003
,4.750E-003
, 4.434 E-003
, 4.168 E-C03
, 3 .940 E-00 3
, 3 .742E-C03
, 3 .568E-003
, 3 .306 E-003

103.842 • 3.035E-00 3

114.93 7 .2.798E-003
125.78 1 . 2.60 1E-00 3
135.737 .2.436 E-00 3
145.924, 2.294 E-003
165.7oo ,2.064 E-C03
186.809 , 1.862 E-C03
207.118 , 1.7oo E-C03
229.437 , 1.563 E-C03
25O.908 . 1.447 E-00 3
271.727 , 1.35OE-003
286. = , 1.28 9E-C03
298.870 • 1.243E-00 3
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3.480 . 3.579E-C03
5.996 • 2.004E-C03
10.61 0 ,1 .169E-C03
15.655 , 8.686E -004
20 .381 . 8.281E-004
25.402 • 9.312E-004
30 .456 . 1 . 1 44 E~
35.183. 1.38SE-CI03
39 .944 • 1.647 E-CI03

53 .200 , 2.280E-C03
58 .038 , 2.375E-C03
62.834 , 2.488E-C03
67 .636 , 2.570E-C03
72.450 . 2.624E-C03
77 .270 .2.6SSE-C03
82 .096 , 2.669E-C03
90 .521 , 2.665E-C03
1oo .744, 2.624 E-C03
110.962 , 2.557E-C03
121.216 . 2.480E-C03
13 1.440 , 2.398E-C03
141 .676, 2.319E-C03
160.919 ,2.173E-C03
18 1.39 1 ,2.024E-C03
20 1.845 .1 .893E-CI03

= .304
242 .782
263 .229
283 .117
295 .128

• 1.790E-C03
• 1.667 E-C03
, 1.574E-CI03
. 1.494E-CI03
,1 .444E-C03

[Cu,(PAP3Me)CIJ (71
T(K)

X. (emulmoll

3.517 • 8.316E.004
6.074 .4.948E.004
10.592 . 3.171E.004
15.540 . 2.588E.004
20.351 . 3.014E.004
25.42O. 4.487E.004
30.450 • 6.789E.004
35.171 . 9.270E.004
39.902 .1 .186E.0Q3
44.676 . 1 .43SE~3
49.399 .1 .651E.oo3
53.224 .1 .802E.oo3
58.002 . 1 .9 18E~3
62.822 . 2.034E.oo3
67.630 . 2.119E.0Q3
72.456 • 2.177E.0Q3
77.252 .2.215E.0Q3
82 .102 . 2.235E.oo3
90.527 • 2.242E.oo3
loo.775 . 2.217E.0Q3
110.986. 2.166E -ClO3

121.216 .2.105E.0Q3
131.446 .2.040E.0Q3
141.663. 1 .974 E~3
160.9 19. 1.852E.oo3
181.397 • 1.725E.oo3
201.857 . 1.613E.oo3
222 .304 . 1.521E.oo3
242.782 . 1.41BE-ClO3

263 .205 • 1.338E.0Q3
283 .087 . 1.269E.0Q3
295.134 .1 .226E.oo3

ICu, (PAP3Me)(OH)
(NO,)J(H,OI (8)
T(KI

X. (emu/mol)

3.336 • 3.oo7 E.0Q3
5.827 . 1.743E.0Q3
10.544 • 9.922E.004
15.522 • 7.090E.004
20.363 . 5.649E'()04
25.396 .4.73OE.004
30.4 56 • 4.104E.004
35.165 • 3.682E.004
39.908 . 3.369E.004
44.688 • 3.13OE.004
49.405 . 2.94SE-Q04

53 .266 • 2.822E.004
58 .002 .2.726 E.004
62.8 16 .2.648 E.004
67.624 .2.614E..Q04

72.456 • 2.622 E.004
77.270 .2.66 ' E.004
82 .084 . 2.734E.004
9O.515 .2.912E.004
loo.75O .3.216E.004
110.974 . 3.590E.004
123.352 . 3.998E.004
131.554 . 4.407 E-004
14 1.663 . 4.782E.004
160.925.5.440E.()Q4
181.391 .6.039E.()Q4
201.851 . 6.494E.()Q4
222 .298 . 6.809E.004
242.794 • 7.033 E.004
263 .235 . 7.166E.004

ICu,(PAP3Me)
(OHIBrJ(9)
T(KI

x. (emu/moll

3.577 • 3.769E.()Q3
5.827 • 2.276E.()Q3
10.544 .1 .344E.()Q3
15.504 .9.644E.004
20.357 . 7.826E.004
25.408 • 6.624E.004
30.450 • 5.863E.004
35.177 . 5.280E.004
39 .890 • 4.873E.004
44 .688 • 4.545E.004
49 .393 .4.285E.004
53 .218 ,4.147E.Q04

58 .002 . 3.984E.()()4
62 .822 • 3.861 E.004
6 7.630.3.780E.004
72.... . 3.765 E.004
77.252. 3.777 E.004
82 .102 . 3.816E.004
90.521 • 3.947E.004
100.744.4.214E..()()4

283 .117 .7.219E-()()4

110.968 • 4.544E.004
121.210 .4.942E.004
131.428 . 5.300E.004
14 1.657 .5.696 E.004
160.932 . 6.323E.004
181.397 .6.897E.004
201 .845 .7.332E.004
222 .298 • 7.556E.004
242.782 .7.826 E.004
263 .229 . 7.943 E.004
283 .105 • 7.916 E.004

295 .128 . 7.224 E.004

29 5.110. 8.000E..()()4

'68

[N1,lPHP6Me)CI(NCSh
( H,OKC H.C H.OH)J [N~

[N1,lPHP6Me.HI
(N.).(CH,OH)I (10)

[N1,lPAP6Mo-HKNJ.
(CH.OH )J (13)

T(KI x. (emu/moll
3.893 • 2.602E-002
5.060 • 2.243E-002
9.862 . 1.480E-002
14.658 , 1.220E-002
19.472 , 1.089E-002
24.310 ,1 .011E-002
29.106 .9.618E-003
33 .914 .9.160E-003
38 .740 ,8.828E-003
43 .566 •8.574E-003
48.374 , 8.370E-003
53 .182 ,8 .182E-003
57.984 , 7.948E-003
62 .810 , 7.761E-003
67 .606 , 7.579E-003
72.426 . 7.347E-003
77.264 , 7.145E-003
82.090 , 6.996 E-003
9O.515 , 6.719E-003
loo.732 ,6.4 10E-003
110.956 .6.137E-003
121.204 , 5.870E-003
131 .422, 5.619E-003
141.633 ,5.381E-003
160 .895 .4.982 E-oD3
181.415,4.634E-003
201 .869 ,4 .359E-003
= .316 , 4.058E-003
242.768 , 3.787E-003
263 .241 , 3.555E-003
283 .129 ,3 .360E-003
295 .128 , 3.256E-003

T(K) X. (emu/mol l
5.1oo , 7.771E-003
8.250 , 5.686E-003
13.663 ,3.943E-003
17.368 ,3.308E-003
22.255 , 2.722E-003
27.306 , 2.324E-003
32.429 • 2.058E-003
37.233 , 1.906E-003
42.051 , 1.825E-003
46.828, 1.802E-003
5O.510 ,1 .808E-003
54.728 , 1.832E-003
59.613 .1 .876E-003
64 .867 .1 .937E-003
70.155 • 2.000E-003
75.135 . 2.061E-003
80 .166 ,2.118E-003
84 .995 , 2.170E-003
93.471 ,2 .2496E-003
103.542 , 2.326E-003
114.937 . 2.388E-003
125.523 ,2.437E-003
135.737 ,2.471E-003
145.924, 2.500E-003
165.7oo ,2.534E-003
185.785 ,2.553E-003
207.118 ,2.549E-003
228.73O. 2.538E-003
25O.099 .2.515E-003
270 .818 .2.480E-003
290.185 , 2.436E-003
302 .014 .2.418E-003
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(PHP6Me )C1(NCS )
(H.OlJC1. (14)

T(K)

X. (emu/mol)

4.263 • 6.295 E-003
8.343 , 1.111E-002
11.639 , 1.2842E-002
16.034 , 1.40 22E-002
20.905 , 1.4579E-002
27.328 ,1 .467 4E-002
32.484 ,1 .4511E-002
36.339 , 1.4235 E-002
4O.161 , 1.3882 E-002
44.754 , 1.3404E-002
49.483 , 1.2909 E-002
53.242 , 1.2397 E-002
58.020 . 1. 1846 E-002
62.828 • 1.1298E-002
67.624 , 1.0799 E-002
72.444 , 1.0340 E-002
77.282 , 9.92 16E-003
82.090, 9.539 5E-003
90.521 , 8.9432E-003
l oo.763 ,8.298E-003
110.986 , 7.715E-003
121.216 . 7.220E-003
131.422 . 6 .792E-003
141.657 . 6.42 1E-ClO3

160.925 .5.826 E-003
181.391 , 5.283E-003
201.857, 4.842E-003
222.316 , 4.467E-003
242.782 ,4.149 E-003
263.229 , 3.884E-003
283.123 , 3.652 E-003
295.128 , 3.526 E-003

[Mn,(PAP6Me-HKN.I.
(H,O)u1 (15)

TIKI

X. (emu/mol)
4.227 • 6.211E.0Q2
8.277 , 5.191 E.()()2
11.417,4.948E'()()2
15.823 , 4 .803E.0Q2
20.592 • 4.749E.0Q2
26.401 • 4.705E.0Q2
31.937 .4.642E.0Q2
35.929 , 4.572E.0Q2
40.047 , 4.477E.()()2
44.766.4.354E.Q02
49.453 .4.231E -002
53.224 • 4.115E.0Q2
58.026 .3.981E.0Q2
62.822 , 3.829 E.0Q2
67.630, 3.684 E.0Q2
72.468 , 3.S50E'()()2
77.252 . 3.428E.0Q2
82.090 . 3.317E.0Q2
9O.539 .3.14OE.0Q2
l oo.750 . 2.946E.0Q2
110.974 , 2.766E.0Q2
121.216, 2.610E'()()2
131.422,2.474E'()()2
141.657 , 2.352 E.0Q2
160.913 . 2.152E.0Q2
181.391 , 1.966E.0Q2
201.857,l .813E.0Q2
222.286 , 1.679E'()()2
242.788 , 1.563E.0Q2
263.229, 1.465E.0Q2
283.117 . 1.38 1E.0Q2
295 .134 • 1.33OE-002
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Appendix E
Input Files and Parameters Used In the EHMO Model Study
L Variation of CU-N•..cu Angle In Model Comple x M1 t

PHTHAlAZINEWITH CUlNH3IN3(CU-N3-CU = 90 )
37 30 lST 00
EL WFCMOVOP RO NC
O.•O.,O.•OU
· 1.1,NC 0.69.180 .,0.
•l ,2,NC 0.69 ,000 .,0.
1,3, C 1.32,120.,0.
2,4. C 1.32,120.,0.
3,5. H 1.10.240.,0.
j

4,6. H 1.10,240.•0.

3,7. C 1.45,120.•0.
4.8, C 1.45.120.,0.
7.9, C 1.40,240..0.
8.10 , C 1.40.240..0.
9.11, H 1.10.240..0.
10, 12. H 1.10.240 .,0.

9.13. C 1.40 ,120.,0.
10,14. C 1.40.120.,0.
13,15 , H 1.10 ,24 0.,0.

14,16 , H 1.10.240..0.
l ,17.CU 1.99,249.5,0.
2.18,C U 1.99.249.5,0.
17.19,AM1.97,180..0.
17.23 .AM 1.97,090..0.
18,27,AM1.97,180..0.
18.31.AM1.97,090..0.
· 1,35 , N 3.25.270 ..0.
35.36. N 1.20,180..0.
36 ,37. N 1.20.180.,0.

t

the input file presentedhere is for a CU-N.-eu angle of 90"'. The others
were similar, withthe onlychanges being in five memberedring angles.
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# PHTHAlAZINEWITH CU/NH3 ICU-N-N = 117)
42 4DIST 110
40.,50.,60 .,70.,80.,90 .,100 .,110.,120 .,130 .
EL WF CM DV OP RO NC
O.,O.,O.,DU
. 1,l ,NC 0.69,180.,0.
-1,2,NC 0.69,000.,0 .
1,3, C 1.32,120.,0.
2,4, C 1.32,120.,0.
3,5, H 1.10,240.,0.
4,6, H 1.10,240.,0.
3,7, C 1.45 ,120.,0.
4,8, C 1.45,120.,0.
7,9, C 1.40 ,240.,0.
8,10, C 1.40 ,240.,0.
9,11, H 1.10,240.,0.
10,12, H 1.10,240.,0.
9,13, C 1.40,120.,0.
10,14, C 1.40,120..0.
13.15. H 1.10.240.,0.
14,16 , H 1.10,240.,0.

1,17,CU 1.99,243.,0.
2,18,CU 1.99,243.,0 .
17,19,AM 1.97,180 ..0 .
17,23,AM 1.97,090 ..1000 .
17,27,AM 1.97,270 .,1000 .
18,31,AM 1.97,180.,0.
18,35,AM 1.97,090 .,1000 .
18,39,AM 1.97,270..1000 .
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III. Variation of CU-N........-N_

Angle In Model Complex M2

• PHlHALAZINE WITH CUINH3 ICU-N-N = 111)
424DIST 2 8
249.,247.,245 .,243 .,241.,239 .,237.,235.
249.,247.,245 .,243.,241.,239.,237.,235.
EL WFCMOVOP RO NC
O.,O.,O.,DU
-l ,l ,NC 0.69,180 .,0.
· 1,2,NC 0.6 9,000 .,0.
1,3, C 1.32,120 .,0.
2,4, C 1.32, 120.,0.
3,5, H 1.10.240.,0.

4,6, H 1.10,240..0.
3,7, C 1.45,120.,0.
4,8, C 1.45,120.,0.
7,9, C 1.40,240 .,0.
8,10, C 1.40,240 .,0.
9,11, H 1.10,240..0.
10,12, H 1.10.240 .,0.
9,13, C 1.40,120.,0.
10,14, C 1.40,120.,0.

13,15. H 1.10,240.,0.
14,16. H 1.10,240.,0.
1,17,CU 1.99,1000..0.
2,18,CU 1.99,2000 .•0.
17,19,AM 1.97,1 80..0.
17,23,AM1.97,090 .,060.
17,27,AM1.97,270.,060 .
18,31,AM1.97,180 ..0.
18,35,AM1.97,090..060 .
18,39,AM1.97,270.,060.
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N . Trigonal Distortion of AzIde Out of CUzN2(diazine) Plane in Model
ComplexM1

• TRIGONAL DISTORTION OF N3, CllS REMAIN IN PlANE (IDEAL GEO.)
37 30lST 11 9
0 .1.5 ..10..15.•20.,25.,30.,35.,40 .,45 ..50..55.,60 .,65 ..70.,75..80..85 ..90.
EL WF CM OVOP RONC
0.,0.,0.. N
1,2, N 1.20 ,090.,1000 .
2.3, N 1.20 .180.,0.
1.4,CU 1.96,210.•0.
1.5.CU 1.96,330.•0.
4,6 .NC 1.99 ,270.,0.
5,7,NC 1.99,090.,0.

4,8,AM 1.97,180..0.
4,12,AM 1.97,090.,0.

5.16,AM 1.97,180.•0 .
5,2O,AM1.97.270 .•0 .
6,24 , C 1.32,120.,0.

7,25, C 1.32,240.,0.
24 ,26 , H 1.10,120..0.
25,21, H 1.10,240.,0.

24,28, C 1.45,240.,0 .
25,29 , C 1.45 ,120.•0 .
28,30, C 1.40 ,120.•0.
29 ,31. C 1.40 ,240.,0.
30 ,32. H 1.10,120 .,0.
31 ,33, H 1.10,240.,0.
30,34, C 1.40,240.,0.
31,35 , C 1.40,120.,0.

34,36 , H 1.10 ,120..0.
35,37 , H 1.10 ,240..0.
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V. Fold of Bridging AzIde out of CUzNJdi azlne) Plane In Model Complex M1

_ IDEAL GEOMETRY, MfS DEFINED W.R T. N(I)
373DIST 11 9
0.1,5., 10.,15.,20.,25.,30.,35.,40 .,45.,50.,55.,60.,65.,70.,75.,80.,85 .,90 .
EL WF CM OVOP RO NC
O.,O.,O.,DU
-1,1, NO.98,09O.,l ooo .
' ,2, N 1.20,1 80.•0.
2,3, N 1.20,180.•0.
-I,4,CU 1.70,000.,0.
·' ,5.CU 1,70,180..0.
4,6,NC 1.99.300.1,0.
5,7,NC 1.99,300..0.
4,8,AM 1.97,120.,0.
1,12,AM 3.86,-000.,0.
5,16,AM 1.97,120.,0.
1,2O,AM 3.86.060..0.
6,24, C 1.32,120..0.
7,25, C 1.32,120.,0.
24,26, H 1.10,120.,0.
25 ,27 , H 1.10,120.,0.

24 ,28, C 1.45,240.,0.
25,29, C 1.45,240..0.
28.30, C 1.40,120.,0.
29.31, C 1.40,120.,0.
30 ,32, H 1.10,120.,0.
31 ,33, H 1,10,120..0.
30 ,34, C 1.40,240.,0.
31 ,35, C 1.40,240..0.
34 ,36, H 1.10,120 .,0.
35 ,37, H 1.10,120.,0.
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Parameters(exponents and atomic orbital energies)used in the MO calculations:

Atom
H

C
N
NCt
Cu

~.

1.300
1.625
1.950
2.250
2.600

Hs.(eV)
-13.60
-21.40
-26.00
-26.00
-9.40

Hpp(eV)
1.625 -11.40

l;p

~d

~a

Hdd(eV)

1.625 - 13.40

1.950 -13.40
2.250 -15.20
2.800 -5.06

9.150 3.000 -12.60
0.5933" 0.5744'

t NC parameterswere usedin place of standardN parametersfor the diazine
nitrogenatoms.
:: contraction coefficients for d orbitals.
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